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But God, being rich in mercy, because of His great love
with which He loved us, even when we were dead in our
transgressions, made us alive together with Christ (by
grace you have been saved), and raised us up with Him,
and seated us with Him in the heavenly places, in Christ
Jesus, in order that in the ages to come He might show
the surpassing riches ofHis grace in kindness toward us
in Christ Jesus. For by grace you have been saved
throughfaith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of
God; not as a result of works, that no one should boast.
For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for
good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we
should walk in them.
Ephesians 2:4-10

Before you begin any study of the Word of God, take a few moments to make
sure that you are in fellowship with God, filled with the Holy Spirit. Comprehension-like everything else in the Christian life-is a gift that can be appropriated only by faith. The Bible clearly lays out three requirements that must
be met before we can expect to understand God's Word. All three require
nothing from us but faith.
1. We must be believers in Jesus Christ (John 
3:16).
It is impossible for unbelievers to understand the Word of God (1 Cor. 

2:14). Jesus declared to the leading religious leader of His day that apart
from spiritual birth man is blind to the things of God: "That which is born
of the flesh is flesh, and thatwhichisbornof thespirit isspirit. ...You must
be born again" (John 3:6).
i Cor. 
2:12).
2. We must be filled with the ~ p i r (1
Only the Spirit of God knows the thoughts of God. As believers we are 

indwelt by the Holy Spirit, but when we sin, we break fellowship with
God and cease to function in the power of the Spirit. When we confess our
sins, God is always faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse
us from all unrighteousness (1 John 1:9).The moment we confess, we are
restored to fellowship and are again under the control of the Holy Spirit
and, therefore, able to learn.
3. We must approach in faith (Heb. 11:6).
Only when we approach in humility, with child-like faith, will the Word
of God make sense to us (Matt. 18:4; Heb. 11:3).Where we find Scripture
at odds with our ideas or our desires, we must submit to the authority of
the Word. Intimacy, understanding, and power are reserved for those
who are willing to d o God's will (John 7:17).
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"Advanced techniques are the basics mastered."
- 17th Century
Samurai Code

Preface 

The fundamental principles which underlie any course of
study are called simply "the basics." The basics are the ABC's,
the nuts and bolts. They are the essentials, the things we must
master before we can become proficient in any particular field.
But the basics are also the things to which we must return when
we lose our bearings. They are the bedrock, apart from which
we have no hope of standing.
As new believers, we learn the basic principles: the love of
God, the destructiveness of sin, salvation by faith, the authority
of the Word, the sufficiency of grace. We begin to practice the
basic exercises: confession, prayer, study, service.
As we mature, we come to realize that proficiency, skill in
living the Christian life, is not a matter of moving beyond the
basics, but is a matter of delving more deeply into them. We will
never outgrow our need for confession or prayer or service; in
fact, growth intensifies our need for and our pleasure in these
things. And even though we learn more promises, more principles, more doctrines every day, we will never plumb the
depths of even the most basic truths of God's Word.
The more we grow in the grace and knowledge of God, the
less impressed we will be with ourselves and the more impressed
we will become with the Lord Jesus Christ, "in whom are
hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge" (Col. 2:3).
As a pastor-teacher, my goal in teaching the Basics series
from which this book was written was to lead my sheep to a
more intimate relationship with Jesus Christ. My prayer is that
this book will be used by God to encourage others to study with
renewed enthusiasm and diligence the written Word, through
which alone we can come to know the Living Word, the Lord
Jesus Christ.
G.C.

Introduction
God has a desire for every one of His children to become great.
In eternity past He designed a plan that would bring us to
greatness. He foresaw everything we would need to fulfill our
destiny, and He set aside a lifetime of provisions for each of us.
The purpose of this bookis to lay out that plan, to show from
the Word the goal He wants us to reach and the means by which
He intends we get there.
Unit 1, The Plan of Redemption, explains why man is in the
mess he is in and how God saw the problem before time began.
It describes the work of God the Father, God the Son, and God
the Holy Spirit in providing the solution and tells us how to lay
hold of it.
Unit 2, The Provisions of God's Grace, outlines five essential provisions that God has given to every believer. In Christ we
are incredibly rich, but these riches are of no practical value to
us until we know what they are. Not until we understand what
is available to us can we begin to grow spiritually.
Unit 3, Spiritual Growth, describes the upward path from
infancy to maturity in the spiritual realm. Once we know what
God has made available, the next logical step is to use those
resources, to let ourselves be trained for the work God has
prepared for us. This unit explains both the alternative to
growth and the joys of growth and describes the goal of growth:
spiritual maturity.
Unit 4, The Christian Way of Life, describes the greater
spiritual riches and the more subtle spiritual tests that accompany maturity. In maturity it is imperative that we have 20/20
spiritual vision. This is the point at which the "normal" Christian life really begins. The kind of life God intends to be
"normal" for His children is the kind of life hinted at by men
like Joshua, Caleb, Daniel, Gideon, and exemplified in Paulmen whom God could entrust with work because He knew
they would trust Him.
,
the curtain on the spiritual
Unit 5, Spiritual ~ a r / f a r eopens
battle that rages on this earth, describing both the strategy of the
enemy and the ultimate futility of his cause. Focusing on Job, it
puts into perspective the suffering and pain through which
heroes of faith are forged.

Four of these units describe phases of spiritual growth to the
point at which we must make a decision. Our freedom to choose
is important to God. He is a gentleman; He will never force us
to go any further with Him than we want to go. He wants to take
us all the way to greatness, but He has chosen to limit Himself
by our faith.
In Unit 1 the Gospel is made absolutely clear. It takes us,
therefore, to the point at which we face the most important
decision anyone ever makes: what will I do with Jesus Christ?
Our eternal destiny hinges on how we answer that question. If
we believe in Him, we enter eternal life. If we reject Him, we
remain in death and doom ourselves to an eternity in hell. God
sends no one to hell; men go there by their own free choice.
Believing in Jesus Christ is only the first of many choices that
will determine the course of our lives and the rewards that
will-or will not-be ours in heaven. Unit 2 takes us to the point
at which we have to ask ourselves: do I want to grow? If we say
yes, all we have to do is receive and use the resources God has
given.
By the end of Unit 3, we will be beginning to understand the
next great decision we must make. In order to reach the high
ground of spiritual maturity, we have to choose to present
ourselves as living sacrifices to God, to subordinate everything
we want in life to the plan of God.
Of the few who choose to press on to spiritual maturity, fewer
still will make it through the minefields described in Unit 4 to
the point at which we must decide: do I want to become a hero
of the faith? To move beyond this point, we must have come to
the place where the spiritual realm is more real to us than the
physical.
By the time we reach the end of what is described in Unit 5,
we will have no more decisions to make. The day will come
when each of us will face the result of a11 our previous decisions.
On that day we will stand alone before the Lord Jesus Christ. If
we have chosen for the plan of God and have finished the race
He set before us, we will hear the only words that a disciple
wants to hear His Master say "Well done, good and faithful
servant!"
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Unit 1
The Plan of Redemption

The Problem--Sin

The Provision-

The Cross

Lesson 1 - 1:
The ProblemCin
Genesis 2:16-1 7
Genesis 3:1-7, 1 2-1 6, 21

T

he book of Genesis takes us back to the beginning of human
history. In the first two chapters we see a perfect environment created by a perfect God-over and over again God
looked at what He had made and said, "It is good."
In this perfect environment, God placed perfect man and
perfect woman and gave them the gift of freedom. To make the
freedom real, God gave the man and woman real choices. And
so, in the Garden of Eden, there was a test of the human will.

And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, "From any
tree of the garden you may eat freely; but from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day
that you eat from it you shall surely die. " (Gen. 2:76-17)
God knew that the minute He gave man and woman freedom, danger would enter this perfect environment. He knew
that with freedom man could make a personal decision to reject
Him, and with Him, everything good. He knew that with
freedom man could turn paradise into hell on earth. The fact
that He was willing to give to the human race this marvelous
gift despite the dangers it created should tell us something
about the value God places on human freedom.
The Bible does not tell us how long Adam and Eve had been
in the Garden of Eden before the events of Genesis 3. It could
have been a week; it could have been a thousand years.
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Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of thefield
which the Lord God had made. And he said to the woman,
"lndeed, has God said, 'You shall not eat from any tree ofthe
garden'? " (Gen. 3:1)
The Hebrew word for serpent is nachash. Nachash means "the
shining one." This creature, whatever it was, did not at this
point looklike a snake. Not until after the Fall did God curse the
serpent and it become a symbol of sin. In Revelation 12:9 the
serpent is identified as the devil, Satan, the one who deceives
the world.
In the Garden of Eden, Satan is working through this creature. He approaches the woman by implying that God is keeping something from her and is, therefore, not a good God.

And the woman said to the serpent, "From the fruit of the
trees of the garden we may eat; but from thefruit of the tree
which is in the middle ofthegarden, God has said, 'You shall
not eat from it or touch it, lest you die.'" (Gen. 3:2-3)
Notice that the woman is not surprised when this creature
speaks. She makes a half-hearted attempt to defend God but in
doing so she misquotes Him. He had not told them that they
could not touch the fruit, only that they could not &atit. Already
there is clearly a problem in the human race: ignorance of the
Word of God. Though Adam and Eve had the spoken Word and
we today have the written Word, the principle is the same:
ignorance of God's Word always leads to defeat. When we
today are not clear in our understanding of the Bible, when we
add to or subtract from His instructions, we will be defeated.

And the serpent said to the woman, "You surely shall not die!
For God knows that in the day you eatfrom it your eyes will
be opened, and you will be like God, knozoinggood and evil. "
(Gen. 3:4-5)
Having planted in the woman's mind the seed of doubt
about the goodness of God and His plan, Satan now makes
further use of her lack of understanding of God's Word. He
gives her a half-truth and tells her that the penalty for eating the
fruit is not really what she thinks it is. He knows that Eve is
thinking in terms of physical death. He also knows that she will
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not fall down and die physically the instant she eats from the
tree, so his words are half true. God's warning of Genesis 2:17
uses the Hebrew word for death, muth, twice: "In the day you
eat of this tree, dying you shall surely die." God was telling
them that they would die spiritually, as a result of which they
would eventually die physically. That is, of course, just what
Adam and Eve were about to learn firsthand.
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Eating from the tree, Satan says, will not bring death; it will
bring enlightenment and will cause her to be like God. This, we
know from Isaiah 14:13-14, is exactly what Satan wanted for
himself. Consider Satan's logic: "You can be like God by rejecting God." The woman is about to swallow the lie.

When the woman saw that the tree wasgoodforfood, and that
it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable to
make one wise, she tookfrom its fruit and ate; and she gave
also to her husband with her, and he ate. (Gen. 3:6)
Notice that the serpent did not mess with Adam; he did not
have to. He got to Adam through the woman. Eve was faced
with the temptation to be like God. But Adam was faced with an
entirely different temptation. When he met her after she had
eaten the fruit, he immediately, saw that she was not the same
woman; she was a fallen creature. He knew instantly that he
now had to make a choice between the woman and God.
First Timothy 2:14 makes it clear that though Eve was deceived, Adam was not. She believed that if she ate from the tree,
she would become like God. Adam did not believe that, not for
a second. He did not believe that God had held something back
from him that was good, and he did not believe that the fruit of
the tree was going to enhance him one ounce. He simply made
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a decision: "Eve has fallen and I can choose her or I can choose
God." He chose Eve. This is why the Fall is called "the sin of
Adam."

Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they knew that
they were naked; and they sewedfig leaves together and made
themselves loin coverings. (Gen. 3:7)
Did Satan tell Eve this would happen, that their eyes would
be opened? He did. Was it the way he led her to believe it would
be? No. Sin is never what Satan promises it will be.
Adam and Eve had been naked before the Fall, but nowbecause of sin-the possibility of perversion enters their minds.
They respond by trying to make coverings for themselves.This
is the first instance of human religion, the man and woman's
first attempt to solve their problem themselves, to hide their
sinfulness from each other and make themselves acceptable to
God.
They inherently know that the coverings they have made are
not enough, and so Adam and Eve are afraid and try to hide
from God. In Genesis 3:9 the Lord God calls for them. He knows
where they are; what He wants from them is a simple confession, an admission that they know where they are. That is
always what He wants from us when we sin: simple, honest
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confession. First John 1:9 promises that if we confess-which
simply means to name or acknowledge-our sins, He will
forgive and cleanse us. Adam and Eve, instead of admitting
their guilt, do what we usually do: they both put the blame on
someone else.

And the man said, "The woman whom Thou gavest to be with
me, she gave me from the tree, and I ate. " Then the Lord God
said to the woman, "What is this you have done?" And the
woman said, "The serpent deceived me, and I ate. " (Gen.
3:12-13)

Adam blames God because God had given the woman ta
him; the woman blames the serpent. Both are unwilling to take
responsibility for their disobedience.
Already four effects of the fall are obvious: perversion, conscious guilt, fear, and hostility. We face the same effects every
day. Perversion is the evil we can do with the good things God
gives. Conscious guilt is the inner awareness that we have
sinned and are accountable to God. Fear-the great power of
Satan's realm-is the inevitable result of refusing to admit OUI
guilt and accept forgiveness.Hostility toward God and toward
other people is the outworking of uncontrolled fear.
We start out saying, "If God were really a good God, He
would not keep from me the things I want." So we go our own
way to get those things and get hurt in the process. Then we
blame God for the pain and in our anger we lash out at Him,
"Why did God let this happen to me?" It all starts with a

question: "Why won't God give me this?" And it ends with a
question: "Why did God let this happen to me?" These are the
effects of the fall of man.
God did not intend to leave man lost and hopeless. From the
very beginning He had a plan. His first revelation of that plan
is in Genesis 3:15.

And the Lord God said to the serpent, 

"Because you have done this, 

Cursed are you more than all cattle, 

And more than every beast of the field; 

O n your belly shall you go, 

And dust shall you eat 

All the days of your life; 

And I 
 will put enmity 

Between you and the woman, 

and between your seed and her seed; 

He shall bruise you on the head, 

And you shall bruise Him on the heel. 
"
(Gen. 3:14-15)
This is the first promise of the Savior, the Messiah. What the
Lord God describes here is the work of the cross, where Satan
would bruise the heel of Jesus Christ, but Jesus Christ would
smash the head of the serpent. Sin is the barrier between God
and man. At the cross, Jesus Christ would remove the barrier
and open the door to God so that anyone could have freedom to
approach God by faith in Him. The rest of the Bible is an account
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of God keeping the promise He makes here. Everything in the
Old Testament points forward to the fulfillment of this promise
of the seed of the woman. In Genesis 12:l-3, the promise is
narrowed to the seed of Abraham, in Genesis 49:s-12 to the seed
of the tribe of Judah, in Isaiah 7:14 to the seed of a virgin, and,
finally, in Matthew 1:23to the seed of Mary, Jesus the Messiah.
And the Lord God made garments ofskin for Adam and his
wife, and clothed them. (Gen. 3:21)

God's clothing of Adam and Eve is the first Biblical picture of
redemption. A guiltless animal is sacrificed to provide a covering for sinful man. In accepting the covering, Adam and Eve
acknowledge that they are helpless to bridge the spiritual
separation from God that their sin has brought into the world.
Though they are helpless, they are still free, and they exercise
their freedom this time by choosing to look forward in faith to
the coming of the promised Redeemer.

Sin
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Lesson 1-2: 

The Plan-Redempfion
Romans 8:28-30

ith the fall of Adam and Eve the entire human race was
separated from God, plunged into depravity, and set on
the path to destruction. But the purposes of God were not
hindered by disaster at the dawn of human history any more
than they are hindered by disaster today. From eternity past,
God had a plan for the universe. In Romans 8 the apostle Paul
explains the relationship between the eternal plan of God and
the everyday life of man.

W

And we know that God causes all things to work together for
good to those who love God, to those who are called according
to His purpose. (Rom. 8:28)
"We know" is from the Greek oida, which refers to certain
knowledge, absolute understanding. In the perfect tense it refers to knowledge held in the present because it was learned in
the past. This could be translated, "We have come to know with
certainty." Paul is not talking about everyone; he is talking
about those who have been taught and who therefore know absolutely that there is a reason they exist and what that reason is.
When Paul writes that "God causes all things to work together for good," he is not saying that God lets only good things
happen, but that He weaves both things that are good and
things that are bad and makes them together produce something that is good.
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"Good" here is agafhos; it means absolute good, ultimate
good. Ultimate good is not always immediate good. God, who
is eternal, takes the long view. He is concerned not so much
with where we are at this moment, but with the character we are
developing over time and with our eternal destiny. Any person
who has no concern for eternity, who is focused on time and on
what he can get in time, has set himself against the machinery
of the universe. Such a person cannot expect this promise to
apply in his life.
To whom does God make this promise?The phrase "to those
who love God" points to those who are focused on God through
the person of Jesus Christ. Jesus said unequivocably in John
14:6 that no one could reach God except throughHim: "I am the
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way and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father, but
through Me." Anyone who talks about God but despises Jesus
Christ has a God who is a figment of his imagination. He cannot
expect that anything will work for ultimate good in his life.
"Love" here is agapao. In the present active participle it refers
to a constant, habitual action. This promise is to those who have
a lifestyle of loving God. But what does that mean? In John 13:17
Jesus told His disciples, "If you know these things, you are
blessed if you do them." In John 14:15He said, "If you love Me,
you will keep My commandments." "Keep" is from the Greek
tereo, which means "to g u a r d or "to treasure." Reverence for
the Word is an expression of love. No one obeys perfectly all the
time; everyone fails. But the person who stands up and tries
again and again after he fails, who consistently pursues Godthis person has such a lifestyle.
The person who hates God or ignores God should not expect
anything to work together for good in his life. To hate the
Creator of the universe, to despise the Power behind life, to turn
away from the Planner behind history and expect everything to
go well in life is to be a fool.
"Those who love God" is amplified by the phrase "those who
are called according to His purpose." Kletos, literally "the called,"
is in the dative case here, in what is known as the dative of
advantage. Paul is saying that these people have an advantage
because they responded to a call. What was the call? An invitation to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and be saved. To whom
has the call gone out? To the whole world.
"The called" are all who answer the call by faith in Jesus
Christ. "According to His purpose" in Greek is kata prothesis.
Kata means "according to a norm and a standard." Prothesis is
from pro, "beforehand," and tithemi, "to set in place." God has
set standards. His standards are absolute and eternal. They will
never change, just as He will never change. Before time began,
God set the order for the physical functions of the universe and
for the spiritual functions of man. He did not wind up the
universe like a toy and turn it loose with no idea of what would
happen to it. He had a plan before creation, and He has revealed
His plan in increasingly greater detail throughout Scripture.
Romans 8:28 sets two conditions on God's promise to work
all things together for good in our lives. We must love God and
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we must be called according to His purpose. That means we
must be living according to His purpose, willing to follow His
plan. If I buy an automobile and want it to run as it was
designed to run, I follow the manufacturer's maintenance
instructions. If I build a house and want it to stand, I follow the
architect's blueprint. If I am an athlete with my heart set on
winning Olympic gold, I follow my coach's training schedule.
If I want everything to work for good inmy life, I follow the plan
of God.
Does following the plan mean that we will always only
experience good things? Not at all. We will face adversity and
suffering, as well as blessing and prosperity. We will face the
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same things everyone in life faces. But there will be a difference
in our lives. We will know that all things-the good things and
the bad things-have a purpose. We will know that everything
is working toward an ultimate goal: infinite, final, lasting good.
What is the ultimate good that God wants to work out in our
lives? He wants us to be conformed to His Son.

For whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become
conformed to the image ofHis Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brethren; and whom He predestined, these
He also called; and whom He called, these He also justified;
and whom He justified, these He also glorified. (Rom. 8:2930)

"Conformed" is summorphoo, from sun, "together," and morphoo, "form, appearance, essence." God wants to take all of His
children in form and appearance and essence and bring them
together in the likeness of the Lord Jesus Christ. The best
possible destiny is not to be rich, to be famous, to be successful.
The best is to be like His Son. The highest goal that God could
have for our lives is to make us like the greatest man who ever
lived.
Paul names five actions undertaken by God in eternity past
on behalf of those who would become His children in time.
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1. He foreknew. Before human history began, God saw the
ultimate end of everything in time. From the foreknowledge of
God comes the idea of divine providence.The word providence
comes from the Latin pro videre. Videre-from which we get
video-means "to see." Pro means "beforehand." The word
"provide" comes from the same roots. Because God saw, He
was able to provide.
God, looking down from eternity past, saw everything that
would ever happen in time. He saw each of us. He knew when
we would exist. He knew every thought we would ever think.
Because He knew every sin we would ever commit, He was
able to pour out those sins on Jesus Christ at the cross. He knew
whether we would accept or reject the invitation to believe in
Christ. And He knew that if we rejected the invitation, we
would never be one of "the called according to His purpose."
2. He predestined. The idea of predestination scares people.
In Greek it is proorizo. Pro, "beforehand;" horizo, "to set boundaries." The word also means to establish a destiny. God established a destiny for every person who would respond to Jesus
Christ. On this earth, that destiny is to enter into union with
Him and accomplish a particular work designed by Him (Eph.
2:10). In eternity, that destiny is to have eternal life and an
eternal inheritance (1 Pet. 1:4-5).
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God set the boundaries in each of our lives. He knew before
He created us exactly what it would take in our lives to conform
us to Christ. He knew how much adversity and how much
prosperity we could handle, and He set limitations on both.
3. He called. "Call" is from kaleo. God simply gave the
invitation, and the invitation was accepted. When we believe in
lesus Christ, we enter into that salvation prepared beforehand.
4. He justified. "Justify," dikaioo, is from a Roman law term
that meant to declare someone to be legally righteous. God
declares us righteous not on the basis of anything we do, but on
the basis of the righteousness of Jesus Christ, received by faith.
God made His Son to become sin for us so that He could make
us the rightousness of God by faith in Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 5:21).
Righteousness is a gift.
5. He glorified. "Glorify," from doxazo, means "to make
glorious." In his writings, the apostle Paul uses "glory" as a
comprehensive term for all that is of God. "Glory"speaks of any
work or act which reveals God's essence. Whenever God's
character is reflected, this is also glory. We were created for this
very purpose: to reflect the glory of God (Isa. 43:7; Rom. 9:23;
Eph. 1:6, 12, 14).
Every one of these verbs is an aorist active indicative. Aorist
tense means the action tookplace at a point of time; active voice
means that God produced the action. He is the one who foreknew, who predestined, who called, who justified, who glorified. He did it all. The indicative mood is a dogmatic statement
of reality.
God did it all, at one point, at a point of time before time, a
point we call "in the beginning." He knew how each of us
would respond to Jesus Christ, and in that knowledge He set
Dur eternal destiny.
Before there was ever a problem in human history, God had
a solution. Every problem we face in time, God saw beforehand.
Because He saw and becauses He cares, He came up with a
plan. In the plan He provided every solution and wrapped
them all in a package called the Son of God, the Lord of Glory,
the Prince of Peace, the Lord Jesus Christ. And He sent Him to
this world to do what? To take our problems away? No, to give
us something within that enables us to face our problems. We
:an lay hold of the solutions-if we take hold of the Savior.

Lesson 1-3: 

The Provision-The Cross 

John 1:l-5, 14, 18
1 Corinthians 15:l-4

I

n eternity past, God planned for the salvation of men and
women whose creation and fall had not yet become a reality
in time. After their creation and fall, at the perfect moment in
human history, Christ came to earth to execute the plan.
Everything in the universe points to the Savior. Every principle, every promise, every truth in the Word of God has value
only as it relates to the person and work of the Lord Jesus Christ.
This is why Colossians 1:18 says that the whole plan of God
is summarized in one thing: that He have preeminence-first
place-in everything.
Christ's preeminence stands on two things: His person and
His work. Who is Jesus Christ? He is-and always was-God.
At a point in time He became-and always will be-man. Near
the end of the first century, at a time when the doctrines of both
the deity and the humanity of Jesus Christ were under attack,
the apostle John wrote to clear up the confusion over just who
Jesus was.
In tlze beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.
(john 1:1-2)

Go back, John says, as far as you want to go, a million years,
a billion years before creation, and wherever you start, the
Word "was." This word is einri in the Greek, meaning "to be."
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In the imperfect tense it means continuous existence in the past.
Not only did the Word exist in the beginning, but the Word
was "with God." The Greek pros means "face to face." John is
declaring the uniqueness of the Word, the fact that He is set
apart from God the Father. In the beginning the Word existed;
the Word had eternal existence in the past and was face to face
with God and therefore stands unique from God. And "the
Word was God." John could not be any more dogmatic about
the deity of the Word.
He repeats the idea of the uniqueness of the Word in the
statement, "He was in the beginning with God."This time John
uses the personal pronoun houtos, meaning "this unique person." John is stressing the fact that this Word is not a force, not
a power, not an emanation, but a person. This person has
existed forever, is unique from God, and yet is God.

All things came into being by Him, and apart from Him
nothing came into being that has come into being. In Him
was life, and the life was the light ofmen. And the light shines
in the darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend it.
(John 1:3-5)
"All things" includes everything that is created. "Came into
being" is from the verb ginomai, which means for something
to come into existence that was not in existence before. In the
phrase "by Him," John uses dial the preposition of instrumental
agency. This tells us that Jesus Christ is the creator of all things.
A few verses later, in John 1:10, we are told that "the world was
made through Him." Apart from Jesus Christ, nothing came
into being.
Later in his account, John would record similar words spokenby the Lord onHis last night with the disciples, "Apart from
Me, you can do nothing." As nothing came into being in the
physical creation apart from Jesus Christ, so nothing comes into
being in the spiritual realm apart from Him. Apart from relationship with Him, nothing in life has meaning or reality.
This is the idea John is expressing when he writes "in Him
was life." In Greek there are two words for life. Bios refers
strictly to the physical aspect of life. Zoe-the word used hererefers to life in the absolute sense, life as God has it. This is the
word used for quality of life, value, meaning. In the Word was
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(the tense says "always was") essence and quality of life and
the life "was the light of men."
With the Fall, man had become alienated from this life (Eph.
4:18). But now, somehow, all of the qualitative life that existed
in the second Person of the Trinity throughout all eternity
became the light of men when the Word entered the human
race. He came that all men might become partakers of this life
through faith in Him (John 3:15).
This life was the light in the darkness of a dead world, the
light that shone and was not comprehended. This light that
revealed to the fallen human race how God could bring to bear
all His divine essence on the problems of man, this light was
illustrated in the person and life of Jesus Christ.
And the Word became flesh, and dwelt among us, and we
beheld His glory, glory as of the only begotten from the
Father, full of grace and truth. (John 1:14)

"Became" indicates a transition from eternal pre-existence
to existence in time. The Word laid aside the glories of heaven,
or, as Paul says in 2 Corinthians 8:9, "though He was rich, yet
for your sake He became poor, that you through His poverty
might become rich." The word "poor" used here refers to
utmost, absolute poverty. Why did He become poor? So that
we could become exceedingly rich.
The word "dwelt," skenoo, means "to tabernacle." It means
that what was seen in the Old Testament in the tabernacle of
Israel-the Shekinah Glory-had now become flesh and blood.
God no longer resided in the temple; He now resided in a
human body and His glory was concealed in the tabernacle of
human flesh.
God the Son chose to set aside the rights of His deity and
leave the throne room of God and travel through billions of
light years in space to take on Himself the form of an infant
and enter into this world. He who was omnipotent chose to
subject Himself to the frailty of human flesh. He who was
omniscient chose to subject Himself to the limitation of human
thought. He who was omnipresent chose to confine Himself
in the flesh to the limitations of time and space and matter.
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He did not lose any of the powers that were His as deity, but
as a man, He chose to live under the rules He would expect
us to live by. He submitted Himself to the will of the Father
(John 6:38). He taught the teachings of the Father (John 7:16).
He did that which was pleasing to the Father (John 8:29). He
sought the glory of the Father (John 8:50).
"And," John says, "we beheld His glory." Glory means God's
character and essence reflected. It was not the glory of wealth
and riches, not the glory of personal appearance or attractiveness. It was what is called in the Old Testament "the beauty
of holiness." It was the beauty of total perfection, total purity,
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the most beautiful thing in the universe-God's character
revealed in a single human being, a man "full of grace and
truth."
No man has seen God at any time; the only begotten God,
who is in the bosom of the Father, He has explained Him.
(John 1:78)
God is spirit; He is invisible. But the Son has "explained"
Him. Jesus Christ is God, born into this realm as the seed of
the woman (Gen. 3:15). "When the fulness of the time came,
God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the Law"
(Gal. 4:4). Now God in human flesh reveals God in eternal
spiritual essence. "Explain" is exegeomai; we get the English
word "exegesis" from this. It means to bring out the true
meaning, to reveal in the light, to fully explain, to display
something in its fullest sense. Jesus Christ displays in the fullest
sense the character of God and reveals God to the human race.
Jesus did not come just to show man how to live a good life,
to be an example. He was born to die. Without His death, His
perfect life would do man no good at all. Man's problem was
not lack of a high enough standard; it was inability to live up
to any standard. The Law had proved that man could never
work his way to God. Between man and God stood the barrier
of sin. Man was helpless to pay the penalty for the past and
hopeless to do better in the future. He was helpless and
hopeless, that is, until the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ.
Now I make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I
preached to you, which also you received, in which also you
stand, by which also you are saved, if you holdfast the word
which I preached to you, unless you believed in vain. (1 Cor.
15:l-2)

In 1 Corinthians 15 the apostle Paul explains first the power
and then the content of the Gospel. What Paul was making
known was the Gospel he had preached. The word euaggelizo,
from which we get "evangelize," simply means "to proclaim
good news." In order for the Gospel to accomplish its purpose,
someone has to proclaim it.
After Paul proclaimed the Gospel, these people received it.
Paralarnbano means "to take as one's own." These people were
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given the message and they received it by grace through faith.
They believed in Jesus Christ.
The verb "stand" is from histemi. In the perfect tense it means
that at a point of time in the past they took a stand with regard
to the Lord Jesus Christ, with the result that they will stand
forever. Paul uses this tense to emphasize their eternal security.
According to Romans 5:2 the stand of the believer is in grace.
"Saved" is in the present tense. Paulis saying, "You are saved
now; you are going to be saved tomorrow and next week and
next month and next year. You are going to be saved forever."
Why are these people saved? Because they believed in the
Gospel.
If Paul is saying that these people have eternal security in
Christ, why does he suggest in 1 Corinthians 15:2 that they
might have believed "in vain"? His statement can only be
understood in the context of the whole chapter. What Paul
means by believing "in vain" is explained in verses 12-19.
We know from verse 12 that there were in the Corinthian
church people who did not believe that someday there would
be a physical resurrection.The idea of physical resurrection was
totally foreign to the philosophies under which the believers
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in Corinth had been raised. Greeks looked at the body as a
prison. When Paul taught a bodily resurrection, they thought
of being in prison forever.
Faith in Jesus Christ had saved these people, even though
they denied the physical resurrection. But Paul wants them to
grow now, and he knows they need to understand the doctrine
of the resurrection. In verses 12-14 he tells them that if there
is no physical resurrection, then Christ Himself has not been
raised from the dead. If Christ has not been raised, then both
Paul's preaching and their faith are "in vainM-empty, meaningless, useless. If Christ has not been raised, there is no solution for sin. If their hope in Christ is meaningful only in time
and not eternity, then they are wasting their lives believing in
Him.
The only way a person can believe in vain is if the message
he believes is false. In verse 2 Paul is saying, "Look, if you
believe this message and you believe that Jesus Christ is raised
from the dead, then you are saved and you do stand in grace.
If you believe some other message, then whatever you have
believed is worth nothing."
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For 1 delivered to you as of first importance what I also
received, that Christ diedfor our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He was raised on
the third day according to the Scriptures. (1 Cor. 15:3-4)
Now Paul goes back to the basics, to that of first importance.
What is the most important thing to know about the Bible? It
ought to be this right here. Paul says this is number one priority.
This is the most important doctrine we can have clear in our
minds because it is the most important thing that Paul received.
1. Christ died for our sins. This was His substitutionary
death. He died the death we all deserve because "the wages
of sin is d e a t h (Rom. 6:23). He paid the penalty for every sin
ever committed-every sin in the past, in the present, in the
future. All our sins were poured out on the Lord Jesus Christ.
2. Christ died according to the Scripture. Christ's death was
according to the plan of God, and that plan was pictured in the
Old Testament. Everything in the Old Testament points forward to the promised Messiah, to the Lamb of God who would
take away the sin of the world. (For a very few examples see
Genesis 3:15,22; Leviticus 1-5, 16; Job 19:25-27; Psalms 16, 22;
and Isaiah 53.)
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3. Christ was buried. Why is it important that He was
buried? Because He had to be truly dead. First-century Jews
believed that the soul and the spirit did not totally depart from
the body until the end of the third day. So, the fact that Jesus
was buried and was in the tomb for three days was crucial to
the message.
4. Christ was raised from the dead. The fact of Christ's
resurrection is the only basis for the Christian's hope. The verb
here is in the perfect tense, which means it was a past action
having continuous present results. The result of the resurrection is every day. Because of victory over death, Jesus Christ
is to the believer the source of resurrection life (John 10:lO-11,
11:25-26;Eph. 2:6; Col. 3:l-4; 1 John 5:11-12) and the source of
resurrection power (Rom. 6:4; Matt. 28:18; Eph. 1:19; Phil. 4:13).
The Gospel-the good news-is the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. We are all born physically alive but
spiritually dead (Gen. 2:17; Rom. 5:12,6:23). When we believe
the good news, we are turned around. Identified with Christ
in his death and resurrection, we are now dead to sin and alive
to God (Rom. 53; 2 Cor. 5:21). We have become a new creation.
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Lesson 1-4: 

The Power-The Holy 
Spirit
John 7:37-39, 14:15-17
John 15:26-27, 16:7-14

M

idway through His public ministry, Jesus stood in the
crowded Jerusalem temple on the last day of the Feast of
Tabernacles and made an extraordinary promise.

lf any man is thirsty, let him come to Me and drink. He who
believes in Me, as the Scripture said, "From his innerrnosf
being shall flow rivers of living water. " (John 7:37-38)
Jesus was quoting from the prophets Jeremiah and Isaiah
(Jer. 2:13; Isa. 44:3,55:1,58:11). We do not h o w how many of
those who heard these words understood what Jesus was
talking about. With the advantage of hindsight, the apostle
John, writing long after the event, explained what the Lord
meant.
But this He spoke of the Spirit, whom those wlzo believed in
Him were to receive; for the Spirit was not yet given, because
Jesus was not yet glorified." (John 7:39)

Jesus Christ, speaking before the cross, was saying that at
some point in the future those who believed in Him would
receive the Holy Spirit. But, as John explains, the Spirit would
not be given until Jesus had won His victory on the cross.
Not until His last night with the apostles did Jesus again approach the subject of the coming of the Holy Spirit. John 13-17
is known as the Upper Room Discourse. In these chapters Jesus
is preparing His disciples for what would happen after His
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death and resurrection. He wants them to understand that the
power on which He relied, the power by which His life was
victorious, will be available to them. And so He introduces
them to a new age-the Church Age-and to the two great
resources that would make this time unlike any before it: the
completed Word of God and the indwelling Spirit of God.
The heart of His message here is the soul filled with the Spirit
and filled with the Word. Throughout His life on earth, Jesus
had relied only on these provisions. With them alone He had
met every temptation, every obstacle, every trial. At the very
beginning of His public ministry He had set His course, going
into the wilderness filled with the Holy Spirit and answering
each of Satan's assaults not with logic or argument or physical
power, but with the Word of God.
Now, He wants these men who will be responsible for taking
Christianity to the whole world, to understand that when the
Spirit of God and the Word of God meet, they generate divine
power that is always a reflection of the life of Jesus Christ.
If you love Me, you will keep My commandments. (John
14:15)

"Love" here is the present active subjunctive of the verb
agapao. The active voice means that they must produce the
action of the verb; they must choose whether or not to love Him.
The present tense means continuous action. The subjunctive
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mood indicates potential: Jesus is saying, "Maybe you will
decide to keep on loving Me and maybe you won't. But if you
do, you will keep My commandments."
"Keep" is tereo, meaning "to guard, to watch over, to preserve, to treasure."We only watch over and guard those things
that we value in our lives. Therefore, while obedience is implied
in Jesus' words here, it is not really the main thrust of this verb.
There are other words He could have used for simple obedience. He chose this word because He is emphasizing an attitude
of watchfulness, an attitude that values and seeks to preserve
His commandments, His Word.
If we really love Jesus Christ, we will guard, preserve, and
treasure His Word. The Word will have value to us because it is
His Word and we love Him, the person Jesus Christ. If we do not
have this kind of personal relationship, then we have religion
without reality. But when that intimacy exists and when we
treasure His Word, our lives are entirely changed. Life becomes
a continuous adventure because we know who we are and why
we exist and who it is who loves us. When we treasure His
Word, we begin to live the same abundant life that He lived.

And I will ask the Father, and He will give you another
Helper, that He may be with you forever, that is the Spirit of
truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it does not
behold Him or know Him, but you know Him because He
abides w i f h you, and will be in you. (John 14:16-17)
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The word "other" is allos, referring to another of the same
kind, the same kind as Jesus Christ. "Helper" is parakletos from
para, which means "beside," and kletos, which means to "call."
A parakletos was someone who was called to another's side to
encourage, to give help, to succor. It is sometimes translated
l'c~mforter,"sometimes "helper," sometimes "counselor." It
can also be translated "encourager."
The Lord Jesus Christ, who is "the same yesterday, today, and
forever" (Heb. 13:8), has promised that He will never leave us
and will never forsake us (Heb. 13:5-6).When He promises that
the Holy Spirit will be with us forever, we can take that promise
to the bank. God, who never changes, has given His Word. The
fact that He will be with us forever means that no believer is
ever alone-ever. We may think we are alone, we may feel
lonely, but we are never alone.
"The Spirit of t r u t h is one of many names by which the Holy
Spirit is known in the Bible. Among those names are "the Spirit
of wisdom and understanding" and "the Spirit of counsel and
strength (Isa. 11:2),"the eternal Spirit" (Heb. 9:14), "Spirit of
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glory" (1 Pet. 4:14), "Spirit of life" (Rom. 8:2), "Spirit of holiness" (Rom. 1:4),"Spirit of wisdom" (Eph. 1:17),and "Spirit of
grace" (Heb. 10:29).
Three times in this discourse, Jesus identifies the Holy Spirit
as the Spirit of truth (John 14:17,15:26,16:13).First John 5:7says
that "the Spirit is the truth." In His closing prayer for the
disciples-and for all those who would believe on Him through
them-Jesus asks the Father to sanctify them in the truth. Then
He adds this explanation: "Thy word is t r u t h (John 17:17).
This title-the Spirit of truth-reminds us that what the Holy
Spirit does in us, He does through the truth, the Word of God.
When the Lord promises that He who has been with them
will be in them, He is telling these disciples that a marvelous,
miraculous change is about to take place. The Spirit of God had
been with them by virtue of the fact that He indwelt and
empowered Jesus Christ during His 33 years on this earth.
When they stood near Jesus, they were standing near the Holy
Spirit. When they saw the power in Jesus, they were seeing the
power of the Holy Spirit. But Jesus is telling them that someday
soon the Holy Spirit would come to indwell and empower each
of them. That day was the Pentecost described in Acts 2.

When the Helper comes, whom 1 will send to you from the
Father, that is the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the
Father, He will bear witness of Me, and you will bear witness
also, because you have been with Me from the beginning.
(John 1526-27)
Now the Lord begins to describe the work of the Holy Spirit
in this new age that is about to dawn. When He comes, Jesus
says, the Spirit will bear witness of Christ.
First, He will bear witness to the believer. Romans 8:16 says
His Spirit bears witness with our spirit that we are children of
God. The Holy Spirit witnesses to us of the relationship that we
have to God. He emphasizes to us the provisions that we have
in Christ. It is because of the Holy Spirit that we are able to cry
"Abba," "Father," to the Almighty God.
Then the Holy Spirit bears witness through us. This is the
ministry of evangelism or what Paul calls in 2 Corinthians 5:1421 the ministry of reconciliation. We are, Paul says, ambassadors of Christ.
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The progression here is important. We must listen to the Holy
Spirit's witness to us before we have anything to say to a lost
and hurting world. If we are not listening to the still small voice
of God the Holy Spirit telling us what we have in Jesus Christ,
if we have allowed the enemy to rob us of our assurance and
conviction and inner strength, if we have not trusted in His
Word, and if we have denied the Spirit's ministry to us, how can
we expect Him to have a ministry through us to other people?
How can we hope to tell other people that Jesus Christ is the
answer if we are confused ourselves? How can we hope to give
other people encouragement if we are discouraged? We have to
allow God the Holy Spirit to perform His work in us first.

But 1tell you the truth, it is toyour advantage that Igoaway;
for if1 do not go away, the Helper shall not come to you; but
i f 1 go, I will send Him to you. (John 16:7)
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"Advantage" is the Greeksurnphero. It means "to hold everything together." When the Lord Jesus Christ said, "It is to your
advantage that I go away," the disciples' faces probably fell.
They did not want Him to go away. We would not have either.
When He said, "It is to your advantage," He was saying, "It is
so that you can hold everything together that I am going away."
Jesus is promising that the Holy Spirit will come to make us
able to cope, able to function under the strain of life, to handle
the everyday disappointments, attacks, temptations. The Holy
Spirit is the source of the supernatural power that propels us
and is the only possible explanation of how any of us are able to
live the Christian way of life. But the Lord reminds the disciples
that without His death and resurrection there would be no life
for anyone.

And He, when He comes, will convict the world concerning
sin, and righteousness, and judgment; concerning sin, because they do not believe in Me; and concerning righteousness, because Igo to the Father, and you no longer behold Me;
and concerning judgment, because the ruler of this world has
been judged. (John 1623-11)
"Convict"is from elegcho, a word used for ancient courtroom
cross-examinations. It means to totally and completely refute
an opponent. Who is the opponent here? It is Satan, the adversary, the accuser, the slanderer, the liar, the murderer (1Pet. 5:8;
Rev. 12:lO;John 8:44). The Holy Spirit's first work in men is that
of conviction. To convict means to make the truth of the Gospel
clear to the unbeliever, so that he knows the choices before him.
He convicts unbelievers of three things:
1. Sin. The sin here is unbelief. Jesus said men have sinned
"because they do not believe in Me." The first thing the Holy
Spirit wants the unbeliever to know is that it is a sin to reject
Jesus Christ.
2. Righteousness. The righteousness is the victory of Jesus
Christ on the cross. The second thing the Holy Spirit wants the
unbeliever to know is that Jesus Christ is victorious in the
angelic conflict and that the onlybasis of righteousness for man
is Christ's work on the cross.
3. Judgment. The judgment is the eternal separation from
God which is coming because Satan, the ruler of this world, has
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been judged. The third thing the Holy Spirit wants the unbeliever to know is that each of us chooses for ourselves whether
we will share in the eternal damnation of Satan or in the eternal
glory of Christ.
If you are an unbeliever, the Holy Spirit has three things to
tell you. He will not tell you where Cain got his wife. He will not
give you the illumination to answer the exact time of the writing
of the book of Daniel or whether there were two or three Isaiahs
or any of the other theological disputes people get caught up in.
All He wants you to know is, number one, it is a sin to reject
Jesus Christ; number two, the only righteousness that counts
with God is what Christ won on the cross; and number three,
Satan has been judged and if you reject Christ, you will share his
destiny.
I have many more things to say to you, but you cannot bear
them now. But when He, the Spirit oftrufh, comes, He will
guide you into all the truth; for He will not speak on His own
initiative, but whatever He hears, He will speak; and He will
disclose to you what is to come. He shall glorih Me; for He
shall take of Mine, and shall disclose it to you.
(John 16:12-14)

After He has convicted us for salvation and we have believed, the Holy Spirit becomes our companion and guide. He
will not mystically pour truth into us or visit us with rapturous
feelings of ecstasy. His mission is to guide us into the truth, but
we have to make ourselves available to His leading. This means
we must study the Word. As we study, the Holy Spirit will
enlighten the eyes of our heart (Eph. 1:18)so that the Bible will
begin to make sense to us. He will teach us that which we study.
He will help us recall that which we learn.
When the Lord Jesus Christ at the Feast of Tabernacles first
hinted at the coming of the Holy Spirit, His call went out to all
who were thirsty. His promise was that the Spirit would quench
the thirst of everyone who believed in Him. "He who believes
in Me" is the condition on which the promise is fulfilled.
If you are an unbeliever, you will never know genuine
contentment in life. You will never know the moment-bymoment stability that comes from having the thirst of a parched
soul quenched by God the Holy Spirit.
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If you are a Christian and you have gone through this day in
fear, in defeat, battered and blown by the winds of life, then you
have not believed in Jesus Christ today. You have doubted Him,
and if you doubted Him, your spiritual thirst was not quenched.
When we let the Holy Spirit satisfy us, He will give us the
opportunity to satisfy others. That same water that quenches
our spiritual thirst will quench the thirst of others around us. It
will widen from a trickle to a stream and from a stream to a river,
a river that will refresh many. As the water flows, the Holy
Spirit's mission is accomplished: Jesus Christ is glorified.

The Potential-Faith
Luke 19:l-10
Luke 17:5-6

W

ith a perfect plan and perfect provision, God reaches out
to us. We have only two choices: we can choose to believe
what God is telling us and receive what He has to give, or we
can choose to not believe and not receive. In Luke 10 we are told
the story of one man's response to the invitation of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
And He entered and was passing through Jericho. And
behold, there was a man called by the name of Zaccheus; and
he was a chief tax-gatherer, and he was rich. And he was
trying to see whoJesus was, and he was unable because of the
crowd,for he was small in stature. And he ran on ahead and
climbed up into a sycamore tree in order to see Him, for He
was about to pass through that way.
And when Jesus came to the place, He looked up and said
to him, "Zaccheus, hurry and come down, for today I must
stay at your house." And he hurried and came down, and
received Him gladly.
And when they saw it, they all began to grumble, saying,
"He has gone to be the guest of a man who is a sinner. " And
Zaccheus stopped and said to the Lord, "Behold, Lord, halfof
my possessions I will give to the poor, and if1have defrauded
anyone of anything, I will give backfour times as much."
AndJesus said to him, "Today salvation has come to this
house, because he, too, is a son of Abraham. For the Son of
Man has come to seekand to save that which was lost. " (Luke
19:l-10)
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To the Jews of Jesus' day there were few classes of people
more hated than the publicans, Jewish men who collected taxes
in Israel for the Roman Empire. Zaccheus, whose name means
"pure," would have been an outcast from Judaism--considered not only unclean religiously but traitorous politically.
Like another publican, the apostle Matthew, Zaccheus would
have been unwelcome in the homes or at the social gatherings
of "good" Jews. His only friends would have come from the
circle of people referred to by the religious leaders as "sinners."
Zaccheus was looking for something; he did not know exactly what. He did know, though, that it was important that he
see this man Jesus. Unknown to Zaccheus, long before he set his
sights on Jesus, Jesus had set His sights on him. Zaccheus was
being sought by God's grace.
Before He reached the tree and looked up, Jesus knew where
Zaccheus was physically and spiritually. He knew this was a
man who had been goaded all his life-a small man, a hated
man whom others took delight in insulting and vilifying. Jesus
knew every humiliation Zaccheus had ever endured.
Jesus knew the other side, too. He knew every fraud Zaccheus had ever indulged in; He could count every penny he had
squeezed from every merchant and tradesman in Jericho. Yet
Jesus, the sinless Son of God, stopped and looked up to the man
everyone else looked down on. The most important man in
Palestine-the most important man in the universe-wanted
time with Zaccheus so much that He invited Himself, "I must
stay at your house."
Before Zaccheus could meet the Lord, the Lord had to seek
him. Jesus had a desire from eternity past for this meeting. He
had seen Zaccheus before He created him and had determined
to die on the cross for this man.
How did Zaccheus respond to the invitation of Jesus? "He
received Him gladly." The moment he opened his heart to the
Lord Jesus Christ, salvation came to the house of Zaccheus.The
charity and the restitution that Zaccheus promised in Luke 19:8
were not requirements for his salvation. They were freely given
responses to salvation. Jesus did not require anything od Zaccheus except faith in Him. God is delighted when His children
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give "not grudgingly or under compulsion" but freely, cheerfully (2 Cor. 9:7). But faith is the only thing that has ever been
required for salvation.
To the grumbling of those who were apalled that Jesus would
enter the house of a "sinner," the Lord had a message in verse
10: His sole mission in life was to seek and to save the lost, the
sinners.
"To s e e k is the aorist infinitive zeteo, "to pursue." It means
to look until you find what you are looking for. David used the
Old Testament counterpart to this word in Psalm 23 when he
declared, "Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the
days of my life." The word had much more intensity of meaning
than the translation "follow" conveys. It meant to hunt someone or something down, to chase with a passion.
With passionate intensity Jesus Christ had sought Zaccheus.
With such intensity He still seeks the lost. He is the initiator, the
pursuer. All He asks of us is that we let ourselves be found and
carried to safety, that we receive by faith the life that only He can
give.
Once we have by faith received the life, we find that there is
only one way to live the life: by faith. Hebrews 11:6 tells us that
without faith it is impossible to please God. If only faith pleases
God, then one of the greatest things we can ever say is what the
apostles said in Luke 17.
And the apostles said to the Lord, "Increase our faith!" (Luke
17:5)

What had brought the usually thick-headed apostles to the
point at which they recognized their great need of faith? It was
one of the most simple, mundane situations of life. Jesus had
just told them to forgive each other. He had said that if their
brother sins against them seven times a day and returns asking
for forgiveness seven times, they must forgive him.
In a similar account in Matthew 18, Peter had come to Jesus
and asked a question something like this: "Lord, If my brother
sins against me seven times and I forgive him seven times, then
can I deck him?" Peter probably felt that his brother Andrew
had reached his limit of allowable offenses. He was probably
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proud of himself for being willing to forgive his brother seven
times. But the Lord looked at Peter and said, "Seventy times
seven."
Jesus was telling His disciples to forgive and forgive and
forgive again, 490 times a day if necessary. And their response
was, "This is going to take some faith. Lord, increase our faith."
"Increase" is prostithemi. Tithemi means "to place." Pros means
"face to face" or"before." Prostithemi was a banking term which
meant to make a deposit. They were saying, "Lord, we don't
have enough to handle this; we need you to deposit more faith
to our account." Why? Because He was requiring of them a
most practical thing: forgiveness.
Faithis practical. It relates to every issue of life, and one of the
greatest areas of need in our lives is in personal relationships.
We have to deal every day with people who make us mad, who
exhaust our patience, who take us to our limit. The Lord's
solution is not for us to change other people's behavior, but for
us to learn grace. If we want to learn to forgive others as God in
Christ has forgiven us (Eph. 4:32), we will need faith.

And the Lord said, "Ifyou had faith like a mustard seed, you
would say to this mulberry tree, 'Be uprooted and be planted
in the sea'; and it would obey you. " (Luke 17:6)
When they ask Him to increase their faith, Jesus answers by
explaining how faith works. He is telling them that it is not the
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size or amount-but the object--of their faith that matters. If
they had faith like a mustard seed, He says, they could do
anything.
According to Matthew 13:31-32, the mustard seed is the
smallest of domestic garden seeds, yet it grows into the largest
of shrubs. Jesus uses the mustard seed to illustrate His point
because it represents growth from the smallest to the greatest.
The question is not how much faith we have, but what we place
our faith in. The power is not in the person who has faith,
neither is it in the faith itself. The power is in the object of faith.
The only proper object of faith in the universe is Jesus Christ. In
the Bible we have the mind of Christ. Our faith may be very
small, but if it is resting in the truth of the Mighty God, it can
accomplish the impossible.
In this passage, Jesus tells His disciples only how faith
works. In Romans 10:17, the apostle Paul tells us where faith
comes from. "So faith comes from hearing, and hearing by the
word of Christ."
If we want to increase our faith, we need to increase our
study of the Word. If we want to trust God more, we need to
know Him better. If we know more of the person of Jesus Christ
and know more of the Word, our faith will gain in strength
because the strength is in the object.
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Unit I Review
Lesson 1-1
1. What is man's problem?
2. Why did God allow the Fall?
3. What was the temptation to Eve?
4. What is death?
5. What is sin?
6. How do we know how serious sin is?
7. What are the three kinds of sin?
8. What are the three categories of sins?
9. What was God's solution to sin?
10. Where in the Bible is the first promise of a Savior?
11. What act in the Bible is the first picture of redemption?
12. How were Adam and Eve saved?
13. How would you explain to an unbelieving friend the origin
of and reason for evil in the world? What Scriptures would
you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Genesis 2:16-17
Genesis 3:4-5
Genesis 3:21

Lesson 1-2
I. How do we know God operates by a plan?
2. What does it mean that He causes things "to work together
for good"?
3. For whom does He cause all things to work for good?
4. Using the life of someone from the Old Testament as an
example, explain how Romans 8:28 works.
5. What does "predestined" mean?
6. Who are "the called"?
7. Explain how God "calls" people.
8. What is His goal for each of His children?
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9. How would you explain to an unbelieving friend the fact
that God had a plan for man even before man had a problem? What Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Romans 8:28-30
Genesis 50:20

Lesson 1-3
I. Who is Jesus Christ?
2. Who is "the angel of the L o r d described in passages like
Genesis 16:7-13, Exodus 3:2-14, and Judges 6:ll-24?
3. How do we know Jesus is God?
4. Why did Jesus become flesh?
5. What happened to Jesus on the cross?
6. What are the four most important facts in the Gospel?
7. Can a Christian lose his salvation? How do you know?
8. Why was Greek the perfect language for explaining New
Testament truth?
9. How would you explain to an unbelieving friend the meaning of Christ's death on the cross? What Scriptures would
you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
John 
1:l-5
John 
1:14
John 
1:18
1 Corinthians 
15:3-4

Lesson 1-4
1. What was Jesus' first promise about the Holy Spirit?
2. If we love Jesus, what will be our attitude to His Word?
3. From the Scriptures in this lesson, describe the Holy Spiritwhat is He like and what does He do?
4. Why is the third Person of the Trinity called "the Spirit of
truth?
5. What is truth?
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6. What did Jesus say the Spirit would do in the lives of 

believers? 

7. What is the Spirit's goal in these works?
8. What is the meaning of the name Jesus used for the Holy
Spirit, Parakletos? Describe five pictures the word would
bring to the mind of a Greek
9. How was the Spirit's ministry to Old Testament believers
different from His ministry to Church Age believers?
10. What three things does the Spirit say to unbelievers?
11. How would you explain to an unbelieving friend who the
Holy Spirit is and what is His message to that person? What
Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
John 7:37-39
John 14:15
John 14:16-17
John 16:s-11
John 16:13-14

Lesson 1-5
1. How can we lay hold of God's perfect provision?
2. Relate the story of Zaccheus' encounter with Jesus.
3. What did Jesus come to do on earth?
4. What does it mean "to s e e k the lost?
5. What do we have to do for salvation?
6. What do we have to do after salvation for growth?
7. How can we increase our faith?
8. Explain seven things the Bible says about faith.
9. Explain the progression of faith using five Hebrew words.
10. Describe the three basic three ways of learning.
11. How would you explain to an unbelieving friend how to be
saved? What Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Luke 19:lO
Luke 17:5-6

Unit 2
The Provisions of God's Grace

The Manual-The Bible

The Base-The Church

Evangelism

The Commission-

The Equipment-Spiritual Gifts

The Supply Line-Prayer

Lesson 2- 1: 

The Manual-The Bible
2 Timothy 3:16-1 7
2 Timothy 2:1-2, 15
1 Peter 1 :22-23

T

he believer's manual is the Bible-the Word of God (Heb.
4:12), the mind of Christ (1Cor. 2:16), the voice of the Spirit
(Heb. 3:7).Through the Bible alone come the instruction, training, strategy, and tactics to carry on the spiritual warfare that is
the life of faith.
In John17 Jesus prays that the Father will sanctify all believers in the truth. Sanctification is the process by which we are
conformed to the image of Christ. But where will we find truth?
Jesus Himself tells us: "Thy word is t r u t h (John 17:17).
All Scripture is inspired by God and profitablefor teaching,
for reproof,for correction,for training in righteousness; that
the man of God may be adequate, equipped for every good
work. (2 Tim. 3:16-17)

The Greek word translated "inspired by God" is theopneustos,
from theos, God, and pneuma, breath. "All Scripture is Godbreathed."
Ancient rabbis taught that the Spirit of God rested on the Old
Testament prophets and spoke through them, using them as
human mouths to speak in God's place. We speak of "inspiration" as that power by which God the Holy Spirit supervised
and superintended the authors of Scripture so that they recorded accurately and exactly what God had to say through
them. God's inspiration extended to the very words-and all
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the words-of the original manuscripts written by those through
whom God chose to speak.
When God chose a person through whom to communicate
His Word, He used that person's perspective, vocabulary, and
experience as His channel. This is how 66 books written by
more than 40 different authors spanning 1,500 years can be so
different from each other in style and yet be absolutely noncontradictory and absolutely consistent in message.
The Bible declares itself to be the absolute, final, accurate,
authoritative Word of God. It was given by God for the profit of
man. When Paul says that all Scripture is profitable, he uses a
word that means advantageous, beneficial. Then he lists four
purposes for which Scripture is beneficial:
1. For teaching. Didaskalia means "that which is taught,
doctrine." The Bible gives us the body of truth-the doctrineupon which we are to base our perspective and make our
decisions in life.
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2. For reproof. Elegchos means "to convict of error and to
rebuke." The Holy Spirit uses the Word to show us where we
have wandered off cgurse.
3. For correction. Epanorthosis means "restoration to an upright or right state." Along with the conviction that we are going
the wrong way, the Word always sheds light on the right way. If
we are humble before God, from the reproof will come a change
in our attitude, which will result in personal action that sets us
on course again.
4. For training. Paideia means "instruction and discipline
given with the goal of raising a child to maturity." The Bible is
a guidebook to lead us from spiritual infancy to spiritual
maturity and beyond.

You therefore, my son, be strong in fhegrace that is in Christ
Jesus. And the things which you have heardfvorn me in the
presence of many wifnesses, these entrust to faithful men,
who will be able to teach others also. (2 Tim. 2:1-2)
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Throughout this last letter of Paul to Timothy, the seasoned
apostle again and again stresses to the young pastor the importance of staying focused on the Word of God.
The strength Paul tells his spiritual son to stand in comes
from one place: the study of the Word. Paul urges Timothy to
teach others what has been taught to him, so that they, in turn,
can teach still more. The word "entrust" means "to place on
deposit something of great value."
Be diligent to present yourselfapproved to God as a workman
who does not need to be ashamed, handling accurately the
word of truth. (2 Tim. 2:15)

If teaching is necessary, then accurate teaching is absolutely
essential. So a few verses later Paul tells Timothy to spoudazo,
"be diligent." From the noun spoude, which means "earnestness" or "zeal," the verb spoudazo means "to hasten to do a
thing, to exert oneself, to give diligence." By using the active
voice, Paul is saying that Timothy alone can supply the spiritual
hunger and the inner motivation he will need to be unashamed
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before God. Diligence is the one thing we have to add to God's
plan. No one else can give us spiritual hunger. We are responsible for choosing to be persistent, motivated, hungry for the
study of the Word of God.
"Handling accurately" (rendered "rightly dividing" in the
King James Version) is orthotomeo. The word is from orthos,
meaning "straight" and ternno, meaning "to cut or divide." It
means "to cut straight, to divide accurately, to properly fit
together."
Inherent in this directive is the assumption that Timothy
understands and shares some common notion of what is the
right way to handle Scripture. Peter declares in 2 Peter 1:20 that
there is only one accurate interpretation of any passage of
Scripture, and that is the Bible's own interpretation. Peter, too,
assumes that his readers understand how to "rightly divide"
Scripture. The reason both these apostles make this assumption
is because there were at the time-and still are today-<ommonly known and accepted rules for the science of Biblical
interpretation.

Since you have in obedience to the truth purified your souls
for a sincere love of the brethren, fervently love one another
from'the heart, for you have been born again not of seed which
is perishable but imperishable, that is, through the living and
abiding word of God. (I Pet. 1:22-23)
When Peter says that we have been born again from an
eternal, imperishable seed of the Word of God, he is telling us
that our salvation is just as eternal as the Word. Both are
unchangeable and absolutely secure.
The Word is the basis of our salvation, our security, and our
growth. In 1 Peter 2:2, Peter admonishes his readers to, "like
newbornbabes, long for the pure milk of the word, that by it you
may grow in respect to salvation."
"Grow" is auxano, a word that refers to the normal healthy
growth of a plant that brings it to the point of bearing fruit. The
normal Christian life is to be a life of growth. God's plan is that
believers will move from faith to faith (Rom. 1:17),from infancy
to maturity, from helplessness to the point at which they can
say, "I can do all things through Him who strengthens me"
(Phil. 4:13).
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There is only one way we will be able to fulfill God's plan for
our lives: by growing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord
and Savior JesusChrist (2 Pet. 3:18).The first time He taught the
multitudes, Jesus said, "Blessed are those who hunger and
thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied" (Matt. 5:6).
He promises blessing and satisfaction, but His promise has a
condition. We have to supply spiritual hunger, inner motivation. We have to choose to look away from the distractions of the
world and to the truth of the Word.
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Lesson 2-2: 

The Base-The Church 

M a t t h e w 16:15-18
Acts 2:42, 5:41-42, 6 :1-4
Ephesians 1 :22-23, 2:4-7

C

hurch" is the Greek ekklesia from ek, "out," and kaleo, "to
call." The Church is the called-out body of the Lord Jesus
Christ. The local church is our base, the place in which we are
trained, from which we are sent out to carry truth to Satan's
world, and to which we retire to recuperate and find healing
from the wounds of battle.
During His earthly ministry, the Lord Jesus Christ had little
to say about the Church. Until the last week of His life, He had
only one time given the disciples a glimpse of what the Church
was to be.

He said to them, "But who do you say that l a m ?" A n d Simon
Peter answered and said, "Thou art the Christ, the Son ofthe
living God. " And Jesus answered and said to him, "Blessed
are you, Simon Barjona, because flesh and blood did not
reveal this to you, but M y Father who is in heaven. And Ialso
say to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock 1will build
A4y church; and the gates of Hades shall not overpower it. "
(Matt. 16:15-18)
The "rock that Jesus says He will build upon is Peter's
declaration of the deity and humanity of Jesus Christ. The fact
that Jesus uses the future tense-"I will build"-tells us that the
Church does not exist at this point, this is something the Lord
intends to accomplish at some future time. The phrase, "My
church," tells us that it is the possession of Jesus Christ.
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The Lord says that when it is formed, the Church is to be
engaged in offensive warfare, pounding against the very gates
of hell. The gate in the ancient world was the place where all
major decisions were made. It was the place of power and
authority. The Lord is saying that the power and authority of
hell will never prevail against His Church.
Not until His last night with the apostles, during the Upper
Room Discourse, did Jesus shed any more light on the formation or function of the Church. On that night, He made it clear
that two things would make the coming age of the Church
unique: the completed Word of God and the indwelling Spirit
of God. The Holy Spirit is the one who forms the Church and
empowers it for its mission (John 7:37-39 and John 14-16; Acts
1:4-8and Acts 2).
The two-fold mission of the Church, assigned to it by the
Lord Jesus Christ in Matthew 28:19-20, is evangelism and
edification. First, evangelize-win people to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. Then, edify-bring those people to spiritual maturity so that they can function as part of the body of
Christ in further evangelism and edification.
To accomplish its mission, the early church had to set priorities.

They were continually devoting themselves to the apostles'
teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to
prayer. (Acts 2:42)
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The phrase "they were continually devoting themselves"
means they were addicted. The imperfect of the verb "to be,"
plus the present participle of "devoting themselves" is the
strongest possible way to show intense concentration on and
commitment to the four activities Paul is about to name.
1.Teaching. The believers were dedicated, committed first of
all, to the study of the Word of God. Study of the Word is the
foundation of everything that comes out of the local church. If
teaching of the Word is not of first importance, then the church
has the wrong priority and will not succeed in the work to
which God calls it.
2. Fellowship. The Greek koinonia refers to joint participation, to working together. The first thing these people in the
Jerusalem church did was teach. The second thing they did was
apply the teaching in their lives and in the world. They set out
to fulfill their ambassadorship, to accomplish their mission,
and they did it as a team.
3. Breaking bread. "Breaking of bread" refers to the celebration of the Lord's table, as a reminder that they needed to keep
their focus on Jesus Christ. The Lord had given them this ritual
to be celebrated regularly to remind them of His perfect life and
His atoning death and the resurrection power that was theirs.
4. Prayer. The apostles-especially Peter-had learned in the
Garden of Gethsemane the price of failure to be alert in prayer.
Their experience must certainly have influenced these believ-
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ers to appreciate the importance of discipline and endurance in
prayer (Acts 1:14,12:5).
These were the priorities of the early church. They studied,
they worked together, they kept reminding each other of the
necessity to focus on Jesus Christ, and they spent time together
in prayer.
As the Church began to grow, opposition and then persecution arose. The enemy is not bothered if Christians gather
together and look at the Word; but he is incensed-and terrified-when they get serious about applying it. His reaction to
the early church's activity was to arouse the ire of Jerusalem's
religious leaders.
And after calling the apostles in, they flogged them and
ordered them to speak no more in the name ofJesus, and then
released them. So they went on their wayfrom the presence of
the Council, rejoicing that they had been considered worthy
to suffer shame for His name. And every day, in the temple
and from house to house, they kept right on teaching and
preaching Jesus as the Christ. " (Acts 5:40-42)

Pressure, instead of bringing discouragement, inflamed the
believers with greater courage and clearer focus. They responded with joy to their suffering.Joy is not incompatible with
suffering. If we are filled with the Holy Spirit, we will inevitably
meet suffering with joy (1 Thess. 1:6).
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They increased their study. Whenever crisis hit the early
church, they always increased their study. Now the Word was
being taught every day in the temple and in the houses of
believers.
They intensified their evangelism. Not only were they teaching, but they were preaching. "Teaching," from didasko, is what
takes place inside-instruction for the believers. "Preaching,"
kerusso, is what takes place outside-evangelism, the proclamation of the good news for the unbelievers.
As the Jerusalem church continued to grow, and demands on
the leadership mounted, the apostles reached the point at
which they had to make a decision about what they would do
with their time.

Now at this time while the disciples were increasing in
number, a colnplai~ztarose 011 the part of the HellenisticJews
against the native Hebrews, because their widows were being
overlooked in the daily serving of food. And the twelve summoned the congregation of the disciples and said, "It is not
desirablefor us to neglect the word of God in order to serve
tables. But select from alnong you, brethren, seven men of
good reputation, full of the Spirit and of wisdom, whom we
?nay put in charge of this task. But we will devote ourselves
to prayer, and to the lninistry of the word. " (Acts 6:1-4)
The event that triggered the apostles' self-examination arose

Old Testament

New Testament
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out of a disagreement between Greek-speaking,Greek-oriented
Jews and native Hebrews in the church. When the apostles said
they did not think they should wait tables, they were not being
arrogant. They did not think serving tables was below them;
they simply knew it was not God's plan for them. They had
been commissioned-and gifted-to study the Word and to
teach. To have set aside teaching for serving tables would have
been to abandon God's plan for their lives.
So, they appointed deacons. The qualifications for deacons
are the same today as they were then: good reputation, evidence
of being filled with the Spirit, evidence of Biblical wisdom,
ability to be trusted with authority.
The results of the apostles' actions here soon became evident.
Acts 6:7 tells us that "the word of God kept on spreading." It
spread because the apostles knew when to draw the line. If they
had allowed this kind of service to distract them from study and
teaching of the Word, the Word of God would not have kept on
spreading, because they would have been out of line. The other
believers in the Jerusalem church deserve credit too: they were
willing to do whatever they could to make it possible for the
apostles to study and teach.
The Word spread, and because the apostles continued to
teach and the church continued to edify, "the number of disciples continued to increase greatly in Jerusalem, and a great
many of the priests were becoming obedient to the faith." This
is historical impact.
A local church can never afford to let itself be distracted from
spiritual priorities (John21:15-18;1 Pet. 5:l-4; Eph. 4:ll-16). The
church's first priority should always be teaching the Word, but

The cross is the dividing point in history. Throughout history
people have been saved exactly the same way-by believing in
the Lord Jesus Christ. In the oldest Old Testament book, written
about a man who lived some 2,000 years before Jesus Christ
entered this world, Job says, "As for me, I know that my Redeemer lives, and that at the last He will take His stand on the
earth. Even after my skin is destroyed, yet from my flesh I shall
see God" (Job 19:25-26)
Job had salvation by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. We, who
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it is also important that every person in the church find his or
her place of service.
We know from Matthew 25:15 and Mark 13:34 that God has
given to each of us a work to accomplish and the provisions we
need to accomplish it. If God has a plan for every life, then every
believer's calling is uniquely his own. No two members of the
body of Christ have the same position, so there is never any
reason for ambition or competition to create commotion in the
local church.
Since God has a place for every believer, every believer
should be involved. But, while everyone ought to be involved,
some people choose not to be. They have the freedom to choose.
It is always wrong to use gimmicks, coercion, or pressure to get
people to work in the church. When-through the hearing and
application of the Word-believers are motivated to serve, they
will find their place.
Every local church is a team with a mission that comes from
the authority of God. The two-fold mission-evangelism and
edification-must have priority. When a church loses sight of
the priority, it will suffer. When a church stays focused, it has
phenomenal potential for bringing glory to God in time and in
eternity.
Before we can fully appreciate the function of the Church on
earth, we need to understand the destiny for which the Church
is being formed by God.
The first chapter of Ephesians is a catalog of incredible riches
every person receives the moment he or she believes in the Lord
Jesus Christ. In the last two verses of the chapter, Paul introduces the Church, the body of Christ.
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And He [God the Father] put all things in subjection under
His [the LordJesus Christfs]feet,andgave Him as head over
all things to thechurch, which is His body, the fulness of Him
who fills all i n all. (Eph. 1 :22-23)
Paul is turning from describing what God did in the human
body of the Lord Jesus Christ on earth to what He wants to do
in the spiritual body of Christ on earth. What God accomplished in one human body, that of our Lord Jesus Christ, He
wants to continue accomplishing through one spiritual body,
the Church.

But God, being rich in mercy, because of His great love with
which He loved us, even when we were dead in our transgressions, made us alive together with Christ (by grace you have
been saved), and raised us up with Him, and seated us with
Him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, in order that in
fheages to come He might show the surpassing riches of His
grace i n kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. (Eph. 2:4-7)
The phrase "in order that" in verse 7 introduces the purpose
that Paul has been building to all through Ephesians 1. God
gave us all spiritual blessings in the heavenly places in Christ,
the sum total of His wealth through grace provision made
available to us. He did not give us these riches so that we could
squander our lives, so that we could live in confusion and
frustration, with no purpose, no destiny, no sense of value.
His reason for raising and seating us with Christ, for placing
the authority and the dominion of Jesus Christ at our disposal,
has to do with "the ages to come." When he uses this phrase,
Paul is looking throughout the rest of time and eternity, as far
into the future as we can project-a million years, a billion
years, a trillion years from now.
In all of the ages to come, from the point of our salvation on,
God wants to show something. The word endeiknumai means
"to display, to bring to light." It has the idea of proving, of
showing beyond question. What does He want to show? "The
surpassing riches of His grace in kindness toward us in Christ
Jesus."
The Greek word for kindness is rooted in charis, grace. God,
throughout all the aeons to come, will manifest the overflowing
riches of His grace with which He "graced" us in Christ Jesus.
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How did He grace us? By giving us all spiritual blessings. By
giving us an eternal destiny. By giving us eternal life and the
opportunity to have eternal greatness beyond our wildest
imagination.
If we take advantage of the grace God extends to us, we will
be great throughout eternity. The entire angelic realm throughout all the ages to come will stand in awe of the Church.
God has poured out His grace in this age in a way and to a
degree that He never has before and never will again. Eternity
itself will never exhaust God's display of the riches of His grace
which are extended to us now, in this age, and which we can
apprehend by faith.
Hebrews 11:l tells us that faith is the substance of things
hoped for and the evidence of things not seen. Faith makes it
possible for us, living under the limitations of time, to reach
forward and grasp eternal truth. The substance Paul wants us
to grasp in Ephesians 2 is that the Church is going to be the
display piece of God throughout all eternity. The Church will
someday reign with Christ (2 Tim. 2:12) and will share in the
glory of Christ (Rom. 8:17).
If we understand the Church's destiny and if we understand
that we are part of the Church by faith in Jesus Christ, then we
should understand this: we have provision, protection, and
potential for impact beyond anything we could ever imagine.
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Lesson 2-3:
The Commission-Evangelism
2 Corinthians 5:14-21
1 Peter 3:15

I

n Matthew 16 Jesus Christ declares that His Church will be
a body on the march. In Mark 16 He reinforces that idea, telling the disciples to go into all the world with the Gospel. Every
believer is an ambassador, commissioned to represent the Lord
Jesus Christ to a world full of people who do not know Him.
We cannot be properly motivated to lead others to Christ
until we understand God's love toward us. In Romans 5, Paul
writes about this love. Though we were ungodly, though we
were totally helpless, though we were hostile to and enemies of
the Creator, yet "God demonstrates His love for us in that while
we were yet sinners, Christ died for us" (Rom. 5:8).
This love of God for us is the only force that can motivate us
to fulfill our commission.
For the love of Christ controls us ... (2 Cor. 5:14)

"The love of Christ" is not love for Him that we produce. It
is God's undying, eternal, infinite love for us, manifested to us
through the Lord Jesus Christ, and produced in us by the Holy
Spirit (Rom. 5:5; Gal. 5:22).
When Paul says that this love "controls" us, he uses the
Greekword sunecho. S u n means"together,"echo means"to have
.and to hold, to possess and to control." The word can be
translated "hold together," "constrain," "press on every side,"
"urge," "impel." It carries the idea of someone possessing
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something and controlling it for his benefit. In this case it is
God's love that possesses and controls us, that drives us continually upward in spiritual growth for our good and His glory.
This driving force is available to every one of us, but not until
we begin to understand it through the study of the Word will it
be activated in our lives. As we study, we see Jesus Christ more
clearly. We understand with progressively more depth and
intimacy what it took for Jesus to lay aside the riches of eternity
and step in the flesh into time.
"For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ," Paul
writes in 2 Corinthians 8:9, "that though He was rich, yet for
your sake He became poor, that you through His poverty might
become rich." For us, the awesome God emptied Himself and
came in the form of human flesh to live the life of a bondservant.
For thirty-three years He humbled Himself, taking one step
down after another after another until the final humiliation of
death on a cross (Phil. 2:5-8). He did it all to bring to us the love
that provides eternal life.
This is the love that compels us. The more impressed we are
with it, the more clearly we will see how empty are the things of
time that we once so eagerly sought. We will find ourselves, like
the apostle Peter in John 6, with only one real option. At a time
when many of His disciples turned away from following Him,
the Lord asked Peter if he, too, were going to leave. But where

else could Peter go? He knew no one but Jesus and nothing but
the plan of God would ever be able to satisfy the longings of his
soul. The love of Christ had taken hold of Peter.
. . . having concluded this, that one died for all, therefore all
died; and He died for all, that they who live should no longer
livefor themselves, bu tfor Him who died and rose again on
their behalf. (2 Cor. 5:14-15)
When Paul tells the Corinthians that "one died for all," the
"one" he is talking about is Jesus Christ. The entire human race
was thrown into sin with the fall of Adam. When he fell, Adam
died spiritually (Gen. 2:17). The children of Adam and Eve were
born in the likeness of their parents. They-and their childrenwere all born spiritually dead, separated from God.
But because of His love, God sent His only begotten Son into
this world of death and darkness (John 3:16). Jesus Christ came
to die for every member of the human race. He did so with a
goal in mind: "that they who lived should no longer live for
themselves." The phrase "they who live" refers to all who by
faith in Jesus Christ come out of spiritual death into life. "Life"
is zoe, the word used in John 1:4 to describe the essence of life
which is found only in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Christ took our place on the cross so that we could take His
place in the world. He was imputed with our sins so that we
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could be imputed with His righteousness. He died for us so that
we could live for Him. If we are living for ourselves-following
our own plans, seeking our own desires-then we are not
fulfilling the purpose for which Christ came into this world. He
died so that we who live should no longer live for ourselves, but
for Him.

Thereforefrom now on we recognize no man according to the
flesh; even though we have known Christ according to the
flesh, yet now we know Him thus no longer. Therefore, ifany
man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed
away; behold, new things have come. (2 Cor. 5:16-17)
When we stop living only for ourselves and start living for
Christ, we begin to look at other people differently. Before, we
saw others only "according to the flesh," from human perspective. We were interested in other people for what we could get
out of them or for how they made us feel. But now we know that
God wants us to look at others with His eyes. He wants us to see
in every unbeliever what He sees-someone precious enough
for Christ to die for and, therefore, someone who has the
potential of becoming a new creature in Christ Jesus.
Paul is saying that if we are driven by the love of Christ and
can no longer live simply for our own pleasures and purposes,
then we are no longer able to look at other people superficially.
We have to look at people as potential believers in the Lord Jesus
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Christ. We have to see in them the infinite worth that God
vested in them when He sacrificed His own Son. Therefore, our
attitude to other members of the human race is completely
transformed from human viewpoint, which sees only the surface, to divine viewpoint, which sees all the potential.
Our perception of other people is able to change because of
the profound change that has taken place in us. Paul says that
"in Christ" we are totally new creatures. At the moment of our
salvation, the Holy Spirit placed us in Christ and we became
new. In the twinkling of an eye, He gave us new position, new
life, new power, new purpose, new destiny. The old things
passed away and new things have come.
Now all these things are from God, who reconciled us to
Himself through Christ, and gave us the ministry of reconciliation, namely that God was in Christ reconciling the
world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against them,
and He has committed to us the word of reconciliation.
Therefore, weareambassadors for Christ, as though God were
entreating through us; we beg you on behalf of Christ, be
reconciled to God. He made Him who knew no sin to be sin
on our behalf, that we might become the righteousness of God
in Him. (2 Cor. 5:18-21)

All these changes that take place when we believe in Jesus
Christ are from God. None are the result of our own work.
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God's plan is a total grace operation. We will never fulfill His
plan for our lives unless we understand grace and orient
ourselves to it; the only way we can orient to grace is by faith.
What God gave each of us, He gave us for others. The
"ministry of reconciliation" is from two words: diakonia, which
means "service," and katallasso, whichmeans "to effect a change
or a transformation." Reconciliationis power to effect a change.
The change is between estranged parties-man on one side, in
rebellion against and an enemy of God; God on the other side,
constantly faithful to man. Between the two was the barrier of
our sin. But God reconciled us to Himself by not imputing, or
charging, our sins to us. He imputed them instead to His Son on
the cross.
God will never impute sins to any member of the human
race. No one ever has or ever will commit a sin that was not paid
for by the workof Christ on the cross. Allit takes to be reconciled
forever to God is to believe in that work.
God has entrusted to us the word of this reconciliation. We
are ambassadors for Christ to the unbelieving world. Our
message is simple and beautiful and of eternal consequence:
God made His own beloved Son to be sin on our behalf. Our
sins can no longer separate us from God, and thus from all that
is good. The Father made Him to be sin so that we could become
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the righteousness of God. But the righteousness, the reconciliation, and the life are found only in one place: in Christ. We can
enter that place one way: by faith.
But sanctify Christ as Lord in your hearts, always being
ready to make a defense to everyone who asks you to give an
account for the hope that is in you, yet with gentleness and
reverence. (1 Pet. 3:15)

The greatest key to effective evangelism is satisfaction in our
own Christian lives. In the Greek the first part of this verse says,
"Sanctify the Lord Christ in your hearts." It means put Jesus
Christ in His rightful place-first place, the place of preeminence-in your life. Then you will be satisfied and you will
have hope.
"Be ready" is from hetoimazo, a military word that means "to
be prepared, equipped, adequate for the task at hand." To be
effective in evangelism we have to be prepared. To be prepared
we have to be occupied with the person of Jesus Christ. We have
to set Him apart from-and above-all the details of life and
then fix our gaze where He is.
"To make a defense" is the Greekapologia, from which we get
the word "apologetic." Apologia means "verbal defense." It
refers to someone who has the facts available and who gives

by the Spartans who would "baptize" their spears before a battle
by dipping them in blood. The process did not change the
physical characteristics of the weapon, but served as a picture of
its becoming a battle spear, one that had tasted blood.
Seven different baptisms are taught in the New Testament.
Four of these are "real" baptisms in which a real change takes
place. Three are "ritual" baptisms in which no change takes
place, but something is simply identified with its purpose. In each
of the real baptisms, where a real change takes place, no water
is involved. In each of the ritual baptisms, where no change of
nature takes place, water represents something spiritual.
Real Baptisms
1. The baptism of Moses (1 Cor. 10:l-2).In the baptism of
Moses, Moses is identified with a cloud and the children of
Israel are identified with Moses. The cloud is Jesus Christ.
The people of the Exodus generation passed through the Red
Sea from slavery to freedom. No one got wet, but an actual
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reasonable evidence in court. If the prosecuting attorney in a
trial does not have convincing evidence, he will never get a
conviction from the court. This verse is saying that until Jesus
Christ is given the place of priority in our lives, we will not be
able to win our case before the unbelieving world.
Another courtroom word is used repeatedly in the Bible in
relation to evangelism. Martureo, from which we get "martyr,"
means "to be a witness, to testify, to affirm that one has seen or
heard or experienced something."These two judicial terms tell
us we had better have our facts-and our personal experience-straight about Jesus Christ and about salvation. We will
not have an effect on the unbelieving world until we are able to
give evidence that will stand up in court.
When Peter inserted the phrase "to everyone who asks," he
put an amazing twist on what we usually think of as "the right
way to evangelize." He is describing evangelism by response,
evangelism upon request. When we are equipped and prepared, God will bring people to us, people who wonder why we
have such hope.
These people will askus "to give an account"of the hope that
is in us. "Account" is from logos and it means "a word or
message." "Hope," from elpis, refers to absolute assurance,
security, stability.

In English, "hope" is an "if" word. When we hope for
something, we want it to happen, but do not know whether it
will or not. In both Hebrew and Greek, hope always means
absolute assurance. Peter is telling us that when our lives are
marked by victorious confidence, by spiritual boldness, then
the people around us will sit up and take notice. They will want
to know where our stability comes from.
Why should the unbelievers, in their cosmic power and their
self-sufficiency, and in all their human support systems, why
should they consider turning to Jesus Christ unless we can
show them something they do not have? Until unbelievers
around us are able to see something that they cannot generate
by themselves, they are not going to be interested in what we
have to say.
If our neighbors and friends do not see hope in us, they will
not ask us about what propels us in life. A breakdown in our
spiritual life impedes our ability to meet the needs of other
people. The living water that Jesus promised in John 7 has to
quench our thirst first, before it can flow through us to quench
the thirst of others.
God intended His power to be seen in the life of every
believer in the Lord Jesus Christ. We cannot hold the Bible in
front of the world and expect people to see the power that is in
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it. The power is there, but they will not see it until it has gone
through the converter of our souls. The greatest evidence of the
reality of the Word of God is stability, consistency, constancy in
the individual Christian's life.
If they see confidence in our lives day in and day out-not
just when everything goes right, but when things go wrong,
when we are under pressure, when we lose loved ones, when
we falter and fail but get right back up--then they will want to
know what makes us tick. If they consistently see in us an
attitude of spiritual boldness because of the absolute eternal
confidence we have in Christ, they will begin asking what this
hope is that is in us.
When we are asked what the source of our hope is, we always
answer in gentleness and reverence. Prautes, usually translated
"gentleness" or "meekness," is another word that in English
has a completely different connotation than in Greek. In English, meekness is usually equated with weakness. In Greek,
prautes means power under control.
To respond in gentleness means that we have all the power in
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the world available to us, but we hold it always in proper
proportion. We never demand of others any more than they are
able or willing to give. We allow other people maximum freedom because we expect the same for ourselves.
The way to build people is not to discourage and frustrate
them, not to stomp them down, but to take them little by little to
the limits of their own ability and beyond. Those who are strong
have to restrain their own power, so that they can constantly
keep leading those younger or weaker on into maturity and to
greatness.
This gentleness with which we are to deal with those to
whom we would give answers is, like the love that drives us,
not a quality we can produce ourselves. It is a fruit of the Spirit
(Gal. 5:22-23).The Holy Spirit-the Helper, the Comforter, the
Encourager-is the power in evangelism. In Him alone do we
find the motivation, the knowledge, the strength, the gentleness, to take the Gospel to the world. By Him alone can the
unbeliever be convicted of his need for Christ.
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Lesson 2-4: 

The Equipment--Spiritual Gifts
1 Corinthians 12:4-7
Mark 9:33-37
2 Timothy 2:20-21

A

t the moment of our salvation, the Holy Spirit equips each
of us with a unique spiritual gift. Hidden in this gift are
treasures God wants to give us in time and eternity. It is through
our gift that we come to know God most intimately and that the
world sees most clearly the evidence of God in us. God wants
us to know, to understand, and to exercise our gift, because it is
only through this that we can achieve the greatness for which
He designed us.

Now thereare varieties ofgifts, but thesame Spirit. And there
are varieties of ministries, and the same Lord. And there are
varieties ofeffects, but the same God who works all things in
all persons. ( I Cor. 12:4-6)
The Greek word translated "gift" is charisma, the root of
which is charis, "grace."Spiritual gifts proceed from the grace of
God. Each gift is as unique as the person to whom it is given, yet
all gifts bear the stamp of the Spirit of God. The Holy Spirit is the
giver of the gifts and the power behind the exercise of the gifts,
but He always works in the background, never bringing attention to Himself. His work is always to glorify the Son (John
16:14).
In the same way that the gifts are as unique as the recipients,
so the outworkings of the gifts are as unique as the lives of the
recipients. That outworking or "ministry" is from the word
diakonos, "one who executes the commands of another." The
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word was used for a servant or tablewaiter.In the exercise of our
gift, we are the hands and feet of the Son of Man, who "came not
to be served, but to serve" (Mark 10:45). The function of every
gift is ministry, servitude-not forced labor, but willing service
to the Lord Jesus Christ and for His glory.
When we serve in the filling of the Holy Spirit, there will be
results, we will affect people. "Effects" here is from the Greek
word for operational power. Energeia-from which we get the
word "energyu-is used in the New Testament only of superhuman power. It is a power that makes us efficient and effective
in life, and when we are effective, God the Father is glorified.
But to each one is given the manifestationof the Spiritfor the
common good. (1 Cor. 12:7)
"Each one" is hekastos; it means absolutely each and every
one. Everyone who believes in Jesus Christ is given a spiritual
gift. No one ever has been or ever will be left out. "Given," from
didomi, reminds us that spiritual gifts, like everything else in the
Christian life, are a gift, a product of grace.
"Manifestation"is from phaneroo, which means "to reveal, to
make clear." Phanerosis is used in the New Testament to de-
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scribe appearances of God or revelations of His essence (Mark
16:12; John 2:11, 9:3; 1 Tim. 3:16; 1 Pet. 5:4; 1 John 3:5,5:8). Our
spiritual gift is the channel for the manifestation of God first to
us and then to others. It is as we exercise our gift that God
quenches our thirst, revealing Himself to us in ways that He
reveals Himself to no one else. Then He reveals Himself to those
around us in ways that He can through no one else.
Each person's spiritual gift is a manifestation of something
invisible-the power of the Holy Spirit. Though the power
itself is invisible, the evidences of the power will be clearly seen.
As Jesus told Nicodemus in John 3, we cannot see the wind, but
when it blows, we can see its effects. The Spirit is the wind; we
are the effects of the wind.
Christians are called to live for Christ, to reflect His character,
to reach out with His love to others. The Holy Spirit gives to
each one of us the power to display some special aspect of Jesus
Christ. No one has a gift like anyone else's. There is nothing in
our lives that can have impact on the world like the exercise of
our special gift.
This manifestation of the Spirit is given to each of us for an
immediate purpose, what Paul calls here the "common good."
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This phrase is a translation of one Greek word-sumphero, a
compound of sun, "together," and phero, "to bear a load." It
means "that which is profitable." In Ephesians 4 Paul tells us
that spiritual gifts are given for the purpose of edifyingbuilding up-the Church, the body of Christ.
If we cannot fulfill our destiny apart from the exercise of our
spiritual gifts, then it is absolutely essential that we h o w what
our gifts are. If we are serious about wanting to discover our
gifts and to achieve greatness, we should set ourselves not to
finding the gifts, but to waiting on the Giver. Study the Word,
develop the attitude of a servant, be willing to do the tasks no
one else wants to do, seek to be the last and the least. Learn the
lesson that the Lord repeatedly tried to teach His disciples: In
God's economy, the way up is the way down.
And they came to Capernaum;and when He was in the house,
He began to question them, "What were you discussing on
the way?" But they kept silenf, for on the way they had
discussed with one another which of them was the greatest.
(Mark 9:33-34)
This was not the first time-and it would not be the lastthat the disciples let their desire to be recognized and applauded interfere with the Lord's desire to make them great.
In Mark 9:l-32 we see the events that led to the disciples'
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"discussion" here. Peter, James, and John had just had a
"mountaintop experience." Jesus had taken them up to a high
mountain and had been transfigured before them. They had
seen Elijah and Moses talking with the Lord Jesus Christ in His
glory. They had heard the voice of God.
At the very time that these three were seeing this marvelous
sight, the other disciples were in the valley, caught up in a
frustrating attempt to cast a demon out of a child. They were
failing in front of an expectant crowd.
When Jesus and the three returned, the first thing they heard
was the crowd's complaints against the disciples. The Lord,
reminding the people that "All things are possible to him who
believes" (Mark 9:23), cast the demon out of the boy Himself.
Mark 9:30 tells us that Jesus and the disciples then set out to go
through Galilee. On the way He begins to tell them about His
coming betrayal and death and resurrection.
Picture the scene: some disciples have been given a tremendous privilege while the others were unable to accomplish a
task they should have been able to accomplish. So three disciples are on a spiritual high and the rest are depressed as Jesus
begins to teach the most critical lesson they could ever learn.
The Lord was explaining what Paul would later say were the
most important points of the Gospel (1 Cor. 15:3-5). At this
moment the disciples' circumstances-their successes or their
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failures-did not matter. They were not the issue. Jesus Christ
was the issue, and what mattered was what Jesus was trying to
teach.
But the disciples were not listening; they were preoccupied.
Why? Why were they not impressed with the greatness of Jesus
Christ? Because they were impressed with their own greatness;
they were concerned with how important they appeared to be.
When we are impressed with ourselves, we will not be impressed with Jesus Christ, and we will not recognize our need
to hear the Word of God.
So, Jesus, who knew all along that they were not listening to
Him, asks the disciples what they have been "discussing."
Dialogizomai is from a word that can refer to simple conversation or to argument and dispute among parties.
Here all the disciples were party to a dispute. The imperfect
tense tells us that they kept on arguing. Over and over again
they kept picking at each other. Anyone who has children can
imagine what the trip was like. Jesus is walking along and He
starts to teach. He is saying, "Now men, I want you to understand, I am going up to Jerusalem. I will be betrayed and I will
be crucified ..." and behind Him, Peter jabs John with his elbow
and says, "Look, I'm the greatest." And the Lord says, "I am
going to be put in the tomb and after three days I will rise
again." And Matthew comes up from behind, shoves Peter and
says, "Says who?"
Under their breath, thinking He doesn't know, the disciples
are constantly arguing, "I'm greater than you are. I've performed more service, I've seen more amazing things, I've done
this and I've done that."
The word "greatest" in the Greek is meizon, a comparative
from the word megas, which means "great." Meizon is a superlative; it refers to the greatest of the great.
Is it any wonder that when the Lord was taken in the Garden
of Gethsemane everyone fled? Is it any wonder that the disciples did not remember the things that were going to happen?
Is it surprising that the dawning of the first Resurrection Sunday found them huddling behind locked doors, afraid, depressed, hopeless? No, it is no surprise at all. Because when
Jesus was teaching, they were preoccupied, not with who He
was and what He was going to do, but with their own greatness.
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And sitting down, He called the twelve and said to them, "If
anyone wants to befirst, he shall be last ofall, and servant of
all." And taking a child, He set him before them, and taking
him in His arms, He said to them, "Whoever receives one
child like this in M y name receives me; and whoever receives
Me does not receive Me, but Him who senf Me. " (Mark 9:3537)

When a Jewish rabbi had an important lesson to impart, he
would sit down, a signal to his students to take their places, that
he was about to teach. So the Lord sits down and calls the
twelve to Himself.
He takes the word they are using, "great," and changes it to
"first." Why would He do that? Because He knew what they
really wanted, just as He knows what we really want. The
disciples were not asking for greatness, they were asking for
prominence. They were interested in recognition. And so the
Lord strikes a blow at the inordinate ambition of the disciples,
while at the same time holding out to them the potential for true
greatness.
"Last" is eschatos, which means "last in order, last in place."
"Servant" is diakonos, the root of "ministries" in 1 Corinthians
12:5. In the ancient world the diakonos was a tablewaiter, a
common servant, someone whose sole purpose in life was to
serve someone else. The diakonos filled his time with serving; he
made his living serving; he was recognized by everyone else as
one whose only function was service.
Notice that Jesus does two things with the child. He reaches
out and takes the child and sets him on his feet in the middle of
the disciples. He lets the disciples look at the child and then He
gathers him into His arms. "Gather" is from enagkalizomai, an
aorist middle participle which means "to enfold or embrace."
He wraps Himself around the child and then He begins to teach
the lesson about greatness.
"Receive," dechomai, means "to welcome." The word never
carries the connotation of mere toleration; it always has the idea
of receiving to oneself with an embrace. The Lord has just illustrated what He is now teaching with words. He is telling the
disciples-and He is telling us-not just to accept, but to warmly welcome, the smallest and the apparently least important.
Note that He says not only to receive the child, but to do it in
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"My name." Our motivation should be desire to serve the
person of Jesus Christ. Think about what this implies in the
smallest functions of life. What we do for His sake, because of
our love for Him, we have actually done to Him.
Each of us chooses whether we will have the attitude of
service. Then we choose how far our service will go. God allows
us to define the boundaries of our own growth in time and of
our own greatness in eternity. The farther down we are willing
to go now, the more we are willing to serve unnoticed and
without acclaim in time, the greater we will be in eternity in
heaven.

Now in a large house there are not only gold and silver
vessels, but also vessels of wood and of earthenware, andsome
to honor and some to dishonor. Therefore, i f a man cleanses
himselffrom these things, he will be a vessel for honor, sanctified, useful to the Master, prepared for every good work. (2
Tim. 2:20-21)
Any largeJewish household would have had a great number
of vessels, some made of gold and silver, many more made of
wood and earthenware or clay. The gold and silver were very
valuable and would be used for special purposes. The wood
and clay were common and would be used for common tasks.
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The great house Paul is talking about here is the house of
God, built on the firm foundation of faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ (1 Cor. 3:ll). Every believer is a vessel in that house.
God gives all of us the option of choosing what kind of
vessels we will be. If we choose to be common, God will have
for us only common tasks. If we choose to pursue spiritual
quality, God will have wonderful tasks for us.
Exactly how are we to go about becoming vessels of honor?
Through cleansing. In 1 John 1:9 God promises that if we confess our sins, He will always forgive us and cleanse us from all
unrighteousness.
If any man cleanses himself, Paul says, "he will be a vessel for
honor." This is the assurance of the future tense which indicates the normal, sequential action of a person moving from
the point of salvation forward, using confession continually.
At some point after we believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and
become members of the royal family of God, we sin again. But,
the moment we confess our sin, we are restored to fellowship
with God and are set back on the upward path. As we take in the
milk of the Word, we grow. Eventually we are able to take in the
meat of advanced doctrine. For the rest of our lives on earth, we
will commit sins. But as we grow, we learn to confess more
quickly and we learn to stay in fellowship for longer and longer
periods of time. As we constantly take those upward steps,
pressing on to the high ground of spiritual maturity, we will
become special vessels that God will use in magnificent ways.
"Sanctified, useful, prepared" are the three results of our
continuous cleansing. The person who applies cleansing repeatedly, day by day, will eventually be sanctified, useful, and
prepared.
"Sanctified" means "set apart" to God. Paul uses the perfect
passive participle of hagiazo. The perfect tense indicates past
action with continuous results. The passive voice means that
we do not produce this action. Paul is saying that somewhere in
the past we were cleansed, with the result that we keep onbeing
cleansed. We live daily in the light of the cross, in fellowship
with the Lord. And because we are doing this, we are going to
be set apart to God.
"Useful" is euchresfos, meaning "functional, serviceable."
What makes us functional in life? Confession and cleansing,
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followed by growth. The formula for usefulness is this: confess;
study the Word; apply the Word.
"Prepared" is the perfect passive participle of hetoimazo and
it means "to be properly equipped and qualified for a task."
We cannot sanctify ourselves; we cannot prepare ourselves.
All we can do is choose to be available to God, choose to humble
ourselves before Him in simple confession of our sins. If we
want to be sanctified, useful, and prepared for God, we have
only to be available.
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Lesson 2-5:
The Supply Line-Prayer
1 Thessalonians 5:16-18
Matthew 7:7-11
Matthew 26:36-45

P

rayer is the believer's supply line. The Bible is God's communication to us; prayer is our response to Him. From His
Word we receive instructions and encouragment. From our
prayers, He receives our thanks and our requests. Until the line
of communication with God is open two ways, our relationship
with Him will never be what it is intended to be.

Rejoice always; pray without ceasing; in everything give
thanks; for this is God's willfor you in Christ Jesus.(1 Thess.
5:16-18)

"Pray without ceasing" does not mean that we are to pray
non-stop 24 hours a day. The phrase literally says that prayer
should be like a hacking cough. Anyone who has ever had a stiff
winter cold knows that a hacking cough seems to be always
right below the surface, ready to erupt.
We should pray to God throughout the day in the same way
that we would talk with a close friend. When two people who
know each other well work together, they start a conversationin
the morning that lasts all day. The talk will not be continuous;
there may be long periods of silence during which they may
communicate with only looks or gestures. In the course of a day,
their conversation may cover a hundred topics-politics, the
meaning of life, what to have for lunch, the colors in a beautiful
sunset.
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When we finally realize that God is the best friend we have,
our prayer life starts to take on this kind of flavor. We come to
understand that there is nothing in our lives that we should not
pray about. The more we listen to God by studying the Word,
the better we understand His character; the better we understand His character, the more clearly we realize that there is
nothing that we cannot rejoice in and give thanks about.
Communication is the key to a healthy relationship in the
physical realm. Even so, our verbal exchanges with other people
are never quite what we want them to be. Not one of us is able
to fully express what we think or how we feel. Not one of us is
able to fully understand or appreciate the thoughts and feelings
that others try to explain to us. So in the physical realm there is
always a certain amount of frustration and unfulfillment in
relationships.
In the spiritual realm we have potential for clear and fulfilling communication, for both understanding and being understood. God's Word to us is perfect. Through the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit it was perfectly communicated in exactly the
form that we need. When we study, the Holy Spirit will enlighten the eyes of our heart so that we can understand what
God is saying to us from this passage on this day.
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When we pray, the Holy Spirit will intercede on our behalf to
the Father, expressing those things for which we cannot find
words (Rom. 8:26). And, if we have stored Scripture in our
hearts, the Spirit will be able to recall to our minds the words of
God that we need at just the moment we need them. We have in
the Christian way of life a perfect system. As long as we rely on
the filling of the Holy Spirit, that system cannot fail.
It has been said that prayer is the gymnasium of the soul. The
fourth-century church father Augustine said: "Pray as if everything depended on God, and then work as if everything depended on you." His dictum is a summary of the Lord's
instructions to the disciples in Matthew 7.
Ask, and it shall be given to you; seek, and you shallfind;
knock, and it shall be opened to you. For everyone who asks
receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks it
shall be opened.
O r what man is there among you, when his son shall ask
himfor a loaf, will give him a stone? O r if he shall askfor a
fish, he will not give him a snake, will he? If you then, being
evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much
more shall your Father who is in heaven give what is good to
those who ask Him! (Matt. 7:7-11)
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The Lord gives three commands and three promises: If we
ask, God will answer; if we seek, we will find; if we knock, God
will open the door.
God wants to answer prayer. To illustrate that point, Jesus
uses the analogy of a hungry child asking his father for food.
The child makes a request. The parent is evil, but out of that evil
parent comes a good gift. Why? The parent loves the child and
love can bring even from those who are evil, relative good.
Now think of God, who is absolute good. Why is it that we
think that the God who is righteous, just, and perfect in every
way would give us anything less than the best? How could we
imagine that He would be less concerned and less gracious
with us than we are with our children?
Each of the three promises Jesus makes in regard to prayer is
conditional. Each is based on our obeying an imperative, a
command from the Lord Himself.
1. Ask. Asking is the expression of the desire of the soul. "Be
anxious for nothing," Paul wrote to the Philippian believers,
"but in everything, by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving, let your requests be made known unto God" (Phil. 4:6-7).
Sometimes naming our requests to God is easy; sometimes it
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is impossible. In those times when we do not know what to say, 

God the Holy Spirit steps in to communicate for us (Rom. 
8:26).
He 
knows our need. He knows the proper request to make.
" A s k here is in present tense, referring to continuous action
in the present time. This means that we are to keep on asking;
we are to be persistent. But when God answers, will we be
listening?
When we ask, it should be because we want answers. If we
really want answers, we must study. We should always listen
for a correlation between the things we pray for and the things
that God talks to us about from the Word. When we study, when
we sit in Bible class, we should be alert to the fact that the
information we are receiving may in fact be the answer to the
things we have asked in prayer.
2. Seek. Seekingis a step beyond asking. Once we ask, we go
looking for the answer. We go in confidence because Jesus
Christ Himself promised that God answers and that if we seek
we will find.
When we have made a request of God, we must maintain the
spiritual desire to obtain the answer. Sometimes, after we pray,
the situation we are praying about worsens; it begins to look
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impossible. God lets that happen often because He wants to
know if we believe His promise and are going to follow through.
If we pray for someone else, do we really want that person to
obtain what we have asked for? If so, are we willing to seek to
fulfill that request ourselves? God does answer prayer, but He
most often does it-like all of the other miraculous things He
performs-through human flesh, through believers, the hands
and feet of Jesus Christ on earth.
When we pray that someone else will be strengthened and
then we do not go to strengthen that person, or write a letter, or
make a phone call, then we have not sought and our prayer is
lazy. When we pray that God will provide for a needy family
and we do not give from our store of food or money, then we
have not sought and our prayer is lazy. God may answer our
prayer, but He will do it through someone else, and we will not
be able to enter into the joy and reward of being part of the
answer.
A person who wrestles in prayer will never be inactive in life.
He will always be involved to the maximum, because he
believes in the power of prayer and in the power of God. He
believes that if he asks for something, God may choose to use
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him as the vessel for fulfilling his own prayer.
3. Knock. Knocking means that we labor to see our prayer
fulfilled. We can knock in a number of ways. For example, we
knock by way of preparation. Are we willing to keep knocking
in preparing for God's plan for our life?
We knock in regard to pursuit. Do we pursue the fulfillment
for what we have asked for and sought? We knock in the area of
practical application. We keep knocking and knock more forcefully. Why? Because we really want what we are asking for.
Anything in life that comes without persistence is not worth
very much.
ThenJesuscame with them to a place called Gethsemane, and
said to His disciples, "Sit here while Igo over thereand pray. "
And He took with Him Peter and the two sons ofzebedee,
and began to begrieved and distressed. Then He said to them,
" M y soul is deeplygrieved, to the point of death; remain here
and keep watch with Me. "
And He went a little beyond them, andfell on His faceand
prayed, saying, " M y Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass
from Me; yet not as 1 will, but as Thou wilt. "
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And He came to the disciples and found them sleeping,
and said to Peter, "So, you men could not keep watch withMe
for one hour? Keep watching and praying, that you may not
enter into temptation; the spirit is willing, but the flesh is
weak. "
He went away again a second time and prayed, saying,
"My Father, if this cannot pass away unless I drink it, Thy
will be done. "
Andagain He cameand found them sleeping, for their eyes
were heavy.
And He left them again, and went away and prayeda third
time, saying the same thing once more. Then He came to the
disciples, and said to them, "Are you still sleeping and taking
your rest? Behold, the hour is at hand and the Son ofMan is
being betrayed into the hands of sinners. " (Matt. 26:36-45)
All of us have probably at some point in life said, "The pain
is so great I feel like I am dying." That is exactly how the Lord
Jesus Christ felt on this night in the Garden of Gethsemane. He
felt unspeakable grief and distress. What did He do in response

to the feelings? He did two things that should be an example to
us. First, He prayed about His own situation. Second, He asked
other people to pray in His behalf.
Thinkabout the fact that the Lord Jesus Christ Himself asked
for prayer support. And after He had opened His heart to His
friends and asked them to watch and pray for just a while, He
went aside to talk to the Father Himself. When He returned to
the disciples, He found them fervently praying. Is that what
Matthew says? No. Three times Jesus went aside to pray, and
three times He returned to find them sleeping.
When He first found them asleep, He warned them to pray
for themselves, that they would not enter into temptation. But
they didn't listen. And because Peter, James, and John did not
wrestle in their prayer, their rest was soon to be interrupted. If
we rest before we wrestle, we will never be rested enough.
When we cannot pray anything else, there are two prayers
that are always right and always fitting and always honoring to
God. One is "Thank you" (Ps. 50:23; 1 Thess. 5:18; Eph. 5:20).
The other is "Thy will be done" (Matt. 6:10,26:39).
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five dangers to which we should be alert: failure to confess (Isa.
59:2), failure to study (John 1571, failure to obey (1 John 3:22; 1
Pet. 3:7),failure to ask according to God's will (1 John 514-15),
and infiltration of personal lusts (James 4:2-3)
If we are alert to those dangers and can say "yes" to those
two questions, we can pray in faith-rest, knowing that what we
ask will be done in God's perfect time. Jesus Himself said in
John 15:7,"If you abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ask
whatever you wish, and it shall be done for you."
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Unit 2 Review
Lesson 2-1
1. What does "inspired" mean in regard to the Bible? 

2. Name three purposes for which the Bible is intended. 

3. Where does motivation to study the Word come from?
4. What is the relationship between Bible study and spiritual
growth?
5. What are the five works of the Holy Spirit in regard to the
Word?
6. List at least five reasons why the Bible is important.
7. What is "hermeneutics"?
8. Define and explain the importance of isagogics, categories,
and exegesis.
9. Name three principles of "the analogy of faith."
10. What three spiritual requirements must be met before we
can understand what we study in the Word?
11. How would you explain to a friend the importance and
purpose of the Bible? What Scriptures would you use to
back your claims?
Memory verses
2 Timothy 3:16-17
2 Timothy 2:1-2
2 Timothy 2:15

Lesson 2-2
I . What is the Greek word for "church" and what does it
mean?
2. What is the " r o c k upon which the Church is built?
3. Who is forming and empowering the Church?
4. What is the two-fold mission of the Church?
5. What were the four priorities of the early Church?
6. When the dispute arose between Hellenistic and Hebrew
Christians in Acts 6 why did the apostles say it was not desirable for them to wait tables?
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7. What was God's purpose in creating the Church and what
is its destiny?
8. What is a "dispensation"?
9. What is the difference between the Church and the church?
10. What are the seven figures in the Bible for Christ and the
Church?
11. How would you explain the nature and the function of the
Church to a friend? What Scriptures would you use to back
your claims?
Memory verses
Matthew 1635-18
Ephesians 1:22-23
Ephesians 2:4-7

Lesson 2-3
1. What is the believer's commission?
2. What should motivate us to fulfill our commission?
3. Why did Christ die, according to Paul in 2 Corinthians 5:15?
4. How are believers supposed to look at other people?
5. What is the ministry of reconciliation? What is the message
of reconciliation?
6. Describe the method of evangelism outlined in 1 Peter 3:15.
7. Define meekness in the Biblical sense.
8. What are the three functions of every believer?
9. What is baptism? What are the two types of baptisms described in the Bible?
10. Is baptism necessary for salvation? If so, which baptism?
11. What five works does the Holy Spirit perform in the believer at the moment of salvation?
12. How would you explain the ambassadorship of the believer to a friend? What Scriptures would you use to back
your claims?
Memory verses
2 Corinthians 5:14-21
1 Peter 3:15
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Lesson 2-4
1. What is a spiritual gift and what is its purpose?

2. What does "manifestation" mean?
3. Who chooses a believer's spiritual gift?
4. Who gives spiritual gifts?
5 . How important are spiritual gifts in the life of a believer?
6. How can we discover our spiritual gift?
7. What did Jesus say is the number-one requirement for attaining greatness?
8. What does it mean to be, and how can we become, "vessels
of honor"?
9. How does a person cleanse himself?
10. What does "sanctified" mean?
11. List at least five reasons why humility is important.
12. How would yo^ explain spiritual gifts and the ministry of
the believer to a friend? What Scriptures would you use to
back your claims?
Memory verses
1 Corinthians 12:4-7

Lesson 2-5
1. What is the relationship between Bible study and prayer?

2. Explain the command to "pray without ceasing."
3. To what did Jesus compare prayer in Matthew 7:7-ll?
4. What are the three promises and the three conditions to
those promises in Matthew 7:7-8?
5. What is the difference between asking, seeking, and knocking?
6. What two prayers are always right and always honoring to
God?
7. Name ten characteristics of the essence of God and explain
the meaning of each.
8. What is "energized prayer"? How can we know that our
prayers are energized?
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9. How would you explain prayer and the priesthood of the

believer to a friend? What Scriptures would you use to back
your claims?
Memory verses
1 Thessalonians 5:16-18
Matthew 7:7-8

Unit 3
Spiritual Growth

The Race--The Christian Life

!l"l!B
The Promise-

II!a

The Danger4eversionism

The Climb--Spiritual Growth

Spirituality

I!l!!n

The Goal--Spiritual Maturity

Lesson 3- 1: 

The Race-The Christian Life
Hebrews 12:1-3
1 Corinthians 9:24-27

T

hree years before the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus the
Roman, an unknown author wrote a letter of warning and
encouragement to the Hebrew believers in that city. In a time of
impending national crisis, this author reminded these believers
that their only safety was in individual orientation to and
pursuit of the plan of God.
In Hebrews 12 he compares the Christian life to a race and
Christians to athletes who, if they want to experience the
ecstasy of victory, will have to endure the agony of training for
and running the race.
God has set before every Christian a race to run, a personal
destiny in His plan. No one fulfills his destiny accidentally; it
takes discipline, endurance, and focus on the goal to win the
race.
Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of 
 witrzesses surrou~zdiizgus ... (Heb. 
 12:1)

In ancient sports arenas, the racetrack was in the shape of a
horseshoe. Stands encircled the track, so spectators could see
the whole race from start to finish.
"Cloud," from nephos, means "an innumerable throng." The
word pictures a cloudy, shapeless mass covering the skies. In
coliseums like the Circus Maximus in Rome, which seated
200,000, the crowds must have looked cloudy and shapeless to
the athletes on the track. But, though they could not see the
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spectators clearly, the athletes could certainly hear the sound of
their cheering.
"Surrounding" is the present middle participle of perikeimai,
a word which can mean "to bind or encompass," and in this
case means "to surround and support," as the cheering crowds
would surround and support the athletes below.
From the context, we know that this cloud of witnesses
includes the heroes of faith chronicled in Hebrews 11. These
great believers crowd the stands in the spiritual realm and
watch us run. And they are not alone; they stand with every
believer who has ever lived-all the men and women and
children who have already finished their races and have had
their faith approved by God. This innumerable throng constantly cheers us on to finish our race with honor and integrity.
We, the athletes on the track, cannot see their faces, but we
can hear their cheers echoing from the pages of Scripture and
from the accounts of their lives. As we study the Word and the
history of the Church, each of us finds people we especially
identify with, people who faced difficulties, trials, temptations
similar to ours, believers who had the same areas of weakness
that we do. We naturally identify with these people, and their
lives especially encourage us.
We have every reason to believe that they identify with us
and take special interest in us in the same way. They are
genuinely concerned about how we run our race because now
they have perfect perspective. At the instant of their death,
when they saw the face of Jesus Christ, they knew absolutely
what is important and what is not. Now they can see how
worthless are all the trinkets that distract us from our race. They
know now that the only thing that matters in time and in
eternity is that Jesus Christ be glorified

...let us also lay aside every encumbrance, and the sin which
so easily entangles us ... (Heb. 12:1)

"Lay aside" isapotithemi. It means "to put off, to set aside," as
in taking off a garment. "Encumbrance" is ogkos, "excess weight,
bulk." Ogkos could refer to body fat or to something external.
Greek athletes would often run, in training, with weights. In
either case the idea is that if we want to win, we have to run
unencumbered.
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In Luke 21:34 the Lord illustrated this when He told the
disciples to be on their guard so that their hearts would not be
"weighted down with dissipation and drunkenness and the
worries of life." He was warning them of the very real dangers
of being distracted from their mission by the things of time.
The author of Hebrews exhorts each of us to lay aside the sin
that entangles us-literally, the sin that so easily ensnares us,
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the one that we so easily get tangled up in. He recognizes here
a very basic principle of the sin nature. Everyone's is different.
No two people are exactly alike physically; no two people have
exactly the same personality traits. In the same way, no two sin
natures are alike.
Every believer has his own enemies. The thing that is my
entangling sin-that area of weakness or strength that keeps me
from relying on God-may not be a problem to you at all. We
cannot compare ourselves to anyone else.
Notice that the author does not tell us to lay aside what
entangles someone else. Each of us is responsible for running
our own race. The instant we become preoccupied with someone else's race, we step out of our lane. We can cheer other
people on, we can encourage them, but if we stop to criticize or
judge or to give our opinion about someone else's running
technique, we are asking for trouble.
God does not hold us accountable for how someone else
runs. He does hold us accountable for how we run. Our responsibility is to understand ourselves, to recognize the things that
hinder or entangle us and to set them aside so that they do not
keep us from finishing our race (Eph. 4:22-23). The only way we
can set aside our entangling sins is through confession and
spiritual growth.

...and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us,
fixing our eyes on]esus, the author and perfecter offaith, who
for the joy set before Him endured the cross, despising the
shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of
God. For consider Him who has endured such hostility by
sinners against Himself, so that you may not grow wea y and
lose heart. (Heb. 129-3)
"Endurance" is hupomone, literally, "to dwell under." The
author is telling us that in spite of our pain, we must press on.
We must keep on constantly running with endurance. Every
one of us faces different obstacles. There will always be times
when we are tempted to quit. Especially after we fail, it is so
much easier to quit than to get back up on our feet and start
running again. But don't quit. Abide under the pressure, do not
try to escape it.
The author of this book was not just ordering the Hebrews to
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keep on running. Using what is known as a hortatory subjunctive, he was encouraging them to join with him. "Let us run. I'm
going; you come with me. Let's do it as a team. We have to run
in our own lanes, but we can run together. We're all heading for
the same place."
"Set before us" is from prokeirnai, a word that means "ordained or established beforehand." Every race is tailor-made.
We do not get to choose our race, God does. He gives us our
niche, our destiny. What He chooses may not be the thing we
would have chosen, but the thing that God calls us to is the
one-the only-thing that can fulfill us and give us abundant
life.
Though the race we are called to run is determined beforehand, we do have choices. We choose whether to run. We
choose how to run. We choose whether to endure and to press
on to find the will of God for our lives.
Every race has three parts: the start, the middle, and the
finish. In a long race, the beginning and the end are the easiest
parts. At the beginning, there is .always a great deal of excitement. Everyone's adrenalin is flowing and it is always easy to
take off at the sound of the gun. At the finish line, the crowds are
cheering, and though the runners are exhausted, they are still
invigorated with the knowledge that they have accomplished
something, they have reached their goal.
It is often the middle of the race that is the toughest, especially in an endurance race. It is in the middle of the race that the
runner's mind may begin to wander. He starts to lose focus, to
lose motivation. It is easy to forget how important that particular part of the race is.
An endurance race is very much like the Christian way of
life. Phase one of the race, the start, is salvation. In a second,
with a simple act of faith, we are born into the family of God (2
Cor. 5:21).It was our first real gaze into the eyes of Jesus Christ
that sounded the start of the race for us.
Phase three of the race, the finish, is death or Rapture. That,
too, happens in a split-second. We will break the tape and fall
into the arms of Jesus Christ at the finish.
Phase two of the race, the distance, is spiritual growth. It is
the hardest part. It is a process, and every process takes time.
When we first step out in the Christian life, we have the
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enthusiasm of the start, the challenge, the desire to tell other
people about how they can have eternal life. We are still naive
enough to believe everyone wants to hear about Jesus Christ.
But when we get to the middle of the race, we start feeling the
pain, the pressure, the opposition. The race becomes difficult.
The enthusiasm, the challenge, the excitement are not always
there. We start facing the difficulty of keeping and maintaining
focus in our race.
In a horseshoe-shaped track, the finish line seems to be
farthest away just as the runner approaches the middle of the
race, at the turn. In the Christian life, Jesus often seems farthest
away in the middle of the race. Of course He is no farther away
in the middle than He was at the beginning or will be at the end.
But He lets our vision be blurred because He wants us to learn
to run by faith.
"Fixing our eyes on Jesus" is the only way we will be able to
endure. Unless we look to the finish line, we won't make it.
Conformity to Jesus is the goal of our race.
"Fixing our eyes" is from two words, apo, which means
"away from," and horao, "to take in a panoramic view." The
compound, aphorao, tells us to look away from everything on
the horizon and to concentrate our gaze on one thing.
In Greek sports competitions, there was always more than
one thing going on at a time. As the runners raced around the
track, the center field was alive with other kinds of competition.
A runner trying to critique the javelin throwers would not have
much chance of winning his race. A shotput competitor who
got distracted by watching the runners could kill someone with
an ill-placed throw. Greek athletes, if they wanted to win, had
to aphorao. They had to look away from the distractions and
train their eyes to focus on one thing: the goal of their competition.
Our goal is to be conformed to Jesus Christ. We have to fix our
focus on Him. This means that while we run we remember His
race. We remember His courage, His training, His discipline.
We remember how, from the virgin birth all the way to the cross,
the Lord Jesus Christ had the one thing that makes running the
race possible: the focus. He had His eyes focused on the goal,
and because He did, He was able to overcome the obstacles and
to endure the opposition. He was able to finish His race not by
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what He was running, but by what He was running to; He saw
the joy beyond. He had His eyes on the celebration, the victory
banquet to come.
He is the celebrity, the hero who has already won the gold
and has come back to teach us and to enable us to press on. He
is the author and the finisher.He was the first to run the race and
now He runs our race with us every step of the way (Heb. 13:56). In the same way His focus on the objective gave Him the
strength and the courage to endure, so our focus on the person
of Jesus Christ and our future celebration with Him gives us the
ability to run our race with endurance.
The certain danger we face is that if we fix our gaze on
anything other than Jesus Christ, we will grow weary and lose
heart. If we quit, our race remains unfinished and God's plan
for our life goes unfulfilled. How awful it would be to stand
before Jesus Christ and have Him ask, "What more could I have
done?" We will someday see-with the absolute clarity that we
could have today by faith-that we had everything we needed
to finish our race in glory.
Everyone feels tired or discouraged at times. That is no sin.
The sin is quitting. When we reach the point at which we feel
that we simply cannot go on, at that moment we need to
consider Jesus and then just put one foot in front the other and
take one more step.

Run in such a way that you may win. And everyone who
competes in the games exercises self-control in all things.
They then do it to receive a perishable wreath, but we an imperishable. Therefore 1run in such a way, as not without aim;
1box in sucha way, as not beating the air; but 1buffet my body
and make it my slave ... (1 COY.9:24-27)
"Run!" This is a command. Paul, who wrote this letter to the
distracted Corinthian church, is now seated in the stands. But
he still screams to us through the pages of Scripture, "RUN ! ! !
Run in such a way that you may win!"
In 1 Corinthians 9:19, Paul says that he has made himself a
slave that he might win all men. Winning was on his mind. Paul
was a free man, but by choice he became a slave to Jesus Christ.
He exulted in his bonds because he knew that through his
service people were being won to Christ and he was winning
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the race that he had been given.
"Competes" is agonizomai; we get the English word "agony"
from it. If we want to win, we will have to agonize. What kind
of agony is Paul talking about? An internal agony that comes
from the struggle to achieve self-control. The phrase "exercises
self-control" is a translation of one Greek word, egkrateuomai,
from kratos, which means "rule or authority," and en, "within."
No one ever becomes a great athlete as long as the only discipline he has is the coach's discipline. A great athlete is one who
develops discipline within, so that whether the coach is around
or not, he never lets up in his training. He demands more of
himself because he is focused on the goal. Only that kind of selfcontrol can drive him to the end of the race.
If athletes in physical competition can press on so singlemindedly toward a perishable reward, how much more driven
should we be who run toward an eternal reward? We are called
to do one thing: focus on the Lord Jesus Christ. As we study and
meditate on and apply the Word of God, which is the mind of
Christ, we are moving toward the goal.
Everything in the cosmos is deadset against our maintaining
that focus. Each of us chooses for ourselves whether we will
give in to the distractions and the entanglements or whether we
will press on to finish the race with honor.
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Lesson 3-2:
The Da nger-Reversionism
Ephesians 4:1 7-19
2 Samuel 15:30-37,1 7:23

T

he Christian life is a life of absolutes. At every moment we
are either spiritual - controlled by the Spirit and running
toward the goal set before us-or else we are carnal-controlled
by the flesh and running away from the goal.
When we sin, we can always get back on track by confession
and correction. But the longer we refuse to confess, the farther
adrift we go, and the harder it becomes to turn away from the
distractions and entanglements that are so attractive to the
natural man. If our spiritual digression-our carnality-is
unchecked by confession, it will lead us into the more dangerous and destructive state known as reversionism.
In his letter to the Ephesian believers, Paul outlines seven
steps in the downward spiral of reversionism.
This 1 say therefore, and affirm together with the Lord, that
you walk no longer just as the Gentiles also zualk, in the
futility oftheir mind, being darkened in their understanding,
excludedfrom the life of God, because of the ignorance that is
in them, because of the hardness of their heart; and they,
having become callous, have given themselves over to sensuality, for the practice of every kind of impurity with greediness. (Eph. 4:17-19)

The first step is negative volition to the Word of God (2 Pet.
3:18;.2 Tim. 2:15,3:16-17).To walkas the Gentiles walkmeans to
walk in unbelief. It is possible for believers to live as practical
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atheists. When we are bitter or jealous, when we indulge in selfpity or fear, when we do not actively believe that God is in
control-in these conditions of mind, we are saying no to the
Word of God. When we give in to these kinds of mental
attitudes, we are choosing to be energized not by the Holy
Spirit, but by the sin nature. We are stepping off the path of
growth and turning back-reverting-to the ways of our natural, unregenerate selves.
The second step is creation of a vacuum in the soul. When
Paul points to "the futility of their mind," he uses the word
mataiotes. This can be translated "futility" or "vanity;" it refers
to that which is empty or devoid of truth. When we turn
negative to the Word, we establish a vacuum in our soul. But the
soul was not meant to be empty, and so when we reject the truth,
we will inevitably accept lies. Our soul, like a vacuum cleaner,
sucks up the filth around us. We will start to believe false
doctrines and to live by rationalism instead of by faith. The
longer we stay out of fellowship with God, the easier it becomes
to stay away from the Word, to neglect the Bible study that is
designed to be our food and drink.
The third step is the blackout of the soul. "Having their
understanding darkened," Paul says. The soul, which was
designed by God to function on the Word, actually shuts down.
The way we think, our understanding, becomes shady as the
things we have learned begin to slip away. We can no longer
recall doctrines we once knew and understood. The light of the
Word is being extinguished from our conscience, leaving behind, inevitably, only darkness.
The fourth step is alienation from grace. We are "excluded
from the life of God." Having exchanged the truth of the
Creator for the lies of the creature, having forsaken the light of
the Word for the darkness of the world, we are cut off from the
power of Christ. We are estranged from His abundant life. The
Greekapallotrioomaimeans "to be alienated, estranged, shut out
from fellowship and intimacy." Aside from God, there is no
other source of grace. Outside of fellowship with Him, we
become everything that is the opposite of gracious.
The fifth step is the build-up of scar tissue of the soul. As we
continuously set our hearts against God, we intensify the
process of scarring our souls. Apalgeo means "to cease to feel; to

become insensitive, apathetic, past feeling." In the perfect tense
and active voice, it could be translated here "having cast off all
feeling." It is not that we have become calloused because of
some outside force, but that we have calloused ourselves. As a
result of our own negative choices, our sensitivity to the Spirit
of God is gone, leaving a hunger in the soul that cannot be
satisfied.
The sixth step is a frantic search for happiness. When Paul
says the Gentiles have "given themselves over" to sensuality,
he uses the same words that are used to describe the betrayal of
Judas. Paradidomimeans "to give over into one's power or use."
When we reach this point we have betrayed ourselves, sold
ourselves out, delivered ourselves up, to sensuality. Now we
are in a crazed search for something to satisfy our starving
souls. We have turned to the world for fulfillment, instead of to
Christ, and our search for happiness becomes more and more
degrading as the hunger of our soul intensifies. Chasing after
the instant fix, the rush, the now, we are bartering soul for body.
But the body is never satisfied, and so the search can only
become more and more frantic.
The seventh step is arrival at the point of implacability.When
Paul talks about the the practice of impurity with "greediness,"
he uses the word pleonexia. It means "insatiability." When we
reach this point, there is nothing that can make us happy,
nothing that can satisfy us. No power, no wealth, no friendship,
no physical pleasure is ever enough to satisfy us. The intensified scarring process has destroyed our capacity for appreciation. The prophet Jeremiah compares the implacable person,
whose soul is shattered, to a ruined vessel, a broken cistern.
"They have rejected the fountain of living water to hew out for
themselves broken cisterns that can hold no water" (Jer. 2:13).
When our soul becomes a ruined vessel, we have destroyed our
ability to enjoy the normal functions of life.
At every step of this downward slide, God administers
discipline designed to turn us around. If we refuse to heed His
warnings and accept His correction, choosing instead to continue to harden ourselves, He will discipline us with increasing
harshness. God takes no joy in giving pain, but as a loving
Father He takes less joy in seeing His children waste their lives.
He will continue to discipline us until we turn back to Him or
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until we reach the point at which He knows recovery has
become impossible. At this point He will call us home to heaven
in what the Bible calls "the sin unto d e a t h (1John 5:16). Dying
the sin unto death is the most miserable and shameful way a
Christian can end his race.
In 2 Samuel 15-17, we have the story of a man who died the
sin unto death. His name was Ahithophel. He was a cherished
friend of King David, a mature believer who was on his way to
becoming one of the greatest spiritual heroes of his time. His
reversionism was of the most subtle kind. He did not-like
David-fall into sensuality and lasciviousness. The temptations Ahithophel gave himself to were arrogance, self-righteousness, and passing judgment on another believer.
Who was this man Ahithophel? A native of Giloh, a town in
the hill country of Judah, Ahithophel was counselor to King
David. He knew the Word of God and had the understanding
and wisdom that can only come from application of the Word.
Second Samuel 16:23tells us that the advice of Ahithophel "was
as if one inquired of the word of God." This man was like an
encyclopedia of the Word, and his advice was trusted by both
by David and his son Absalom.
In 2 Samuel 15:12 Ahithophel joins in Absalom's conspiracy
against David. Absalom was a handsome man with p a t strengths
and tremendous charisma. He had stolen the hearts of the men
of Israel by magnifying and amplifying the sin of his own father
(2 Sam. 15: 1-6).
On the day that Absalom called for him, Ahithophel was in
Giloh offering sacrifices, so we know that he was still involved
in religious activity. From the outside Ahithophel appeared to
be anything but a reversionist, so how could he be so far out of
line that he would join in a conspiracy against the greatest
believer of his age, whom God Himself called "a man after My
heart" (Acts 13:22)?
A comparison of 2 Samuel 23:34 with 2 Samuel 11:3gives us
an idea of how Ahithophel had come to this choice. Ahithophel
had a son named Eliam; Eliam had a daughter named Bathsheba. Ahithophel was the grandfather of Bathsheba. Now the
plot begins to thicken. We begin to understand what has happened in the heart of Ahithophel. The king seduced his granddaughter; she became pregnant; he murdered her husband.
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Ahithophel's son-in-law Uriah, a valiant warrior,one of David's
own mighty men, is dead; his granddaughter is the talk of the
town; and David does not appear to be suffering for his sins.
Ahithophel's reversionism must have started in the most
subtle way. He took offense at David's sin; he got personal, selfrighteous, judgmental. When he saw David apparently getting
off scot-free, did he decide to help God bring about justice?
David was a sinner. He obviously had a lascivious trend in
his sin nature. Ahithophel was a sinner. He obviously had a
legalistic trend in his sin nature. The difference between them
was that David understood grace. He had been in reversionism,
but he had accepted correction and been restored through
confession. He knew how to receive grace from God, and he
knew how to extend grace to others.
At least 10 years passed between David's great sin and
Absalom's revolt. All that time Ahithophel must have secretly
nursed his bitterness.
When David learns that Absalom has won the hearts of the
people, he leaves Jerusalem willingly. He does not want to see
the city besieged and innocent people killed. Though his heart
is broken over the treachery of his son, he knows that God had
made him king and that when God gives and then sees fit to
take away, it is only for greater blessing. David walks out of the
city with nothing, willing to entrust himself entirely to the grace
of God.
And David went up theascent of the Mount of Olives, and
wept as he went, and his head was covered and he walked
barefoot. Then all the people who were with him each covered
his head and went up weeping as they went.
Now someone told David, saying, "Ahithophel is among
the conspirators with Absalom. " And David said, "0 Lord,
I pray, make the counsel of Ahithoplzel foolishness. "
It happened as David was coming to the summit, where
God was worshiped, that behold, Hushai the Archite met him
with his coat torn, and dust on his head.
And David said to him, " If you pass over with me, then
you will be a burden to me. But ifyou return to the city, and
say to Absalom, ' I will be your servant, 0 king;as 1 have been
your father's servant in time past, so I will now be your
servant,' then you can thzuart the counsel of Ahithophelfor
me ... (2 Sam. 15:30-37)
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As he begins to ascend the Mount of Olives, David is told that
his friend Ahithophel is among the conspirators. A thousand
years later at almost the same spot, the Lord Jesus Christ would
be betrayed by His friend Judas in the Garden of Gethsemane.
David responds to the heartbreaking news with a prayer.
God immediately responds to David's prayer by sending to him
Hushai, a man of loyalty.
Look at the difference between Ahithophel and Hushai.
Ahithophel had taken his eyes off the Word of God and gotten
his eyes on David, a man who like all other men had feet of clay.
When David fell, Ahithophel forgot the Word and fell into selfrighteous arrogance and reversionism.
Hushai, on the other hand, had kept his eyes on the Word. He
understood that our part is to make the Word of God the issue
in life, give people the right to accept or to reject it, and then let
God deal with those people and their decisions. It is not our job
to convict or to judge any other believer. Those are rights
reserved by God; He is capable of convicting and correcting His
children.
Hushai knew that God could take care of David. He knew,
too, that loyalty demanded that he remain faithful to the divinely appointed king. Where did Hushai learn this kind of
loyalty to authority? Where did he learn how to serve even a
king in reversionism, entrusting him to God, knowing that God
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would deal with His child? He learned it by watching David in
the wilderness and in the mountains, hounded by a reversionistic King Saul. He watched David trust the Lord, and he
learned from what he saw. Hushai became one of the most
noble and honorable people in his generation.
In 2 Samuel 17, Ahithophel advises Absalom to give him
12,000 men so that he can kill David that night. "I will come
upon him while he is weary and exhausted," Ahithophel said,
"and will terrify him so that all the people who are with him will
flee. Then I will strike down the king alone" (2 Sam. 17:2).
Absalom likes Ahithophel's idea, but he wants to hear what
Hushai has to say. Hushai reminds Absalom how fierce are
David and his mighty men and how skilled in strategy. He tells
Absalom to wait and not attack until he has gathered more
troops.
Ahithophel has given the better advice. He has not lost his
accuracy, even in reversionism. Had Absalom followed that
advice, David would have been defeated. But God answers the
prayer of David-David the adulterer, the murderer, but David
the corrected believer. Absalom took Hushai's advice, "for the
Lord had ordained to thwart the good counsel of Ahithophel"
(2 Sam. 17:14).Ahithophel had become an enemy of God. He
was warring now not against David, but against God.
Hushai sends spies to David telling him that he has time to
cross the river, head into the wilderness, and gain strength for
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a counterattack. Because Absalom did not listen to Ahithophel,
David and all his household were saved.
Now when Ahithophel saw that his counsel was notfollowed,
he saddled his donkey and arose and went to his home, to his
city, and set his house in order,and strangled himself;thus he
died and was buried in thegrave of his father. (2 Sam. 17:23)

The instant his counsel was rejected, Ahithophel knew that
David would triumph. He knew that he would have to face the
king, and he could not stand the thought. He could not handle
the consequences of his own arrogant choices. He died, just like
Judas a thousand years later, by his own hand.
Because the king's son Absalom emphasized and magnified
the sin of his father, God determined to "bring calamity on
Absalom" (2 Sam. 17:14).He judged Absalom with what David
deserved. Because Ahithophel joined the conspiracy, he, too,
would die the death that he sought for David.
Ahithophel's treachery was not a sudden thing. He had
made decision after decision to set his focus on David, to let
David's failure become a stumbling block in his life. David's
reversion into lasciviousness could have led him to the sin unto
death, but he accepted correction and turned back to God.
Ahithophel's reversion into legalism did lead to death because
he refused to respond to the discipline that God is faithful to set
before all of us when we sin.
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Lesson 3-3:
The Promise-Spirituality
Jeremiah 17:5-10
John 7:37-39

T

he only way any Christian can run his race and expect to
win is by plugging in to the energizing power of God the
Holy Spirit. When we are filled with the Holy Spirit, we are energized. Our sin nature is rendered inoperable (Rom. 6:6; Gal.
5:16; 1 John 3:6),and we are able to run toward the goal. When
we are not filled with the Holy Spirit, our flesh is in control, and
we are 100% out of commission as far as God is concerned.
Apart from the filling of the Holy Spirit, there is no growth, no
service, no blessing, no reward. Satan's cosmic system opposes
spirituality-the filling of the Holy Spirit-at every turn. The
enemy does not want us to understand the simplicity of God's
promise of power.

Thus says the Lord, 

"Cursed is the 
 man who trusts in 
mankind
And 
 makesflesh his strength, 

And whose heart turns 
awayfroln the Lord. 

For he will be like a bush in the desert 

And will not see when prosperity comes, 

But will 
 live in stony wastes in the wilderness, 

A land of salt without inhabitant." 

(jer. 17:s-6)
Jeremiah vividly describes the curse that comes with confidence in human strength. Trying to solve the problems of life by
relying on human good, human intellect, human technology,
human strength, is stepping outside the power sphere of God.
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If we think we can fight the spiritual battle in human strength,
we are dead wrong.
When we discount God and turn our backs on the source of
all goodness, all truth, all knowledge, all peace, we guarantee
misery for ourselves. Any person or any nation who places faith
in human strength will be cursed, and no one can blame God,
because the curse is self-induced.
The result of reliance on human strength is isolation and
spiritual dryness. Life will be unbearably harsh and utterly
fruitless. The one who choses this path will not see prosperity,
the blessings of God. When we are where God wants us to be,
we receive maximum blessing, because that is the place where
God determined from eternity past to drop our supplies. If we
are not receiving blessings, it is because the blessings are being
dropped for us from the grace of God, but we are somewhere
else. We have been distracted, misplaced, and are at the wrong
place at the wrong time. God has promised to do everything
necessary to make us great in His plan. If we want to do things
our way, His prosperity will be there, but we will never see it.
"Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord 

And whose trust is the Lord. 

For he will be like a tree planted by the water, 

That extends its roots by a stream 

And will not fear when the heat comes; 

But its leaves will be green, 

And it will not be anxious in a year of drought 

Nor cease to yield fruit." 

(jer. 17:7-8)
On the other hand, if we realize that we are powerless and
that only in divine strength can we stand, then God declares us
blessed. "Trust" is batach, the Hebrew word for wrestling faith.
To trust in the Lord is to fight our battles relying on divine
power. We humble ourselves under the mighty hand of God
and cast our cares on Him, because He cares for us (1 Pet. 5:7).
We take our problems, our pressures, our adversities and body
slam them on the Lord, remembering that the battle is His (1
Sam. 17:47).
To illustrate the blessing of trust in the Lord, Jeremiah describes a desert where the river is the only source of life. The
river is a picture of God the Holy Spirit. Everything outside the

bounds of the river is nonproductive. But by the river a glorious
tree is pIantec4; this fruit tree is a picture of the believer living by
faith. The roots of the tree reach toward the river, illustrating the
supply system that comes through spiritual growth. As the
invisible root system grows, so does the tree, but the root system
is always greater than the tree-there is more underground
than there is aboveground. The supply system is invisible; the
production is visible. For the Christian, inner character and
greatness will always be more than that which is visible to other
people.
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The heat in Jeremiah 17:8 is a picture of testing, crisis,
temptation; the year of drought refers to extended times of
pressure. The green leaves are proof of the strength and health
of the tree. The maturing believer will be spiritually strong,
healthy, and vibrant in spite of testing. He will not only not be
anxious or worried, but will also not cease to yield fruit.
Anxiety-worry-and divine production cannot coexist.
Divine production requires the filling of the Holy Spirit. We are
either controlled by the Spirit-spiritual-or controlled by the
flesh-carnal-at any point of time. Worry is a mental attitude
sin. Sin takes us out of the divine power sphere. Therefore, it is
impossible to be worried and at the same time to be the channel
of divine production.
The fruit that the believer will not cease to yield as he draws
power from the stream is the fruit of the Spirit described in
Galatians 5:22-23-love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. "The fruit of the
Spirit" in this passage is singular; it is one fruit, produced like
grapes on a cluster.
In the physical realm fruit bearing takes time. We see signs of
fruit on a young tree, but full, ripe fruit is found only on a
mature tree. In the spiritual realm, as young believers when we
are filled with the Spirit we will show signs of fruit. If we
continue to choose to walk in the Spirit, we will grow, and the
maturing fruit will be an evidence of our growth. At no time can
we produce the fruit of the Spirit in our own energy. Jeremiah
explains why we so desperately need the divine system of
power.
"The lzeart is more deceitful than all else
And is desperately sick;
W h o can understand it?
I, the Lord, search the heart,
1 test the mind,
Even to give to each man according to his zoays,
According to tlze results of his deeds. "
(jer. 17:9-10)

The heart-referring here to the inner man, the place where
thinking takes place-is aqob, "deceitful," "fraudulent," "supplantive." The mind without faith is under the dictates of the
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sin nature and absolutely cannot be trusted.
Not only is it more deceitful than anything else, it is anash,
"incurable," "malignant." Who can understand the heart of
man? No one but God. Only God knows our real inner workings, and without God we could never understand ourselves.
Without fhe convicting and teaching and illuminating ministries of God the Holy Spirit in our lives, we could never
understand who we are and why we do the things we do.
"Search means "to look for content." "Test" means "to diligently examine with the intent of finding function." God, of
course, always knows what is in our hearts, but He wants us to
know. He wants us to understand what is on the inside and who
is in control there. We will never know what is going on in our
souls until God brings it out. So He tests us by putting us sometimes in adverse situations, sometimes in prosperous situations, givingus the chance to apply what we know (Heb. 4:13).
The ultimate purpose of God's searching and testing is to
give to each of us according to our ways, according to the results
of our deeds. "Ways" refers to content. "Deeds" refers to function. God is not concerned only with what we do, but much
more with how we do it. The Lord Jesus Christ told Nicodemus
that there are two kinds of life: physical and spiritual. "That
which is born of the flesh is flesh," He said, "and that which is
born of the Spirit is spirit" (John 3:6). Nothing that we do in the
power of the flesh is acceptable to God (Isa. 64:6). Only what is
produced by the Spirit of God through us is worth anything.

Now on the'last day, thegreat day ofthe feast,]esus stood and
cried out, saying, " I f any man is thirsty, let him come to Me
and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scripture said,
'From his innermost being shallflow rivers of livingzuater."'
But this He spoke of the Spirit, whom those who believed in
Him were to receive; for the Spirit was not yet given, because
lesus zuas not yet glorified. (lohn 7:37-39)
The thirst Jesusis talking about is spiritual. The Lord phrases
His invitation in a conditional sentence. "If any man is thirsty"
is a third-class condition that means "maybe you are thirsty and
maybe not." The verb dipsao, "thirst," is a present active subjunctive. The subjunctive mood indicates potential. The active
voice indicates that this is a matter of personal choice. We
decide whether to be spiritually thirsty or not.
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If we decide that we will be thirsty, then we decide whether
we will quench our thirst or not. The solution to thirst is to take
a drink. The phrase, "let him come to Me," reminds us that there
is only one place where our thirst will be quenched-in Christ.
In the imperative mood, it is the Lord's command to us. Pino,
"drink," is a present active indicative. Again, the active voice
indicates that we make the choice of whether or not to drink. In
verse 38 Jesus makes it clear that to drinkmeans to believe. Faith
is analogous to the drinking that quenches our thirst.
Every one of these verbs-"thirst," "come," "drink," "believe"-is in the present tense, indicating continuous action.
We choose whether we will keep on being thirsty; we choose
whether we will keep on coming to Christ and drinking; we
choose whether we will keep on believing. Only through moment-by-moment faith in Christ can we quench the momentby-moment thirst of the soul.
John makes it clear that the Holy Spirit, who would be sent to
indwell every believer after Christ's crucifixion, resurrection,
and ascension, is the source of the rivers of living water. Only
faith can open the floodgates in our souls and release the power
of the Spirit of God to flow through us.
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Lesson 3-4:
The Clim b--Spiritual Growth
Psalm 27:l-14
2 Peter 1 :2-7

T

he climb of the Christian life is growth from spiritual infancy to spiritual maturity. Spiritual growth, just like physical
growth, does not happen overnight; it is a gradual process. But,
unlike physical growth, spiritual growth is a matter of choice.
We choose whether to be hungry for the Word; we choose
whether to be motivated; we choose whether to advance in the
Christian life.
In Psalm 27, David illustrates progression in spiritual growth
through the seven circles of faith.
The Lord is m y light and m y salvation; Whom shall I fear?
The Lord is the defense of m y life; Whom shall 1 dread? (Ps.
27:1)

Circle 1: Salvation. The foundation for all spiritual growth is
salvation (1 Cor. 3:ll). "The Lord" in Hebrew is Yehovah;
"salvation" is from Yeshuah, the Hebrew word for "Jesus." A
:housand years after David wrote this psalm, Joseph was told
3y the angel, "You shall call his name Jesus for it is He who will
save His people from their sins" (Matt. 1:21). The person who
as believed in Jesus Christ for salvation begins to see that faith,
~ h i c hlays basic assurance in the plan and the person of God,
:an conquer fear.
One thing I have askedfrorn the Lord, that I shall seek: that
I inay dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of m y life, to
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behold the beauty of the Lord, and to meditate in His temple.
(Ps. 27:4)
Circle 2: Study. After salvation, growth can only come from
study. We have tobe positive to the Word. Baqash, "seek," means
to diligently study. It is similar to the Greek spoudazo found in 2
Timothy 2:15, implying strong inner motivation. It is impossible to study so that we grow unless we have made a personal
decision to be spiritually motivated. "To dwell in the house of
the L o r d is analogous to living in the Word of God, learning to
let the Word be the priority, more real and absolute than
anything else in life. The house of the Lord in David's time was
the tabernacle-the place of teaching. The New Testament
equivalent would be the local church, to be there every time the
doors are open and the Word of God is taught.

For in theday oftrouble He will conceal me in His tabernacle;
In the secret place of His tent He will hide me; He will lift me
up on a rock. (Ps. 27:5)
Circle 3: Faith-rest. David is saying that he knows that if he
commits himself to live in the tabernacle of God, to meditate, to
study, to be strong in his motivation for growth, then in the day
of trouble, God will spread His tent over him and he will receive
divine protection from whatever may threaten him. Every time
we hear the Word taught we choose whether to believe it or not.
The only safe place in the universe is the place of faith, where
we rest in the power of the Word. In this secret place, we have
an encapsulated environment that we carry with us. When we
dedicate ourselves to living in the Word, then the Word of God
will surround us wherever we go and we will have stability in
life.

And now my head will be lifted up above my enemies around
me; and 1 will offer in His tent sacrifices with shouts ofjoy;
1 will sing, yes, 1will sing praises to the Lord. (Ps. 27:6)
Circle 4: Spirituality. In Hebrews 13:15we are exhorted to
"continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit
of lips that give thanks to His name." The sacrifices of
expressing joy which is gratitude to God, and of singing and
praise, which declare the faithfulness of God, are expressions of
the function of our priesthood in the filling of the Holy Spirit.
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Hear, 0Lord, when I cry with m y voice, and be gracious to
me and answer me. (Ps. 27:7)

Circle 5: Suffering. The Hebrew qara means "to call out
loudly." Here it indicates intensive pressure which wrenches
from the soul a cry for deliverance. Suffering is necessary for
spiritual growth. When we meet suffering with effective prayer,
the process of growth is accelerated.
When Thou didst say, "SeekMyface," m y heart said to Thee,
"Thy face, 0 Lord, 1 shall seek. " (Ps. 27:8)

Circle 6: Occupation with Christ. The most extended part of
this psalm deals with the sixth circle of faith because it is the
most essential to the attaining of spiritual maturity. It is
persevering through our sufferings to the point of occupation
with Jesus Christ. David was able to persevere because when
God said, "SeekMe," David said, "I will." He was motivated to
know the Word of God and to understand the will of God. It is
impossible to reach spiritual maturity unless we become
occupied with the person of Christ. Christianity is not a
religion; it is a relationship. The purpose of all our study is to go
from the written Word to the living Word, to seek from the page
the person of Jesus Christ.
1would have despaired unless 1 had believed that I would see
thegoodness ofthe Lord in the land ofthe living. Wait for the
Lord; be strong, and let your heart take courage; yes, wait for
the Lord. (Ps. 27:13-14)

Circle 7: Waiting. David knew despair, discouragement,
depression. He faced it all, but he came through it all because he
knew that God would bring blessing if he persisted in spiritual
advance. Qawah is the strongest Hebrew word for faith. To
advance from the cross to the crown, each of us must master the
degrees of faith: amen, leaning faith; batach, wrestling faith;
chasah, refuge faith; yachal, healing faith; and qawah waiting
faith. Isaiah tells us that those who wait for the Lord will
exchange their human strength for His divine strength. Not
until we reach the waiting stage will we have that overwhelming strength of God, and not until we have that, will we have
true courage in the spiritual realm.
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There is no way in our own strength that we can either reach
or imitate spiritual maturity. It is a gift from God, a gift that is
given in increments and can be received only by faith. We have
to follow God's plan, do it God's way-a principle, a promise,
a doctrine at a time. To reach maturity, we have to pass through
each of the seven circles of faith. It takes tremendous spiritual
motivation. We have tobe motivated to attain spiritual maturity
more than anything on earth. If we have any other priority in
Life, we will not reach it.
God has so designed the system that we either do it His way
or we don't do it at all. His way is centered on the Church. Apart
from involvement in a local church and apart from the exercise
of our spiritual gifts, we can not reach maturity.
And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and
someas evangelists, and someas pastors and teachers, for the
equipping of the saints for the workofservice, to the building
up of the body of Christ ... (Eph.4:11-12)

Two of these-apostleship and prophecy-were temporary
gifts. When the apostle John finished writing the last books of
the Bible and died, both apostleship and prophecy passed from
the scene. The other teaching gifts are given for the purpose of
equipping believers for service.
The Greek word katartizo, "equip," was used three ways in
the ancient world: medically, it meant to set a broken bone;
militarily, it meant to get supplies to an army on the front line;
economically, it meant to provide needed funds. The word
means to equip according to the need. In the spiritual sense in
this passage, it means for the believer to find his spiritual gift
and function in it.
After we have sat in Bible class and received the Word, the
next step is to go out into the world and act on what we have
heard. If we have no service, no function, no operation in the
supernatural exercise of our spiritual gift, we will have no
spiritual maturity.
The purpose of service is for the building up of the body of
Christ. "Building up" is oikodomeo, from oikos, "house," and
domeo, "to build." The word means "edification." The pastor
teaches the congregation; the members of the congregation,
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having been equipped by the pastor, now all function in their
spiritual gifts. Because the spiritual gifts are all functioning, the
believers are edifying each other and strengthening each other
so they can do what the Church is supposed to do: evangelize,
tell the world about Jesus Christ. This is what makes for a
dynamic local church.

... until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, to a mature man, to the measure
of the stature which belongs to the fulness of Christ. (Eph.
4:13)

The ultimate objective is expressed in four pictures of what
we want to attain:
1. The unity of the faith. "Faith" here is not subjective but
objective, referring to that which we believe. "The unity of the
faith means that because the Word of God is taught in its
entirety, we have a systematic development of our understanding of the Word of God.
2. The knowledge of the Son of God. This is functional,
experiential knowledge. We know Jesus Christ not because we
have heard or studied about Him, but because we have
experienced Him. We see His power in our lives, His confidence, His boldness, His courage, His humility. And we see
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these things in the lives of others in the local church, and we
come to a practical, experiential knowledge of the person of
Jesus Christ. He is not someone who is absent; He is someone
who is present. He is not someone who is weak; He is someone
who is powerful. He is someone who lives and breathes within
individuals and within a local church.
How will we ever come to the experiential knowledge of the
Son of God? Only one way we have to come to systematic unity
in our understanding of Bible doctrine. If we do not accept the
full counsel of God, we will never see the full glory Christ.
3. A mature man. Mature, from teleios, can also be translated
"complete." This means that we have put all the pieces of the
puzzle together. We have a clear understanding of the full scope
of doctrine and have applied it to life. We have been taught and
because we have the unity of the faith and because we have the
experiential knowledge of the person of Jesus Christ, we are
mature.
4. The fulness of Christ. To reach this point means that we
are filled with quality, controlled by our occupation with Christ
and influenced by Him in everything we do. We start out in the
Christian life just working toward Christ and in time begin tobe
occupied with Him. But then what happens? As we develop a
systematic understanding of the written Word, Jesus Christ the
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Living Word becomes alive to us. He becomes real, more real
than anything else. He becomes important to us. As He does, we
begin to have epignosis, experiential knowledge of the Son of
God. We reach spiritual maturity and then He fills our life,
controls our thinking, influences our actions. Jesus Christ has
become the most important thing in life.

As a result, we are no longer to be children, tossed here and
there by waves, and carried about by every wind of doctrine, 

by the trickery of men, by craftiness in deceitful scheming; 

but speaking the truth in love, 
weare togrow up inall aspects
into Him, who is the head, even Christ. 
(Eph. 4:14-15)
If we persist in the teaching and application of the Word, we
will not have to be children all our lives. The Greek meketi, "no
longer," says, "It is time to move on." The writer of Hebrews
admonishes his readers by telling them that by now they ought
to be teaching others, they ought to be functioning in their
spiritual gifts, but they are not. Why? Because they have
become dull of hearing, reversionistic (Heb. 5:ll-14).
The word Paul uses here for "children" is nepios. The word
refers to an adult who is childish. In the spiritual realm this is
someone who has been a believer for a long time, but who is still
trying to make Christianity an outward thing instead of an
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inward thing. He still doesn't understand that Christianity is
supernatural and invisible; he is still trying to make an issue of
human production, human effort, human good, instead of the
invisible divine production.
"Tossed" and "carried about" are both in the present tense,
indicating persistent action. This is the childish believer's
lifestyle-constantly shifting, constantly unstable, constantly
affected by external shifts in the wind, living a life built on
circumstances. No believer can attain maturity if his life is built
on conditions around him.
But instead of remaining children, we may grow. "Speaking
the truth in love" means communicating Bible doctrine in the
power of the Holy Spirit. The phrase takes us back to where
Paul began in verse 11 with the communication of the Word by
gifted teachers in the filling of the Holy Spirit. When doctrine is
taught this way, we will grow up in all aspects. Auxano refers to
natural, normal growth. This is the normal Christian lifespiritual advance from the cross to the crown.
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Lesson 3-5: 

The Goal--Spiritual Maturity
Romans 1 2:1 -2
Philippians 2:3-1 1

S

piritual maturity is the point at which we begin to live the
normal Christian life. By the time we reach maturity, we are
able to maintain the filling of the Spirit for prolonged periods of
time. Because of this we are ready to start using to the full the
resources that God makes available to us. At maturity we
recognize how awesome are the responsibilities and opportunities God has given us, and the question we face is this: "Am I
going to be faithful in using what God has provided to accomplish the task He has given me to do?" If we say yes, we will
begin to see what sacrifice is really all about.

I urge you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to
present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to
God, which is your spiritual service ofzuorship. (Rom. 12:l)
With the word "therefore," Paul brings everything he has
taught so far in this epistle to the point of practical application.
He wants us to put shoes on our theology. He is saying that
somewhere along the line our theology has to relate to our lives.
Oiktirmos means more than "mercy."While it does refer to the
compassion that arises from a recognition of someone's need, it
also always implies a provision to satisfy the need. God has
compassion on us because He recognizes our need, and He
holds out to us resources, provision, wealth-the riches of His
grace.
"Present," is paristemi, from histemi, meaning "to stand or
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set," and para, "beside." It means to make something available.
The word is used in Luke 2:22 for the presentation of the baby
Jesus at the temple. Joseph and Mary were, in effect, making
Him available to God. In Romans 6:13, we are urged to make the
members of our bodies available to God as weapons of righteousness.
The issue in the Christian life is never our ability; God has
resources to take care of that. The issue is our availability. God
has chosen to give us free will. As unbelievers we had the right
to believe in Jesus Christ or to reject Him. As believers we have
the right to utilize the provisions of God's grace or to squander
them.
Paul is telling his readers that it is the purpose of God that we
present our physical bodies as a living sacrifice or offering. This
would have been shocking to the people to whom this was
written in A.D. 65. To the Greco-Roman mind, the body was
something to be despised; only the mind mattered. But Paul
wants them to understand that the body is important because it
is the temple of the Holy Spirit and He wants it to be an
instrument God can use in accomplishing His plan.
According to Hebrews 10:5-10, at the time of His physical
birth, Jesus said essentially this to the Father, "You would not
accept animal sacrifice and offerings as a cleansing of sin for the
human race, but a body You have prepared for Me. ... I have
come to do Your will." The second Person of the Trinity entered
the human race to offer His body as a sacrifice for sin. In the
person of Jesus Christ, undiminished deity and perfect, sinless
humanity were welded together forever. Now God carries on
through the spiritual body of Christ the work He began in the
incarnation. We are instruments to accomplish the will of God
on earth.
In the Old Testament, all sacrifices had to be killed. But Paul
says our sacrifice is to be "living" and "holy." The plan of God
is that every believer be in full-time, 24-hour-a-day Christian
service. "Holy" means "set apart" or "sanctified" and refers to
the filling of the Holy Spirit. When we have no unconfessed sins
in our life and are filled with the Spirit, we are acceptable to
God. As believers, we are positionally righteous and sanctified
always. We are practically righteous and sanctified only when
we are walking in the Spirit.
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This is our "spiritual service of worship." "Spiritual service"
comes from two words, logikos, meaning "logical," "reasonable," "sensible," and latreia, a word used for priestly service,
but referring in ancient Greek to the work of a common day
laborer. It is logical and reasonable that God would require 24hour-a-day service from His servants. Christianity is a full-time
job, and working at it full time is our act of worship.
Think about what this means. When you pull on your grubbies to go to work in the morning, you ought to be going to
worship. If you workin an office, you ought to say, "I have to go
to the office from nine to five to worship." If you are a carpenter,
the logical place for you to worship is out there where you are
every day sawing boards and slamming nails. If you slop hogs
for a living, you ought to have an attitude that says, "I carry in
my physical body the Spirit of God. I am the sanctuary and
because I carry Him with me, every single thing I do is important to Him, and I will make it an act of worship."
The first indication that we are arriving at spiritual maturity
is that we worship every day, wherever we are. What does it
take to have that attitude? It takes focus. We have to be able to
concentrate, to fix our minds on reality, and not be sucked in to
the lies all around us.

And do not beconformed to this world, but be transformed by
the renewingof your mind, that you may prove zuhat the zuill
of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect.
(Rom. 12:l-2)
"Be conformed to" is suschematizo. Schema is outward appearance. Paul uses a present passive imperative here. The
imperative is a command; the present tense tells us not to keep
on being conformed. The passive voice tells us that we receive
this action because we live here in this world. The world is
constantly putting pressure on us, and the pressures cause us to
conform. Paul says do not allow yourself to be pressed into a
mold. Outward conformity is the problem here.
The word translated "world" is not "world" at all. It is the
Greek aion, "age." It refers to the trends of human history. Paul
is saying, "Do not allow yourself to be molded by the trends of
society. Do not allow yourself outwardly to take on the appearance of the world, the age in which you live."
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Instead, we are to be transformed, metamorphoo. Meta means
"to change;" morphoo means "form." It refers to a transformation or a change that is inner and involves essence. Paul is
telling us to be changed on the inside. As we are transformed,
the changes that begin on the inside will work their way out and
will afkct what we look like on the outside. This passage is
calling for a little bit of spiritual non-conformity.It is a challenge
to us as believers to go against the tide, to stand on our own,
based on our own understanding and knowledge of the Word
of God.
This is exactly what Paul means when he tells us in Philippians 2:12 to work out our salvation. The principle is this: Everything of the world-the cosmic system-works from the outside in, trying to change the inner man by making the outer man
look or talk or act in certain "acceptable" ways. But God's plan
is different. It works from the center to the outside. Everything
God does in our lives starts inside with our attitude, our
thinking, and works its way outward. The change God wants
will take place first in the hidden recesses of our essence, our
spirit and our soul, and then will tranform what is on the
outside. Christian growth will be seen last of all in what we do.
Just how is it that we are to be transformed? "By the renewing
of your mind." "Renewing" is anakainoo. Ana means "again and
again." Kainos means "new in quality." The renewing of the
mind means the constant improvement of the quality of our
minds through the repetition of the teaching of the Word of
God. Isaiah 26:10 tells us that God's plan is "order on order,
order on order, line on line, line on line, a little here, a little
there." We put promise upon promise, precept upon precept
and we advance step by step by the renewing of our minds.
God's plan is not to change people by requiring them to wear
certain clothes or talk certain ways. The plan is to have the Word
taught, and wherever the Word is received, it will change the
recipient from the inside out. When someone changes his
activity by his own free will, as a response to the Word of God,
there is genuine growth. That is the only kind of growth that
counts. God's plan starts at salvation when we become new
creatures by regeneration because of union with Jesus Christ (2
Cor. 5:17).Then we move to Romans 12:2,to the renewing of the
mind. The result will be that we will eventually fulfill Romans
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6:4, walking in newness of life. If we renew the mind through
consistent long-term study of the Word of God, we will find
experiential newness of life; our life will have quality because
our thinking has quality.
The purpose of this growth, Paul says in Romans 12:2, is to
"prove" something. Dokimazo is an athletic word that means "to
prove through testing." God has tests-trials, pressures, adversity, even prosperity-planned for every life. When are we
going to present our body a living sacrifice?Every time we face
a test. And what are we going to prove? What is called here the
"good and acceptable and perfect" will of God. "Perfect,"
teleios, is a word that is used in the Bible for maturity. It means
to be complete, to be without lack. Every time we are tested we
have the chance to prove, by facing pressure and overcoming,
that the will of God works in life.

Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ
Jesus ... (Phil. 2:5)
"Have this attitude" is the present active imperative of the
verb phroneo, which means "to think." This is a command to
keep on thinking like Jesus Christ thought. The active voice tells
us that we choose whether to do this or not. First Corinthians
2:16 says that the Bible is the mind of Christ. If we ever hope to
think like Christ, we have to know and understand how He
thought. This only comes through consistent study and application of the Word in the filling of the Holy Spirit. Being
conformed to Christ begins with thinking.
Apart from study of the Word, we cannot know how or what
to think, because the mind of Christ is totally opposed to all
human perception and human logic. Paul illustrates this in the
verses just before and just after his command to have the mind
of Christ.

Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with
humility of mind let each of you regard one another as more
important than himsel$ do not merely look out for your own
personal interests, but also for the interests of others. (Phil.
2:3-4)

The Lord Jesus Christ treated every member of the human
race as more important than Himself, and He was God in the
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flesh. He made people know that they were valuable by the way
He treated them. His whole life was spent looking out for the
interests of others. Mark tells us that Jesus "did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give His life a ransom for many"
(Mark 10:45), and all the gospel accounts bear witness to the fact
that He served every day of His life on earth.
What a radical change it would work in society if we thought
that way. Think what it would mean in your life and mine if 24
hours a day we were offering our bodies as a living sacrifice to
God in this way. What if we offered the encouragement, the
consolation, the affection, the compassion of Christ to every one
we came in contact with today? What if we put other people and
their needs before ourselves? What if our attitude was that this
other person's concerns are just as important as ours; his problems are just as pressing; his feelings matter as much?
If we had that attitude then every day would be a day of true
worship, because we would be living every hour as a sacrifice
to God, experiencing the very life of the person of Jesus Christ.
But it can only happen one way: the mind has to gorge on the
Word of God, the soul has to be saturated with the Word of God.
As we feast on the Word day after day, the transformation
slowly takes place, and it causes us to think and act like Jesus
Christ thought and acted.

... who, although Heexisted in the form of God, did not regard
equality with God a thing to begrasped, but emptied Himself,
taking the form of a bondservant, and being made in the
likeness of men. And being found in appearance as a man, He
humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death,
even death on a cross. Therefore also God highly exalted Him,
and bestowed on Him the name which is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bozo, of those who
are in heaven, and on earth, and under the earth, and that
every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father. (Phil. 2:6-11)
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Unit 3 Review
Lesson 3-1
1. To what does the writer of Hebrews compare the Christian
life?
2. What does he mean by "the race set before us"?
3. Are believers who have died aware of what is happening on
earth? How do we know?
4. What are the encumbrances and the entanglements that
believers are to watch out for?
5. Describe the three phases of an endurance race and compare them to the Christian life.
6. On what are we to focus as we run our race? What happens
if we focus on anything else?
7. What is the "old sin nature"? Describe it.
8. What are the three aspects of the will of God for our lives?
9. Name at least five things that you know absolutely are the
will of God for your life and give Biblical references for
your answers.
10. How would you describe to a friend the way the Christian
life resembles a race? What Scriptures would you use to
back your claims?
Memory verses
Hebrews 12:l-3

Lesson 3-2
1. What is reversionism?
2. What are the seven steps of reversionism?
3. What are the seven steps of recovery from reversionism?
4. Describe the sin of Ahithophel and its results.
5. Were the adultery and murder committed by David any less
serious than the sins of Ahithophel? Why did God's treatment of the two men differ?
6. How could Hushai remain loyal to David? Where did he
learn this kind of loyalty?
7. What are the five areas of the soul of man?
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8. What is the purpose of God's discipline?
9. What is the difference between discipline and punishment?
10. What are the three stages of God's discipline?
11. How would you explain reversionism to a friend? What
Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Ephesians 4:17-19

Lesson 3-3
1. What is the only source of power for living the Christian
life?
2. Based on the illustration of Jeremiah 17, describe the life of
the person who relies on human power. Describe the life of
the person who relies on God's power.
3 . What does the river in Jeremiah 17 illustrate? In what New
Testament passage does Jesus talk about this same river?
4. What is the fruit that the believer living by the river will
produce?
5. What is the Biblical definition of the "heart"?
6 . What produces spiritual thirst in a believer?
7. How is water a picture of the Holy Spirit?
8. What four commands must we obey in order to harness the
power of the Holy Spirit in our lives?
9. What is the difference between the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit and the filling of the Holy Spirit?
10. Describe a "spiritual" person. How does one become spiritual?
11. Name at least five Biblical terms that are synonomous with
spirituality.
12. How would you explain spirituality to a friend? What
Scriptures would you use to back your claims?

Memory verses
Jeremiah 17:5-10
John 7:38
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Lesson 3-4
1. What are the seven circles of faith described in Psalm 27?
2. What does the local church have to do with the individual
believer's spiritual growth?
3. What does Paul mean in Ephesians 4:13 by "the unity of the
faith"?
4. What does he mean by "the knowledge of the Son of God"?
5. What does he mean by "a mature man"?
6. What does he mean by "the fulness of Christ"?
7. What qualities will characterize the lives of people who
choose to remain spiritual infants?
8. What is God's goal for every believer?
9. According to 2 Peter 1, what is the first prerequisite for 

growth? 

10. What are the seven steps of spiritual advance outlined in 2
Peter I ?
11. How would you explain spiritual growth to a friend? What
Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Psalm 27:l
Ephesians 4:ll-13
2 Peter 1:2-7

Lesson 3-5
1. In what sense is the achievement of spiritual maturity the
beginning of the normal Christian life?
2. What is the only thing of ours that God can use?
3. What does it mean to be a "living and holy sacrifice"?
4. Where are Christians to worship?
5. What is the difference between being conformed and being
transformed?
6. How are we to be transformed?
7. What is the purpose of the transformation process?
8. What does it mean to have the attitude, the mind, of Christ?
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9. Based on Philippians 2:l-11 describe the attitude of Jesus
Christ toward people, toward Himself, and toward His
mission in life.
10. Describe the five stages of spiritual growth. Relate each
stage to one of the five Hebrew words for faith.
11. How would you explain spiritual maturity to a friend?
What Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Romans 12:l-2
Philippians 2:5-11

Unit 4
The Christian Way of Life

Perspective--Grace

Perception-Discernment

Testing-

eim
0
Temptation

Proving--Faith-rest

Empowering-The Spirit

Lesson 4- 1 :
Perspective-Grace
Romans 5:1 -2
Luke 18:9-14
1 Corinthians 15: 10

piritual growth should do something to our self-image. It
did something to Paul's. When he wrote to the Corinthians
in about A.D. 59, Paul called himself "the least of the apostles"
(1Cor. 15:9).Four years later, he had grown to the point that he
saw himself as "the least of the saints" (Eph. 3 3 ) . A few yearsand many tribulations-later, writing his last letters to the
young pastor Timothy, Paul declared himself to be the worst
sinner in the world (1 Tim. 1:15).
As he matured and his intimacy with Jesus Christ deepened,
Paul saw both God and himself more clearly. Instead of causing
him to feel better about himself, growth opened Paul's eyes to
the fact that his sin nature was worse than he had ever imagined; it was incorrigible. He saw with greater clarity every day
the depth of his need for grace from God. And that was the
secret of his greatness.

S

Therefore having been justified by faith, zoe have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through zohom also we
have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in
zuhich we stand. (Rom. 5:l-2)
We stand in grace or we do not stand at all. Grace is all that
God is free to do for mankind on the basis of the work of Jesus
Christ. It is a resource that can never be earned or deserved, but
only received as a gift. We are saved by grace through faith; we
grow in the Christian life by grace through faith.
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Because grace can be initiated and sustained only by God,
anything we try to do other than respond is worthless. Anything we try to do on our own takes us out of the sphere of grace
and puts us into the sphere of "works" or "law." Paul explained
this to the Romans when he said, "If it is by grace, it is no longer
on the basis of works, otherwise grace is no longer grace" (Rom.
11:6).
No one can work his way to God or earn God's approval
through human effort. Paul, the former Pharisee who had been
found "blameless" by the strictest standard of righteousness
that had ever been devised (Phil. 3:4-7), knew about trying to
work his way to God. He understood how the legalistic mind
sets itself against grace, refusing to accept the fact that in man
there dwells no good thing (Rom. 7:18).
Most people can see that sin is a violation of the righteousness of God, so they understand why it had to be judged on the
cross. But not very many people are reconciled to the fact that
the good things man does on his own are abhorrent and are
absolutely unacceptable to God.
In the Hebrew, Isaiah 64:6 is graphic in its description of the
good that man can produce. "All our righteousness,"it says, "is
as the rag of a menstruous woman." Why would the Holy Spirit
inspire Isaiah to use this particular analogy? Because the flow of
blood in the menstrual cycle is evidence that there has been no
conception. No conception means there will be no birth, and no
birth means no life. Isaiah is saying that all human good is dead
in God's sight.
That is exactly why human good is referred to as "dead
works" in Hebrews 6:l-2. The author is not talking about sins
here. Sins are never called "dead works" in the Bible. "Dead
works" is a reference to man's attempts to work his way to God,
to earn His approval. But he cannot do it. All our good is relative
good; all our righteousness is relative righteousness. Compared to other men, we may appear good, righteous. But compared to the abolute goodness and righteousness of God we are
less than nothing.
At every moment we have two choices: we can trust in
ourselves-relying on our intellect and our strength and our
goodness-or we can take a realistic look at ourselves and see
that our only hope is to trust in God and rely on the riches of His

grace. In Luke 18, the Lord has a story to tell about two men and
who they chose to trust.

And He also told this parable to certain ones who trusted in
themselves that they were righteous, and viewed others with
contempt ... (Luke 18:9)
The most natural thing in the world is for men to use one
standard to measure themselves and another to judge everyone
else. The men to whom Jesus directs this parable look at themselves from the standpoint of all their virtues. They are preoccupied with all the wonderful things they do. But when they look
at others, they minimize anything that might be worthwhile
and magnify the flaws they see. They measure themselves by
comparing their strengths to other men's weaknesses. Of course,
by this kind of comparison they tower above others. So of
course they look at others with contempt.
Exoutheneo means "to make of no account, to despise utterly."
This is the mental attitude sin of scornfulness-the basis of
hatred, hostility, enmity. The word translated "others" is loipos.
It means "the rest." As far as these men were concerned,
everyone who was outside of their little sect was not worth
spitting on.

Two men went up into the temple to pray, onea Pharisee, and
the other a tax-gatherer. (Luke 18:lO)
The Pharisees were pillars of the community. They were
respected and honored. The name "Pharisee" means "the separated ones." The Pharisees were, first of all, separatists. They
stood apart, aloof. They wore special clothing to make sure that
everyone would be properly impressed with who they were.
They were legalists, preoccupied with keeping not just the
Mosaic Law but the thousands of regulations that had been
added to it through the years. Especially they liked to concern
themselves with the externals like tithing and ritual purity. The
Pharisees thought they could meet God's standards by keeping
all the outward rules. Like all legalists, they were very proudof themselves, of their association, of their own righteousness.
They expected to be looked up to.
Tax-collectors, on the other hand, expected nothing but
contempt. They did, after all, work for the hated Roman con-
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querors. The Romans did not pay the tax collectors, but gave
them total freedom in collecting taxes from their fellow Jews.
Everything they could weasel out of people above what was
owed to the Romans was theirs. So they became very adept at
chiseling people out of their money. It was a lucrative business.
They were considered traitors and were despised by almost
everyone. Especially did the Pharisees look down on these
"sinners," classing them with harlots and Gentiles.

The Pharisee stood and was praying thus to himself, "God, 1
thank Thee that 1am not like other people: szoindlers, unjust,
adulterers, or even like this tax-gatherer. 1 fast tzoice a week;
1 pay tithes of all that 1 get." (Luke 18:11-12)
Notice that Jesus says that the Pharisee was praying to
himself. It is no wonder, because in his mind he really was god.
He was convinced that God was made in his image; he was
convinced God held his standard.
The Pharisee said "thank you," but there was no thanksgiving here. He was thankful that he was not like other people,
which of course was a bold-faced lie. He was exactly like other
people.
He made no request of God. Why would he ask God for
anything when he was unconscious of any need? He did not
feel that he needed anything; he was very content with himself.
He had no praise for God. In the place of praise was selfexaltation. He congratulated himself first for all the things he
did not do and for being such a fine individual. As he prayed,
he looked around, because he had to look around at other
people to remind himself of how wonderful he was. As his eyes
fell on the tax-collector, he reminded himself how much better
he was than all the others. Of course, he measured himself and
others by the human standard of relative righteousness. He
built himself up by beating others down. By zeroing in on the
failures of others, he could make himself look pretty good. But
not to God. Relative righteousness is despicable in God's sight.
Finally he began to list his good deeds, and everything he
had to say was an expression of law and of the externals. Jesus
cuts the account of the Pharisee's prayer at this point, but you
can bet that his prayer went on and on and on, into all the details
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of how many good things he did and how wonderful he was.
This man had a system based on two things: what he did and
what he did not do. But nowhere was there a place in his system
for what he was. Everything he was concerned with was
external; there was nothing inside-no relationship with God,
no fellowship, no faith.

But the tax-gatherer, standing some distance away, was even
unwilling to lift up his eyes to heaven, but was beating his
breast, saying, "God, be merciful to me, the sinner! " (Luke
18:13)

The tax-gatherer-hated, rejected, an outcast in his own
nation-stood in the temple and uttered seven words. The fact
that he felt he must stand apart from God, as well as from the
Pharisee, indicates that he knew he was an outcast. He did not
have any inflated ideas about being good enough for God.
The Pharisee acted as if he and God were old buddies; the
publican had a reverent fear of God. It shows in his posture and
in his refusal even to look up.
Beating his breast, he cried for mercy. Everything about this
man said that he was defeated, ashamed, grieved. He saw how
great his need was, and he knew that nothing but God's mercy
could sustain him.
Whereas the Pharisee chose to magnify his good points, this
man focused on his flaws. The Pharisee saw himself as better
than everyone else. The tax-gatherer saw himself as worse than
everyone else. He was so concerned about his sinfulness that he
did not even have time to think about the Pharisee's flaws. He
considered himself the sinner of sinners, the worst of all, and all
he asked for was mercy.
God's mercy withholds from us what we deserve. Because
God judged Jesus Christ on the cross for all our sins, He can
offer us mercy. He can also offer us grace. God's grace gives us
what we do not deserve-the righteousness of Jesus Christ, the
riches of His glory, inheritance, power, and much more. But the
only people who can lay hold of grace are those who realize
their need for mercy.
What was Jesus' evaluation of these two men and their
prayers?
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1 tell you, this man went down to his house justified rather
than the other; for everyone zoho exalts himself shall be
humbled, but he zoho humbles himselfshall be exalted. (Luke
18:14)

The word "justified" from dikaioo, means "declared righteous." No matter how proud and righteous the Pharisee felt
when he walked out of that temple, he was not justified before
God. "The sacrifices of God," David wrote in Psalm 51:17, "are
a broken spirit, a broken and contrite heart, 0 God, thou wilt not
despise." We are not told how the tax collector felt when he left
the temple; we only know how God saw him. A part of maturity
is being able to see ourselves as God sees us-knowing absolutely when we are out of fellowship and displeasing to Him
and just as absolutely when we are functioning in His grace and
causing Him pleasure.
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But by thegrace of God, l a m what lam, and Hisgrace toward
me did not prove vain; but I labored even more than all of
them, yet not I, but the grace of God with me. (1 Cor. 15:10)

Grace is a resource that we choose whether or not to use.
Every believer stands in the sphere of grace, in an encapsulated
environment where all the riches of God are available to us. The
same power, the same wisdom, the same historical impact, that
was available to Paul is available to each of us.
Why then do some believers seem to be blessed and prospered while others are not? Maybe it is because some work
harder. Paul took the resources of God's grace and he worked
and sweat and did without sleep and went without all kinds of
comforts so he could accomplish the plan of God for his life. He
labored past physical and mental exhaustion, because he knew
that he would never understand divine power until he had
pushed past Paul's strengths and abilities. God honored that,
and it was all grace, because on Paul's part it was all faith.
A German proverb says, "God gave us nuts, but He didn't
crack them." O.A. Baptiste said, "God gave us wheat, but we
must bake the bread. He gives us cotton, but we must make the
clothes; He gives us trees, but we must make our homes. He
provides raw materials, we must make the finished product."
This is the principle of grace at work.
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Lesson 4-2: 

Perception-Discernment
Romans 12:21
Hebrews 5:13-14
Philippians 1:9-11

M

ost of the pain in our lives is self-induced. Every day we
bypass wonderful things that God wants to give us for
our pleasure and for our good. Every day we take hold of
horrible things that Satan wants to give us for our pain and for
our destruction. The main reason we make stupid decisions to
spurn what God offers and to grab what Satan offers is that we
lack discernment.
The enemy is a master of illusion; he knows how to make evil
things look beautiful. We fall for his enticements because we
have not cultivated the ability to distinguish between good and
evil. Without discernment-the ability to make wise distinctions and decisions-our spiritual defeat is inevitable.

Do not be overcome by evil ... (Rom. 12:21)
"Do not be overcome" is a present passive imperative of the
verb nikao with the negative me. In Greek, when a negative is
used with a present imperative, it is a command to stop doing
something that you are doing. These believers in Rome were
being conquered by evil.
The preposition hupo, translated here "by,"means "under the
control of." There are several words for "evil," but the word
used here, kakos, refers to something rotten to the core, harmful,
malignant, but something which may lookvery, very good. The
Romans were being deceived by appearances. They were thinking of some evil things as good. But Paul orders them by the
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authority of the Lord Jesus Christ to stop being conquered by
this rotten cancer.
The prophet Isaiah issued an even harsher injunction to the
people of his day: "Woe to those who call evil good, and good
evil; who substitute darkness for light and light for darkness;
who substitute bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! Woe to
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those who are wise in their own eyes, and clever in their own
sight!" (Isa. 5:20-21).
Perhaps the greatest test in our lives as believers is the test of
evil, and yet most believers do not even know what evil is. Evil
is the policy of Satan. As such, it is anything that opposes God's
creative intent. The essence of evil is independence of God.
Anything that man does on his own is evil, because man was
never intended to function independently of God.
Christianity is weak today because most Christians think
that evil is simply sin, and because they think that, they are
waging a war that has already been won and totally ignoring
the war that is still in progress. Sin is only one manifestation of
evil. The war against sin was won at the cross, where judgment
for every sin that had ever been or would ever be committed
was poured out on Jesus Christ. No one will ever be judged for
sins.
But evil has other manifestations, the most often ignored of
which is human good. The human good produced by believers
is the wood, hay and stubble that will be burned up at the
Judgment Seat of Christ (1Cor. 3:ll-15; 2 Cor. 5:lO). The human
good produced by unbelievers is the deeds judged at the Great
White Throne. Apart from faith in Christ, none will measure up
to the righteousness of God, and therefore their deeds will
condemn them (Jude 14-15; Rev. 20:ll-15).

... but overcome evil with good. (Rom. 12:21)
Paul had a solution for the evil in these defeated believers'
lives. lnstead of being conquered, Paul says, "overcome." He
uses alla, the strongest conjunction of contrast in the Greek
language, with the present active imperative of nikao. He is
saying, "In total and complete contrast to your being conquered, you choose to stand up and keep on conquering evil."
How are they going to do that? There is only one way evil can
ever be conquered-with good. The phrase translated "with
good" is en to agatlzo, "in the good" or "in the sphere of good."
Agathosisone of two Greekwords for "good;" it means absolute
good, intrinsic good. Paul is talking about divine good, that
which can be produced only by God.
Divine good is produced through believers by the working of
the Spirit of God together with the Word of God. The Spirit
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works through us only when He is in control, when we have no
unconfessed sins in our lives and so are filled with the Spirit.
But if we do not have truth stored in our souls, we have made
the Holy Spirit a workman without tools. The workHe wants to
do in and through us He will do only with the Word. That is
why we feed on the Word every day. The more we store in our
souls, the more the Holy Spirit has to work with and the more
He will accomplish through our lives.
Active discernment is a product of this balance of the Word
and the Spirit in our souls. Wisdom, which comes only from the
Word, is insight into the true nature of things and the ability to
know what action to take. But knowing what to do is never
enough-we need courage, and the kind of courage we need
comes only from the Holy Spirit, the Paraklete, the Encourager.

For everyone who partakes only of milk is not accustomed to
the word ofrighteousness,for he is a babe. But solidfood isfor
the mature, who because ofyractice have their senses trained
to discern good and evil. (Heb. 5:13-14)
The word "partakes" here is the present active participle of
metecho. It refers to someone who is constantly feeding only on
"the m i l k of the Word, the basic doctrines. The author calls that
person "unskilled." Apeiros is a Greek word that was used for an
unskilled workman, someone lacking in experience, someone
who was unable to make practical application of a certain tool
or a certain amount of information.
He who partakes of milk is unskilled-he lacks experiencein the Word of righteousness. Paul tells us in 2 Timothy 2:15 to
study to show ourselves approved unto God. The only way we
can be approved is through our study and application of the
Word, but if we are lacking, unskilled, unable to apply the
Word, then we are what the author here calls "babes," nepios.
Nepios does not refer to physical infants. Homer used the
word to describe grown men who were childish and infantile in
their thinking-heroes who came home from battle and then
could not handle life. The nepios in Homer's writings were
military heroes who had the inspirational courage to stand firm
on the field of battle, but who lacked the moral courage to stand
in the day-to-day grind of normal life. The author is saying here
that the believer who has had time to get to spiritual maturity,
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yet who is still feeding on milk, is childish, infantile, lacking in
the perseverence that is the hallmark of moral courage.
In contrast to the nepios are the teleios, the people who have
arrived at the goal or objective, in this case spiritual maturity.
The solid food of the Word, the advanced doctrine, is for the
mature. These people have discernment, but not by accidentthey have sweat it out in the gymnasium of the soul.
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"Practice" is the Greek hexis, which means "a habit resulting
from consistent, perpetual discipline." Discipline produces
habits. Good habits are just as easy to establish as bad habits.
They come the same way; they come through repetition of
decisions. Bad decisions, repeated over and over, lead to bad
practice. Bad practice leads to bad habits. Bad habits lead to bad
character.
But the mature have practiced making good decisions; they
have established a pattern of personal self-discipline. They
have their senses-their perceptive faculties-"trained." This
is the Greek gurnnazo, from which we get "gymnasium." Mature Christians have good habits because they live their lives in
the gym. Every day they work with the Word; every day they
function in the energy of the Spirit. Every day they strive for
higher achievement in the spiritual realm. And because they
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work out in the Word, every single day they have their senses
trained, they have learned discernment. "Discern" is diakrino.
Krino means "to judge;" dia means "between." They have the
ability to judge between good and evil.

And this 1 pray, that your love may abound still more and
more in real knowledge and all discernment ... (Phil. 1:9)
Paul's prayer for the Philippian believers begins with hina,
"that," which introduces a purpose clause. His prayer has a
purpose, "that your love may abound." The love here is agape,
the unconditional love that can be produced by no one but God.
Every reference to agape in the Scriptures is a reference to the
power, the dynamic, of the Spirit of God.
Agape is not human love. Human love cannot begin to match
the love produced by the Spirit of God (Rom. 5:5;1 Cor. 13; Gal.
5:22). Agape is the foundation of the Christian's orientation to
reality. If we want to orient to the way that God sees things in
this world, we have to start with love. There are two paths we
can take in life: the path of love, light, and truth or the path of
hate, darkness, and deception.
Agape in Scripture always has a two-fold connotation for
man. In Matthew 22:37-39, we are given two commandments:
to love God and to love others as ourselves. Our love for God is
personal love, love based on the virtue of the one loved. God is
worthy of our love. Love for others is impersonal love, based on
the virtue of the one loving. The highest expression of the love
of God operating in our lives is when we love those who are
absolutely unlovable. But it is impossible to love others if we do
not love God and if we have not learned to love and accept
ourselves based on God's love for us.
This love, Paul tells the Philippians, is to abound, to overflow. The "real knowledge" he wants them to have is epignosis,
experiential knowledge. "Discernment"is from aisfhesis,a word
that means "insight, perception, skillful application." It was
originally used of common sense and the ability to make
distinctions. Paul's prayer is that their love will overflow in two
areas: practical application of the Word to life and the ability to
make common-sense distinctions in life. This is the beginning
of discernment.
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... so that you may approve the things that are excellent, in
order to be sincere and blameless until the day of Christ;
having beenfilled with the fruit of righteousness which comes
through Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God. (Phil.
1:lO-11)

When the ability to make common-sense distinctions leads
to making common-sense decisions, we have "approved,"
dokimazo, to prove by putting to the test. We have put something
to the test with a view toward approval. We need to develop
through experiential knowledge and discernment, the ability to
put things to the test. Discernment is proof by testing.
"Things that are excellent" refers to things that are of value,
worthwhile, as opposed to things that are worthless. We put
things to the test, we identify the things that are excellent in
order to be "sincere and blameless." "Sincere" is from eilikrines
and means "to be judged by the sun, to be open to the light, to
be unmingled with darkness." Aproskopos, "blameless," means
"without stumbling." When we approve the things that are
proper, excellent, and fitting in God's plan, we can stand in the
light because we have nothing to hide and we can walk in the
light without stumbling. Paul wants these believers to be open
to the light and without stumbling until the "the day of Christ,"
a technical New Testament term for the Rapture of the Church.
"The fruit of righteousness" in verse 11 is a reference back to
the love of God. "Having been filled" comes from the Greek
verb pleroo, a word with four shades of meaning: to fill a
deficiency, to fill with quality, to fully influence, and to fully
possess.
We all have deficiencies in our lives. But they are filled when
we allow the Word of God, in the function of the love of the Holy
Spirit, to become practical and experiential, to workin our lives.
Only then do we begin to orient to God's reality instead of our
subjective emotions. We begin to understand where we stand
with God, that we are forever accepted in the Beloved.
Once we really understand what that means, we are able to
take the rejection of other people and to do what no one is able
to do apart from the Spirit of God-to love unconditionally,
impersonally, to love others not because of anything attractive
in them, but because God loves us and pours that love through
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us. Unconditional love is a wonderful thing to be able to give.
When we can love unconditionally, we have been filled with
the fruit of righteousness.
That love gives us the ability to have discernment and to
make good decisions. It gives us the ability to adjust to whatever conditions we face in life. Because we are filled with the
fruit of righteousness, which comes through Jesus Christ, God
receives the glory and the praise.

Lesson 4-3:
Testing-Temptation
1 Corinthians 10:13

James 1:2-4
1 Peter 1 :6-7

T

he Lord repeatedly reminded His disciples that temptation
is a very real and a very great danger. He did not see temptation as a minor interruption or-as we sometimes do-as
something enjoyable. He saw it as a threat to spiritual wellbeing. He warned in Luke 8:13 of the tremendous danger of
temptation and challenged his disciples to be constantly alert to
the things by which they were tempted.
Because of the great danger, Jesus saw temptation as a cause
for disciplined prayer. His position was that the first step in
facing and overcoming temptation is to anticipate temptation
by constant prayer. In praying for deliverance from temptation,
we are acknowledging that in our flesh we are powerless to
resist, but that God is able and willing to deliver us (Matt. 6:13,
26:41; 2 Pet. 2:9).
No temptation has overtaken you but such as is common to
man; and God is faithful, who zoill not allozo you to be
tempted beyond what you are able, but zuith the temptation
will provide the way of escape also, that you may be able to
endure it. (1 Cor. 10:13)

The Greek here literally says that all our temptations are "of
the human kind." Any temptation we have is a human type of
temptation. There are temptations that are beyond the human
kind, but we are not going to be faced with them. The Lord Jesus
Christ not only faced every human kind of temptation, but He
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also faced the superhuman kind (Heb. 4:15; Matt. 4:l-11).
However difficult our particular temptations may seem,
they are no more difficult than anyone else's. We all have a tendency to think that no one has ever been tempted as greatly as
we have or that no one has ever sinned as terribly as we have.
But that is simply not true. ,411 our temptations are typically
human temptations.
In any case, no matter how difficult our temptations, God is
faithful. This faithful God, who is perfect, designed a perfect
plan for imperfect people. In eternity past He anticipated every
problem that would ever be and designed the solutions before
the problems existed. And He set a limit on every temptation
that we would ever face.
At this point the sovereignty of God enters the equation.
While we are here on this earth, we are tempted from many
directions-from the world, the flesh, the devil. But God, who
is sovereign, still controls human history. He is able to keep all
our temptation within the limit He set in eternity past. And that
limit is given here: He will never allow us to be tempted beyond
what we are able.
Our temptations will be limited to things that we can handle.
As we grow and gain strength, our temptations will become
stronger and more intense. But they will never be beyond our
level of growth or our ability to discern.
"Able" is dunamai, the Greek word for inherent power. Every
believer has the inherent power necessary to overcome the
temptations he faces. "Temptation" is peirasmos, a word that
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indicates solicitation to evil, something that can never come
from God. He will test faith, but He will never solicit to evil.
In our temptations, He will provide a way of escape never
away from, but always through, the problem. He provides the
way of escape so that we will be able to endure, from hupophero,
which means "to bear by being under, bear up; to bear patiently." Endurance is the key in temptation and trial.

Consider it all joy, m y brethren, zvhen you encounter various
trials, knowing that the testingof your faith produces endurance. And let endurance have its perfect result, that you may
be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing. (James 1:2-4)
Why does God allow us to be tempted at all? James tells us.
The word that dominates these three verses is the word "consider."The Greek hegeomai has a number of meanings including
"to consider; to lead the way; to go before." Originally a mathematical term, it means to add up the facts, to weigh and
compare the information at hand.
James says that when we find ourselves in testing situations
weneed to take into consideration all the facts about that testing
and thenlet joy lead the way through that temptation. What are
the facts we need to weigh-that God is faithful to limit testing
to our spiritual and physical abilities; that while not all things
are good, God works everything together for good for those
who love Him; that temptation is a trial of our faith allowed
with a view toward reward; that in times of adversity and
opposition we have the opportunity to advance more rapidly in
the faith. If under testing we will stop and add up the facts that
we know about who God is and why this is happening to us,
then joy will lead the way through.
Jesus had to add up the facts as He faced the cross. Hebrews
12:l-3 says He considered the purpose of the cross and the
results of the cross and when He did, He was able to endure the
humiliation and the pain and even the judgment of the Father
for the joy that He saw before Him.
We have the opportunity to add up the facts in a variety of
trials. "Various" is poikilos, a word that means multicolored.
Satan offers temptations in colors that we like. He studies and
analyzes us and brings just the things that are beautiful to our
particular area of weakness in the sin nature.
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When we face these different temptations in their lovely
hues, we have to keep something in mind: there is a reason for
it all. God is limiting this temptation, and it does have a divine
purpose. The secret of letting joy lead the way is knowing what
is happening. "Knowing" is the perfect form of oida, and it
means that we have complete information on which to act. Oida
is used for mature, complete understanding. We know that the
testing of our faith produces endurance.
"Produce" is katergazomai. Ergazomai means "to work," kata
means "according to a norm and standard." The testing of our
faith is working, according to a norm and standard, endurance
in us. The word translated "endurance" here is not the same
word used in 1 Corinthians 10:13. In that passage the word is
hupophero, "to bear patiently." Here the word is hupomeno, "to
abide under, to persevere."It carries the idea of refusing to flee
or recede, of enduring bravely and calmly. Hupomeno is persistence, tenacity, the ability to endure, to last. The only thing that
will produce this in us is the testing of our faith.
When James talks in the first part of the verse about "various
trials," the word he uses for "trials" is from peirasmos, which is
almost always translated "temptation" (as in 1 Corinthians
10:13).The word he uses for "testing," dokimazo, means "to put
to the test for the purpose of approval." Both words refer to the
same situation. When we are in a tempting situation, the temptation is coming from the source of our old sin nature backed by
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Satan and the cosmic system. But the test is coming from the
Lord. The temptation is to sin, but the test is to exercise faith.
Because it is the testing of our faith that produces endurance,
God permits us to be tempted. So we should "let endurance
have its perfect result." The "perfect" result is from teleios,
which means "brought to its end, finished; full-grown, adult."
James is not talking about sinless perfection; he is talking about
spiritual maturity.
This is how it works: As believers, we start moving forward
in the Christian way of life, functioning in the realm of faith.
Faith will run into testing. When we pass a test we take a step
upward to stronger faith. That faith will meet with a stronger
form of testing. When we pass the next test, we come to a
stronger form of faith. And that form is going to have a stronger
and more subtle form of testing, and on and on and on. That is
the rest of the Christian way of life. It is the testing of faith.
How does God test the faith? With our knowledge of doctrine, of His Word. The test proves not what we have written
down in our notebooks, not how great is our intellect or our
academic prowess. The test proves what we really know and
understand and believe of the Word of God.
God is a good teacher. He gives us exactly the information we
need, He lets us know that we are accountable for that information, and then He tests us on that information. He gives us the
information in the Word, and that is why Bible class is so impor-
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tant, because the class we skip may be the one where God is
giving the information we are going to need for a big test that
week.
It is not unfair for God to allow the test to come to us on
information that was covered in the class we skipped. If we did
not show up, we did not get the information, but that is not
God's fault. It is just like cutting class in school. We cannot
blame the teacher when we fail a test because we cut class. The
teacher can say with all honesty, "I gave the information, and
you chose not to be there, or you were there but you were
thinking about other things while the class was being taught."
God can say the same thing. God makes teaching available; we
will be tested. Whether we pass or fail is based on our ability to
use the information that was available to us.

In this you greatly rejoice, even though nozo for a little while,
if necessa y, you have been distressed by various trials, that
the proof of your faith, being more precious than gold which
is perishable, even though tested by fire, may be found to
result in praise andglo y and honor at the revelation of Jesus
Christ. (1 Pet. 1:6-7)
Peter, like James, reminds us that we will face multicolored
tests and trials in life. The purpose for the tests is, as in James 1,
related to the dokimazo, the testing or proof of our faith. God
wants us to know how strong our faith is, so He is going to allow
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us to be tested to the limit so we can find out how we will
respond.
In the ancient world a goldsmith would put gold in a vat.
Underneath was a fire and as the heat from the fire melted the
gold, it became molten metal. With the heat, the impurities
would come to the top. The goldsmith would skim off and
throw away all the alloy and the impurities, and he would turn
up the heat.
When we start out in the Christian life, we are given baby
heat. Impurities rise to the top, and they are skimmed off and
thrown to the side. As we advance, our faith increases, and the
heat is turned up. The hotter it gets, the more impurities will rise
to the top.
What does this process do? It keeps us from thinking that we
have "arrived," that we are as good as we can possibly be. God
makes sure that things get hotter and hotter in our lives, because if they did not, then our impurities, our flaws, would not
rise to the top to be cast off. And we might start thinking we
were perfect believers. God does not want anyone thinking he
has attained perfection. Paul makes that clear in Philippians
3:12-14.

When things get so hot in our lives that we snap under the
pressure and ugly comes out of us, we should be encouraged.
That is exactly what was supposed to happen. The whole
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purpose of the pressure is to show us our flaws so we can deal
with them.
When the goldsmith could look down into the molten metal
and see his face reflected, he knew that he had the pure gold he
was working to produce. In God's plan the goal is that we be
conformed to the image of Jesus Christ. What will it take to
work that in our lives? Heat. A lot of fire. We will have to pass
a lot of tests and get rid of a lot of flaws and impurities. They all
have to come to the surface and be dealt with one at a time. The
Lord's desire-His purpose in the tests-is to one day be able to
look down into our lives and see the reflection of His own face.
With every test that we pass, the reflection grows clearer.

Lesson 4-4: 

Proving-Faith -rest
Hebrews 4 : l - 3
Philippians 4 : 6 - 7
Daniel 6:16- 23

W

e live in a world designed to rob us of inner peace, to
drive us crazy with frustration, turmoil, and fear. What
we need is the ability to rest. It just so happens that what we
need is exactly what God wants us to have. And so He holds
out to each of us the possibility of finding true rest, that inner
peace and tranquility through which alone we will be able to
become heroes in the fray.
The only "problem" with His offer is that we can take Him
up on it only by faith. Every one of us will choose whether to
accept or reject His rest. If we accept it, we will be equipped
to move on to spiritual greatness. If we reject it, we will waste
our lives in bitterness in the wilderness.

Therefore, let us fear lest, zvhile a promise remains of enfering His rest, any one of you should seem to have come short
of it. (Heb. 4:1)
The author of Hebrews is writing to warn the Jewish believers in Jerusalem that God's judgment is coming on the nation.
He wants these people, who have turned away from the reality
of fellowship with Jesus Christ to dead ritual, to have a healthy
fear of one thing: failing to enter the faith-rest life. To teach this
lesson, he points, beginning in Hebrews 3, to Moses and the
Exodus generation.
One year after their exodus from Egypt, the Jews reached
Kadesh-Barnea near the border of Canaan, the promised land.
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God had given His Word that in that land He would give them
rest. He told Moses to send 12 men to spy out the land (Num.
13). When the 12 came back, they brought a report of a good
land, a land flowing with milk and honey, yet a land with
fortified cities and strong inhabitants. Two of the men-Joshua
and Caleb-were all for going in and taking the land. They
knew, because God had promised, that they could conquer it.
But the other ten convinced the people that they were not able,
that the enemies were too strong, that the land would devour
them. Joshua and Caleb had faith-rest. The others did not.
So God took the Exodus generation on a circuit through the
wilderness for 39 more years, and every test that came their way
was a test of their ability to rest in faith. In 1 Corinthians 10,
Paul describes what took place during those years. Every time
God tested them, they failed. He pulled them miracuously out
of one difficulty after another, testing them over and over again
looking for a spark of faith. He never found one. And so every
adult in that generation-with the exception of Joshua and
Caleb-died in the wilderness.
The land of Canaan is not a picture of heaven; it is a picture
of the faith-rest life. In the promised land there were giants;
there were enemies to fight. But the Jews were not expected to
go in alone; with them was the God who had proved He is able
to deliver. The younger generation went in and did what their
parents could have done; they claimed the land by faith, by
constantly obeying in faith-rest.
When the author of Hebrews says, "Let us fear," he is urging
his generation to learn the lesson from the Exodus generation.
He is saying, "They failed; you can too. Their children succeeded; you can too. And this is one place where you ought
to be terrified of failure."
None of us knows how many years of life on this earth God
has allotted to us. Whatever our individual allotment, it is just
enough for us to fulfill the destiny God has set before us. There
is no time to waste. As believers we ought to be afraid of living
out our lives in a wilderness experience-test-failure, testfailure, test-failure. We should not fear death; we should not
fear our enemies; we should not even fear sin. But we ought
to fear failing to take God at His Word, failing to enter the
promised land.

God has the same kind of experience waiting for us, the same
promise of blessing and victory and joy that he had for the
people in the Exodus generation. The author does not want
these people to "come short," from hustereo. The word means
"to fall down on the track and fail to finish."
God planned for every believer to progress from salvation,
pictured in the Passover and the Exodus, through testing and
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spiritual growth, pictured in the trek through the wilderness,
to maturity, pictured in the Canaan experience. And what is
waiting in the land of spiritual maturity? Great blessings and
giants.
What the Exodus generation had faced in the wilderness
looked small compared to what they saw ahead in the promised
land. So they let their fears stop them at the border. But their
children did not. They said, "We can take it." And so at Jericho
they faced their first big test. All God wanted to find out was
how well they could take orders. He told them He did not want
them to do a thing except march around this fortified city once
a day for six days and seven times on the seventh day. Do those
instructions sound at all strange?
If we want to enter the faith-rest life, we should study those
instructions, because someday we will be given orders just as
strange. When we in our spiritual growth come to the point of
cracking the maturity barrier and entering the promised land,
we will face a fortified city, and it will probably be one inside
us. God will likely give us instructions that sound totally
illogical. It is His way of asking, "Do you trust Me? How well
can you do nothing? How well can you rest?" Jericho was a
test of the Jews' ability to rest. Every one of us will face a Jericho
somewhere in our lives.

For indeed we have had good news preached to us, just as
they also; but the word they heard did not profit them, because
it was not united by faith in those who heard. For we who
have believed enter that rest. (Heb. 4:2-3)
God made provision for the Exodus generation, but they
failed because they did not believe.They had one of the greatest
Bible teachers in all of history and yet all they could do was
criticize. They knew all of Moses' faults. They could always
find things that Moses did that he should not do and things
he did not do that he should have done. But their problem was
not the communicator. Their problem was that they never
mingled the message with faith. Moses constantly challenged
them to believe God and His promises. But they would not.
Now the first-century author of Hebrews is saying, "We have
had the same message preached to us. Are we going to believe
or to doubt. If we believe, we will enter the promised land. If

we fail, we will live in the wilderness."
Until we learn the principle of doing nothing in our faith,
of standing still and simply believing that the battle is the
Lord's, we will not see victory. God does not deliver through
strength or power or speed; He delivers through His Spirit.
This is not to say we will not be afraid of the giants. In fact,
it is our fears that should constantly drive us to fellowship, to
occupation with the person of Jesus Christ. As we keep on
believing, we enter a new realm of life, the realm of faith. The
consistency of passing tests in fellowship will bring us to the
place of rest.
This place of rest is not in the world; it is not outside us. The
refuge God designed for us-the place where we can be refreshed and strengthened for the battles of life-is in our souls,
and its door only opens to faith.

Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made
known to God. And the peace of God, which surpasses all
comprehension, shall guard your hearts and your minds in
Christ Jesus. (Phil. 4:6-7)
"Be anxious for nothing" is the verb merimnao, a present
active imperative, with the negative medeis, "nothing." Merimnao means "to be anxious, troubled, fretful; to worry." The
phrase literally means, "Stop worrying!" By using this particular construction, Paul is urging the Philippians to stop doing
something they are habitually doing: "Stop being anxious."
"In everything" is simply the positive of "nothing." The
"nothing" says, "Don't worry." The "everything" says, "Give
thanks." They are two sides of the same coin.
Paul uses four different words for prayer to explain the
alternative to anxiety. "Prayer" is proseuchomai, meaning "to
approach face to face." This is a word used only of prayer to
God. By praying to Him we admit that He is able to take care
of our needs.
"Supplication," deesis, means "to ask for something, to make
a petition." Deesis is used for prayer that recognizes great
personal need. The giants in the promised land are there to
make us realize that we cannot do anything on our own. We
need God.
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"Thanksgiving" is eucharistia. The root of this word is charis,
"grace." When we give thanks, we acknowledge that everything comes to us from the grace of God. "Request" is from aiteo,
a word used for petitions made to someone who is superior to
the petitioner.
When we find ourselves tempted to be anxious, if we will
simply go face-to-face to God, communicate our needs and
desires, and give Him thanks for the situation and for the
solutions He has already provided, then we will have peace.
This is not just any peace, but the peace of God. The definite
article indicates that this is specifically God's peace, the peace
that He has all the time. God is never ruffled, never upset, never
anxious. The perfect peace of God reflects His control of all
circumstances. This peace is above and beyond all comprehension, above all human reason and beyond all human ability to
grasp.
This is not a peace man can produce. It is the peace that only
God has, but that we can share. Eirene is peace that results from
reconciliation (Rom. 5:l). It is the birthright of every believer.
Jesus warned that in the world we will have tribulation (John
16:33).But with the warning He gave a promise of His peacethe only power that can see us through the tribulation (John
14:27,16:33).
The peace Jesus Christ gives will guard our hearts and
minds. The word "guard" is phoureo. It refers to a garrison, to
the posting of warriors on guard. When the guard has been
mounted, the city is safe. When the peace of God becomes the
garrison of our souls, we have an absolutely secure place to rest
and find refreshment even in the heat of battle.

Then the king gave orders, and Daniel was brought in and
cast into the lions' den. The king spoke and said to Daniel,
"Your God whom you constantly serve zuill Himself deliver
you. "
And a stone was brought and laid over the mouth of the
den; and the king sealed it with his ozun signet ring and with
the signet rings of his nobles, so that nothing might be
changed in regard to Daniel.
Then the king went off to his palace and spent the night
fasting, and no entertainment zuas brought before him; and
his sleep fled from him.

Then the king arose with the dazun, at the break of day,
and went in haste to the lions' den.
And when he had come near tlze den to Daniel, he cried
out with a troubled voice. The kingspoke and said to Daniel,
"Daniel, servant of the living God, has your God, whom you
constantly serve, been able to deliver you from the lions?"
Then Daniel spoke to the king, "0king, live forever! M y
God sent His angel and shut tlze lions'mouths, and they have
not harmed me, inasmuch as 1 zuas found innocent before
Him; and also tozuard you, 0 King, 1 have conzmitted no
crime. "
Then the king was very pleased andgave ordersfor Daniel
to be taken up out of the den. So Daniel zuas taken up out
of the den, and no injury zuhatever zuas found on him, because
he had trusted in his God. (Dan. 6:16-23)

In this wonderful illustration of faith-rest at work we see a
king pacing in a palace and Daniel resting in a pit. King Darius,
who had been tricked into signing an injunction that would
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condemn this faithful commissioner to death, was deeply
distressed at the prospect of feeding Daniel to the lions. But
there was nothing he could do-except entrust Daniel to God.
Darius, surrounded by luxury and abundance, spent a
miserable, sleepless night. Because he did not know how to rest,
the king had to rush out in the morning to see if what he feared
would happen had happened. The believer, by the way, who
is waiting on God never has to hurry. God is never in a hurry
and neither are those who rest in Him.
When the king heard from Daniel's lips that God had been
able to deliver him, he was delighted. This is the life of those
who live in the wilderness-up and down, up and down, their
emotions always swinging wildly back and forth. They are very
happy, and then suddenly they are very miserable, and then
just as suddenly they are very happy again.
But Daniel knew how to trust his God. He did not need
anything changed. He was not living under his circumstances,
and so no matter how hungry the lions looked, Daniel was able
to relax. He got a good night's rest. Nothing puts the enemy
to shame like faith-rest in the believer.
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Lesson 4-5: 

Empowering-The Spirit
Zechariah 4:6
2 Corinthians 12:7-10
2 Corinthians 4:7-10

I

n 538 B.C., the people of Israel began to return to the promised land after 70 years of captivity in Babylon. As they set
their focus on rebuilding the temple, re-establishing worship in
Jerusalem, and fulfilling God's plan for the nation, the Lord
reminded their leader Zerubbabel that there is only one source
of power for spiritual life.

"Not by might nor by power, but by M y Spirit,"says the Lord
of hosts. (Zech. 4:6)
Growth in our ability to tap that power is always preceded
by a deepened awareness of our own inadequacy. It is part of
God's plan to show us just how weak we are on our own
because not until we are overwhelmed by our weakness will we
take hold of grace. And not until we learn to take hold of grace
with every breath will we become a serious threat to the enemy.

And becauseof the surpassinggreatness of the revelations,for
this reason, to keep lnefroln exalting myself, there was given
me a thorn in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to buffet ineto keep mefrom exalting myself! Concerning this I entreated
the Lord three times that it might depart from me. And He has
said to me, " M y grace is sufficient for you, for power is perfected in weakness." Mostgladly, therefore, 1 will rather boast
about my weaknesses, that the power of Christ ?naydwell in
Tne. Therefore I am well content with weaknesses, with insults, with distresses, with persecutions, with difficulties,for
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Christ's sake;for when 1 am weak, then 1 am strong. (2 Cor.
12:7-10)

The entire book of 2 Corinthians is a defense of the ministry.
It was written by Paul to defend not just himself, but every
pastor-teacher who would ever teach the Word of God. Paul
was under tremendous attackby the carnal, critical, judgmental
Christians in Corinth, who were letting the things they did not
find attractive about the apostle distract them from the message
he carried. The theme running all the way through the book is
that it is always the message-and never the man who delivers
the message-that is the issue, that God has devised a way to
use imperfect people as vehicles for a perfect message.
So important is this that Paul states it twice in verse seven
with the phrase "to keep me from exalting myself." God knew
that when He poured the power of His Word through Paul there
would be a very great danger that Paul would be tempted to
magnify his importance. After all, Paul had a tendency toward
self-righteousness which he had exploited to the full as an
unbelieving Pharisee.
So God allowed what was apparently a high-ranking demon
to be assigned to the apostle to inflict bodily pain and damage
on him. He calls it "a thorn in the flesh," but identifies it as an
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aggelos, a word usually translated "angel," of Satan. The Greek
word translated "buffet" means "to beat to a pulp."
Under this intense pressure, Paul asked the Lord three times
to take it away, and finally the Lord explained to Paul why He
would not: "My grace is sufficient for you, for power is perfected in weakness." Grace is sufficient. Grace-not human
ability, not human talents, not human intellect. God's grace
plus our weakness equals power in ministry.
Paul's reaction to this news was to begin rejoicing because he
had so many weaknesses. Once he oriented to the fact that grace
works through weakness, he found that he always had something to celebrate. He wanted the Corinthians to understand
that he agreed with their assessment that he was not perfect and
that it was this very fact that made him eligible for grace and a
fit carrier for God's message.
Being able to celebrate our weaknesses is a key to contentment in the Christian life. Paul wrote in Philippians 4 that he
had learned the secret of being content. How do we do that? We
have to learn to accept ourselves as we are-weaknesses, cracks,
flaws, and all. God does. God takes us as we are. When we learn
to be thankful for our weaknesses and our adversities and for
the things we are not strong enough to control, then we never
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run out of reasons to give thanks and to celebrate grace.
When Paul talks about the power of Christ dwelling in him,
he uses a word that means "to tabernacle.'' In doing so, he
conjures up images of the rough tent the children of Israel
carted around in the wilderness in which dwelt the Shekinah
Glory. Just as the tabernacle housed the Shekinah Glory then,
we-frail and ragged tents that we are-house the power of the
God today.
But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the surpass-

ing greatness of the power may be of God and not from ourselves. (2 Cor. 4:7)
The treasure Paul is talking about here is "the light of the
gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God" (2 Cor.
4:4). Jesus Christ is the reflection of divine glory. He, the only
visibly revealed member of the Trinity, was the Shekinah Glory
that illuminated the tabernacle; He was the glory of the presence of God in the midst of the nation of Israel.
Paul says that we carry this light in "earthen vessels," physical bodies as fragile as clay pots. And why does the glory of God
rest in us? So that the source of the power in our lives will be
evident to the world.
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I am convinced that what Paul had in mind at this point was
the story of Gideon from the book of Judges. Gideon is a great
illustration of grace made perfect through weakness. He was a
coward living in a time of warfare. But God needed someone
He could turn into a hero, and Gideon was His man.
The story of Gideon begins in Judges 6 with a description of
how "Israel was brought very low" because of raiding bands of
Midianites who would regularly sweep over the land like
iocusts, destroying Israel's crops and livestock and devastating
the land.
In Judges 6:11 young Gideon, whois so terrified of the enemy
that he is hiding in a pit stomping out wheaties for his breakfast,
looks up and sees Jesus Christ in His preincarnate state. And the
Lord does to Gideon what He does to each one of us-He looks
at Gideon not as what he is at this moment, but as what He is
going to make of him. Jesus Christ sees us from the standpoint
of what we will become in His plan.
And the Lord looks down on Gideon and says, "The Lord is
with you, 0 valiant warrior," and Gideon is at this point
probably wondering, "Who in the world He is talking to? Can't
be me. I'm scared to death." But Gideon is chosen anyway.
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In Judges 7:2, after Gideon has gathered a force of 32,000
Israelites to attack a force of 135,000 Midianites, God says an
amazing thing: "The people who are with you are too many for
Me to give Midian into their hands, lest Israel become boastful
saying, 'My own power has delivered me.'" The Lord is saying,
"You are too strong, Gideon. My power only works in weakness."
Gideon is told to release any soldiers who are afraid and
want to go home. Immediately he loses 22,000 men. Gideon was
just as afraid as the 22,000 who left. The only difference between
his fear and theirs is that their fear caused them to quit and his
did not. That is the difference between heroes and cowards.
They are all afraid, but heroes do not quit; they never give up.
But the Lord says the troops are still too many, so He has
Gideon conduct a test of the men's alertness and eliminates all
but 300. Now He has a team He can work with.
When Gideon's men heard their leader's battle plan, they
must have wondered whether they shouldn't have turned back
when the others did. With the Midianites and the Amalekites
"lying in the valley as numerous as locusts ... their camels ...
without number, as numerous as the sand on the seashore,"
Gideon divides his men into three companies and gives each
man a trumpet, an empty pitcher, and a torch. These are the
weapons that the 300 will use against the 135,000.
Judges 7:21-22 tells us what happened when the three companies came to the outskirts of the enemy camp in the darkness
and at Gideon's word blew the trumpets and smashed the
pitchers that were in their hands: "Each stood in his place
around the camp; and all the army ran, crying out as they fled.
And when they blew 300 trumpets, the Lord set the sword of
one against another even throughout the whole army; and the
army fled."
When the apostle Paul talks about treasure in earthen vessels, he is talking about torches and clay pots. We are the clay
pots, the common, everyday vessels. The glory of Jesus Christ
is the torch, the light of the world. We put the light inside the
clay vessel and then blow the trumpet, which is the message of
the gospel. And what happens? When the vessel is broken, the
light shines through. And that is exactly what God is trying to
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do in our lives every day-break the vessel, so the light can
shine out.
W e are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but
not despairing; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down,
but not destroyed; always carrying about in the body the
dyingofJesus, that the life of Jesus also may be manifested in
our body. (2 Cor. 427-10)

Why do Christians have to suffer? It is the only way God's
glory will be seen through us. If we are going to blow the
trumpet, God is going to break the vessel. If we are not prepared
to be broken, we had better just set our trumpets down and go
home because we are not ready for the battle.
The battle that we face cannot be fought and won by our
power or our strength. It has to be fought in weakness. That is
how God displays His power-through the weakness of the
missionaries, of the pastors, of the believers on the job every day
who keep blowing the trumpet. Every time we blow the trumpet, the vessel is broken, and God routs the enemy.
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Unit 4 Review
Lesson 4-1
1. Describe (with Biblical references) the development of Paul's
"self-image" as he matured.
2. What is God's evaluation of the good that man can produce?
3. What is the difference between sins and dead works?
4. To whom did Jesus direct the story of the Pharisee and the
publican in Luke 18?
5. Describe the Pharisees of Jesus' day.
6. Describe the tax collectors of Jesus' day.
7. Describe the prayers of the Pharisee and the publican in
Jesus' story.
8. Who was justified before God? Why?
9. If equal grace is given by God to all, why do some believers
seem to be more blessed than others?
10. What is the royal code of conduct? Name and explain its
five laws.
11. What is grace?
12. How would you explain grace to a friend? What Scriptures
would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Romans 5:l-2
1 Corinthians 15:lO

Lesson 4-2
1. What is evil?
2. Where was sin judged?
3. Where will evil be judged?
4. With what are we to overcome evil?
5. What is divine good?
6. What is wisdom?
7. What is discernment?
8. How do we get discernment?
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9. What is the relationship of love to discernment?
10. How would you explain evil and the ability to discern evil
to a friend? What Scriptures would you use to back your
claims?
Memory verses
Romans 12:21
Hebrews 5:13-14
Philippians 1:9-11

Lesson 4-3
1. What was the Lord's view of temptation?
2. What is the first step in overcoming temptation?
3. Are some people's temptations more difficult than other
people's temptations?
4. What limit does God set on our temptations?
5. What are the three sources of temptations and how are we
instructed to deal with each?
6. What does James say we are to consider when we are
tempted?
7. What does James mean by "various" trials?
8. What is God's purpose in allowing us to be tempted?
9. What is the difference between a temptation and a test (or
trial)?
10. Using the illustration of the goldsmith, describe the process
and purpose of trial.
11. Name five daily disciplines that will prepare us for facing
tests and temptation.
12. Explain the meaning and derivation of the term "faithrest."
13. Describe the faith-rest technique. Give an example of a
problem you might face and promises you might claim in
meeting that problem.
14. How would you explain temptation and testing to a friend?
What Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
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Memory verses
1 Corinthians 10:13
James 1:2-4
1 Peter 1:6-7

Lesson 4-4
1. Why did the Exodus generation have to wander in the wilderness for 40 years?
2. What is the promised land a picture of?
3. What is one thing every Christian should fear?
4. What were the Israelites required to do in order to take
Jericho?
5. What is Paul's solution for anxiety in Philippians 4:6-7?
6. Describe how Daniel illustrates faith-rest.
7. Why does God sometimes give strange tests? Give examples of at least four strange tests from the Bible.
8. What is the sabbath? Name the eight sabbaths mentioned in
the Bible.
9. Describe faith-rest.
Memory verses
Hebrews 4:l-3
Philippians 4:6-7

Lesson 4-5
1. Why did God allow a messenger of Satan to buffet Paul?
2. Why did God say no to Paul's prayer that He take away the
thorn in Paul's flesh?
3. What was Paul's reaction to God's answer?
4. What was Paul's secret to contentment?
5. What does Paul mean in 2 Corinthians 4:7 when he says
"we have this treasure in earthen vessels"? What are the
vessels? What is the treasure?
6. What Old Testament story might Paul have had in mind
when he wrote this verse? Tell the story.
7. Why does God allow suffering in the lives of Christians?
8. Explain the five techniques of the Christian life.
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9. Name at least five small things related in the Bible that God

used for great purposes.
10. Define and characterize faith.
11. How would you explain to a friend how the power of the
Holy Spirit works in a believer's life? What Scriptures
would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Zechariah 4:6
2 Corinthians 12:9-10
2 Corinthians 4:7-10

Unit 5
The Angelic Conflict

The Enemy--Satan

ll!!i
0

The Arena-The Souls of Men

The Attack-

In

Satan's Strategy

The Victory-Grace and Truth

The Prospect--Rapture

Lesson 5- 1: 

The Enemy--Satan
Isaiah 14:12-15
1 John 5:4-5

ur enemy is known by many titles: "the evil one" (Matt.
6:13; 1 John 2:13); "a murderer ... a liar ... the father of lies"
(John 8:44); "the ruler of this world" (John 12:31);"the god of
this age" (2 Cor. 4:4); "the prince of the power of the air" (Eph.
2:Zj; "the great dragon ... the serpent of old ... the devil and Satan
... who deceives the whole world" (Rev. 12:9).
The world in which we live, the cosmic system, belongs to
Satan. We-believers in the Lord Jesus Christ-are guerrilla
soldiers placed by the Almighty God in the middle of the
enemy's territory as an offensive force.
Our enemy is bigger, meaner, quicker, smarter, and smoother
than any mere human who ever lived. He is a master strategist
who has had thousands and thousands of years to hone his evil
skills. He stalks about this planet "like a roaring lion, seeking
someone to devour/' (1Pet. 5:8).He can break a man or womanphysically, mentally, and emotionally-as effortlessly as we
might wad up and throw away a piece of paper. But he is no
match for God-or for the believer who knows how to stand in
the power of God.
Ignorance of the nature of our enemy and of his strategy is
one of Satan's greatest weapons in this war. God intends that we
understand what is going on and who it is we are fighting. In
the Word He tells us all we need to know about Satan and his
troops.
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There are in the Bible more than 200 references to angels,
spiritual beings created apparently long before man and superior to man in power and intelligence (Heb. 1:14,2:7; 2 Pet. 2:ll).
Biblical evidence points to the fact that these beings were placed
by God in ranks and orders not unlike military ranks. The most
common New Testament word for these beings is aggelos,
which means "messenger" and is usually transliterated "angel," but they are also referred to as thronos, " thrones;" kuriotes,
"powers;" archon, "rulers;" exousia, "authorities;" and dunamis,
also translated "powers."
Only three angels are referred to by name in the Bible:
Michael, who is the archangel and the defender of Israel (Dan.
10:13,21; 12:l; Jude 9; Rev. 12:7); Gabriel, who is a special
messenger to God's servants (Dan. 8:16,9:21; Luke 1:19,26-33);
and Lucifer, the one we now know as Satan.
The word translated from Isaiah 14:12 as "Lucifer" in the
King James and "star of the morning" in the New American
Standard is the Hebrew helel, "the shining one." The name
"Lucifer" comes through the Latin lucere, "to shine," from lux,
"light."
Ezekiel 28:ll-15 tells us that Lucifer was the greatest-in
power, inbeauty, in rank--of all the angels God created. He was
called "the anointed cherub who guards," and his responsibility related directly to the throne-room of God. The Greek diabolos, from which we get "devil," and the Hebrew satan both
mean "adversary" or "accuser." How did the most beautiful
creature to come from the hand of God turn into a murderer and
liar and deceiver, the author of all evil? With two words: "I
will."

How you have fallen from heaven,
0 star of the morning, son of the dawn! 


You have been cut down to the earth, 

You who have weakened the nations! 

But you said in your heart, 

"I will ascend to heaven;
1 will raise m y throne above the stars of God, 

And 
 1 will sit on the mount of assembly
In the recesses of the north. 

I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; 

I will make myself like the Most High. 
"
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Nevertheless you will be thrust down to Sheol,
To the recesses of the pit. (lsa. 14:12-15)

Satan, who like the other angels had free will, rebelled
against God. He became enamoured with himself and in his
pride and arrogance he decided he wanted to be independent
from and equal to his Creator.
Under his leading one-third of the entire angelic host revolted against God (Rev. 12:4). God convicted and passed
sentence on Satan and the fallen angels: eternity in a "lake of
fire" (Matt. 25:41). Though the sentence has been passed, it has
not been carried out yet. Satan has been cast out of his original
position in heaven, but at present he holds power over this
earth.
Apparently Satan appealed his sentence, contending that
God's judgment was not fair. To question God's divine judgment is to slander His character. God will not tolerate this, and
so He put into motion a plan for refuting Lucifer's accusations.
This plan centers around man.
What is going on in human history resembles a duel. Satan
challenged God by maligning His character. God has determined to show all creation that He alone is just and righteous,
that apart from Him there is no good, and He is going to do this
by letting Satan attempt to prove otherwise in combat.
But how can there be a fair fight between an omnipotent God
and a created angel? In the human realm a strong man challenged by a weaker man might level the ground by fighting
with one hand tied behind his back. That is exactly what God is
doing. He tied His own hands by limiting His power so that it
could become operative only through the free choice of a
creature inferior even to the angels. God created man for the
purpose
of resolving the angelic conflict (Heb. 2:7; Isa. 43:7).
The resolution of this conflict centers on the person and work
of the Lord Jesus Christ. Long before man was even created,
God knew that he would fall to temptation, and so He provided
a way of salvation for all men. In this He simplified the angelic
conflict by narrowing man's options in every circumstance to
two possible choices. Man could choose for the plan of God,
which is to take the side of grace and truth by faith in the Lord
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Jesus Christ, or he could choose against the plan of God, which
is to take the side of evil and lies by relying on himself.
As all creation watches, the angelic conflict plays out in the
souls of men on planet earth. God will let it runjust long enough
to prove absolutely that His justice and grace are perfect. In The
Invisible War, Donald Barnhouse describes it this way:
War has been declared. The great, governing cherub had
become the malignant enemy. Our God was neither surprised nor astonished, for, of course, He knew before it
happened that it would happen, and He had His perfect
plan ready to be put into effect. Although the Lord had the
power to destroy Satan with a breath, He did not do so. It
was as though an edict had been proclaimed in heaven:
"We shall give this rebellion a thorough trial. We shall
permit it to run its full course. The universe shall see what
a creature, though he be the highest creature ever to spring
from God's Word, can do apart from Him. We shall watch
this experiment, and permit the universe of creatures to
watch it, during this brief interlude between eternity past
and eternity future called time. In it the spirit of independence shall be allowed to expand to the utmost. And the
wreck and ruin which shall result will demonstrate to the
universe, and forever, that there is no life, no joy, no peace
apart from a complete dependence upon the Most High
God, Possessor of heaven and earth. (Donald Grey
Barnhouse, The invisible War, [Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1965],51.)
Satan, of course, was vitally interested in what choices would
be made by the first two humans God placed under his nose.
Master strategist that he is, he stayed away from Adam, but he
heartily encouraged Eve to do something with her life, to
develop her full potential as a human being. That the first
words out of his mouth were designed to destroy her confidence in the Word of God seemed to escape her notice. At any
rate, she ate the forbidden fruit. And, as Satan must have
believed he would, Adam followed the woman. Satan became
the ruler of this world.
At this point Satan surely assumed he had won the conflict,
but his glee was short-lived. God invaded Satan's earthly domain with the promise of the Savior who would come from the

seed of the woman (Gen. 3:15) and a demonstration-by sacrificing an animal to clothe them-of His substitutionary death
(Gen. 3:21).
From the instant God's promise was given, Satan made every
effort to nullify it by preventing the birth of Christ, which
would have proved that God could not keep His word. He tried
by inciting Cain to murder his brother Abel (Gen. 4), the first
man born with an old sin nature to believe in the Savior. He tried
by sending fallen angels to infiltrate the human race (Gen. 6),
knowing that if mankind could be totally corrupted, the Christ
could not come as a man. He tried by repeated attacks on the
nation of Israel, knowing that if Israel were destroyed, there
could be no promised seed of Abraham (Gal. 3:16).But he did
not succeed, and Christ was born. God had come in the flesh.
Satan's attempt to have the baby Jesus killed by way of Herod's
decree failed as miserably as everything else he had tried up to
this point (Matt. 2; Rev. 12:l-5).
Now all of Satan's opposition, all of his attacks could be
focused on one person-the Lord Jesus Christ. Every step of the
way, from the cradle to the cross, our Lord was opposed by the
enemy in every conceivable way. Not only was the Lord tempted
in all points as we are (Heb. 4:15), but He was also opposed in
ways we will never understand. Still Jesus accomplished His
task; He fixed His face like flint and went to the cross in our
place.
At the crucifixion Satan thought for a second time that
victory was his. After all, the Savior of mankind was dead. But
then came the resurrection. When the Lord Jesus Christ ascended to heaven and was seated at the right hand of the throne
of God according to the prophecy of Psalm 110:l-4, it was clear
He was the victor in the angelic conflict.
The statement made here by God the Father, and repeated in
Hebrews 1:13, is crucial to our understanding of the work of
God the Holy Spirit. The Father, fully accepting the work that
Jesus Christ accomplished on the cross, declared that He would
be seated until His enemies were made a footstool for His feet.
At the seating of Christ, a new age was introduced-the Church
Age, which would become a reality at the coming of the Holy
Spirit in Acts 2.
With the onset of the Church Age the most amazing plan
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began to unfold. It was something Satan could never have
anticipated or prepared for, something he absolutely could not
defeat. Before the cross, Satan had had to square off with the one
person on earth in whom was the omnipotence of God-Jesus
Christ. But now, every person who placed his faith in the Savior
would carry within him that same omnipotence by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
Suddenly instead of one man to contend with, Satan had 11;
soon the 11 become 120, and before he knew it, there were 3,000,
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and then a million, and all of a sudden everywhere all over the
world every believer in Jesus Christ is walking around with the
same power that God in the flesh, in the person of Jesus Christ,
had.
Within 70 years of Christ's resurrection, the written Word of
God was completed. Imagine how Satan felt when he realized
that the truth of the Word of God and the grace of the Spirit of
God would be available without measure to every believer on
earth.
This is why the Lord could say in Matthew 16, "on this rock
I will build My church and the gates of hell will not prevail
against it." Notice that the Lord's idea was not that the Church
would hopefully hold out a few faithful and brave souls against
the onslaught of Satan. Instead, He envisoned the Church on
the offensive, constantly pounding the gates of hell. In the
ancient world the gate of the city was where all major decisions
were made; it was the place of power and authority. Jesus was
saying that the power and the authority of hell would never
prevail against the onslaught of the Church. That was the plan
of God and it remains the plan of God to this day.
For whatever is born of God overcomes the world; and this is
the victo y that has overcome the world-ourfaith. And who
is the one who overcomes the world, but he who believes that
Jesus is the Son of God? (1 John 5:4-5)

As finite beings with all kinds of human limitations, we are
pitted against an enemy superior to us in wisdom, in strength,
in power, and in numbers. We have to understand that on the
cross Jesus Christ won the strategic victory. This means that the
tide of war has turned. When God sent His Son into the world,
He paid the penalty for our sins; He broke the back of the devil;
He broke open the gates of his P.O.W. camp called the world.
But the war is not over, and we are still on the battlefield.
Whether we as individuals win the tactical victory will depend
on whether we can apply to our lives the things gained through
Christ's strategic victory. If we want to win day by day, we have
to utilize the assets that God has provided for us and follow the
game plan that He lays out for us in the Word. Without a clear
and accurate understanding of the Word, it is impossible for
any believer to stand up to the strategy of Satan.
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When the apostle John talks about those who are "overcomers," he uses a military term. Nikao refers to peace achieved by
military victory. What does it mean to "overcome the world"? It
means to have peace through victory. John is talking about the
spiritual peace that comes through spiritual victory.
In verse 4, the apostle makes a declaration of fact. The neuter
"whatever" states a principle: whatever is born of God is
victorious over the world. Period. The realm of flesh is always
conquered by the realm of the Spirit.
"Overcomes" is the present active indicative of nikao; it
pictures continuous victory in an ongoing struggle. The key to
this victory is "our faith," which John says has overcome the
world. This time, nikao is an aorist participle. In Greek, the aorist
tense refers to something that takes place at a point of time. The
aorist participle in Greekalways precedes the action of the main
verb.
What that means in this sentence is that the momentary
victory of faith in Christ (for salvation) provides the basis for
the ongoing victory in the life of faith. Salvation is the once-forall victory; spirituality is the ongoing victory. To be overcomers
means that we live in a realm of peace-not an external, but an
internal, realm. John's two-fold development here is much like
Christ's invitation in Matthew 11.
When the Lord inMatthew 11:28-30offered to the disciplesand to us as believers-peace as a birthright, He was not
offering a tranquil physical environment; He was offering
peace with God and personal rest of soul. In the passage, He
talks about two different kinds of rest. One is the rest that Jesus
gives: "Come to Me ... and I will give you rest." The other is a
rest that we find: "Take My yoke upon you, and learn from Me
... and you shall find rest for your souls."
The rest that He gives to all who come to Him and the rest that
we find through study are two different things. One is a rest of
position; the other is a rest of practice. One is a rest that is
eternal; the other is a rest that is moment by moment.
One of the reasons Satan hates us so much is that in our
position in Christ we are higher than the angels (Eph. 1:3; Col.
3:l).All the things he tried to achieve through his arrogance and
rebellion are given to us when we believe in Christ. If he cannot
keep us from accepting eternal life, he will at least do every-
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thing he can to keep us from enjoying the riches of God's grace
while we are on earth.
But we can overcome the enemy; we can share in Christ's
victory over Satan day by day by remembering His triumph.
When John uses the present tense and the active voice for the
verbs "overcomes" and "believes" in 1 John 5:5, he is telling us
that the one who chooses to keep on believing is the one who
will keep on overcoming the world.
Faith, exercised moment by moment, brings spiritual victory,
which brings peace to the soul. But that faith must always be in
the person and work of Christ. If we lose sight today of the
victory of Jesus Christ on the cross, if we do not apply today the
meaning of the cross to our lives, then we will not have inner
peace and the enemy will have won another round in the
tactical war. All victory is found in Jesus Christ (John 16:33;
Rom. 8:37; 1 Cor. 15:56-58; 2 Cor. 2:14).
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Lesson 5-2: 

The Arena-The Souls of Men 

Job 1 :1-3
Job 1 :6-12

W

e are in a war. The arena in which this war is being waged
is the souls of men. The enemy wants to torture us and has
a strategy for putting us on the rack. But we are protected by
God, who sets a wall of fire around every believer. Without
divine permission Satan cannot penetrate that wall, and we
have God's word that any time He allows the enemy in, we can
overcome. But we can only overcome through faith.
The book of Job is a treatise on Romans 8:28-on the fact that
God is in control of all circumstances, that Jesus Christ controls
history, and that God causes everything to work together for
good in the lives of those who love Him. The oldest book of the
Bible, it tells the story of an Arab prince living near the time of
Abraham. He was not a Jew, but he was a believer who for a time
became the target of Satan himself and the center of the angelic
conflict.
There was a man in the land of Uz,whose name zuasJob, and
that man was blameless, upright, fearing God, and turning
away from evil. And seven sons and three daughters were
born to him. His possessions also were 7,000 sheep, 3,000
camels, 500yoke of oxen, 500femaledonkeys, and very many
servants; and that man was the greatest of all the men of the
east. (Job 1:l-3)
The word "blameless"is from the Hebrew tam, which simply
means "mature" or "complete." Job was complete in his spiri-
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tual growth; he was a mature believer. "Upright" is yashar,
which means "to walk straight." The word is related to ashere,
which means "blessing" or "blessed." There is a principle in
these two words: the one who walks straight (yashar) will end
up blessed (ashere). Job was a man who had walked straight and
had been greatly blessed, and his maturity was reflected in his
personal integrity and character.
Job's "fear" of God was yare-reverence, respect, and honor
for the Lord. The fact that Job turned away from evil indicates
that he knew consistent victory in his spiritual life.

Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present
themselves before the Lord, and Satan also came among them.
And the Lord said to Satan, "From where do you come?"
Then Satan answered the Lord and said, "From roaming
about on the earth and walking around on it."And the Lord
said to Satan, "Have you considered My servant lob? For
there is no one like him on the earth, a blameless and upright
man, fearing God and turning away from evil. (Job1:6-8)
"

The phrase bene ha elohim, "sons of God," is used four times
in the Old Testament, and each time it refers to angels (Gen. 6;
Job 1:6,2:1,38:7).Though he has fallen, Satan still has access to
heaven. He apparently spends a good deal of time before the
throne of God accusing believers, and he will continue to have
this access until the middle of the Tribulation (Rev. 12:lO).
Since Satan is the accuser of the brethren and since he
"prowls about ... seeking someone to devour" (1 Pet. 5:8), he
needs information. And he gets it through the greatest intelligence system in the universe.
God, of course, does not need an intelligence system because
He is omniscient; He knows the end from the beginning. He
knew billions of years ago where every particle of sand on this
earth would be resting at this moment. He knew every thought
that would ever cross our minds throughout the duration of our
lives. Nothing escapes God. But outside of the omniscience of
God, Satan has the greatest intelligence system. He constantly
gathers information, and he gathers it for no good purpose-for
malice, for evil, for destruction.
So, Satan struts into heaven, and God, who obviously knows
exactly where everyone is all the time, asks the adversary
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something like this: "Where have you been, big shot?" And
Satan says he has been walking around, walking back and forth
on the earth looking for someone to zero in on, for the believer
who is giving him the most trouble.
Satan himself never bothers with any but the most advanced
believers. He is not omnipresent; he can only be in one place at
a time. He does, however, control his entire organization from
his headquarters. Satan sends peon demons down to trouble
people, but he does not have time to deal with most of us
personally.
Now the Lord asks Satan whether he has noticed Job, and of
course God knows that he has. He can see that Satan has a bone
stuck in his throat and that bone is named "Job." When God
says that there is no one like Job on earth, He is pointing out the
fact that this man is the most advanced believer alive. God
knows that Satan is angry because Job is messing up his plans.
In the Hebrew, God's question is this: "Have you set your heart
on My servant Job?"
Then Satan answered the Lord, "Does lob fear God for
nothing? Hast Thou not made a hedge about him and his
houseand all that he has, on every side? Thou hast blessed the
work of his hands, and his possessions have increased in the
land. But putforth Thy hand now and touch all that he has;
he will surely curse Thee to Thyface. " (Job 1:9-11)

Satan answers God's question with a charge against His
servant. He still does this; he still insinuates that believers only
believe because of what they can get out of God. "Your people's
faith is mercenary," he loves to tell God. "They don't love you;
they only believe because you are the big sugar daddy in the
sky."
At this point, the devil lets out one of the most amazing
theologicalsecrets in the Bible: Satan himself is powerless in the
face of divine protection of the believer. When he says, "Hast
thou not made a hedge about him?"Satan is admitting that he
cannot touch Job without permission from God. Specifically he
is complaining that God has put three hedges around His
servant. The first is around his person, the second around his
family, and the third around his possessions.
Satan reveals something else here too. He who began his evil
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career by accusing God of being unjust continues throughout
history to make that accusation. Only now, he seeks to get
believers to do his dirty work for him. He wants God's own
family to do the accusing.
"He will surely curse Thee to Thy face." Satan makes it clear
what he wants to happen, what he wants to hear. What he
desires-what would thrill him more than anything else-is to
hear us say "God isn't fair" or "How could God let this happen
to me?"That is all he wants-a little blasphemy. It reinforces his
theory that God's people only serve Him for the gifts, never
because they love the Giver. Imagine how he swaggers into
heaven when he succeeds in getting us to complain and to rail
against God.
Then the Lord said to Satan, "Behold, all that he has is in your
power, only do not put forth your hand on him." So Satan
departed from the presence of the Lord. (Job 1:12)
God still calls the shots. He gives Satan permission to sift Job,
but He sets the limits. He says to the devil, "Job's family and his
possessions are in your hand. But, do not touch this man. Yet."
In a New Testament counterpart to this verse, Paul tells us
that God is faithful and will not let us be tested beyond our
ability to endure (1 Cor. 10:13). We are safe in His hands. We
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need to know that because if we want to have an effect in our
world for Jesus Christ, then we will become targets in the
angelic conflict.
The advancing believer who dedicates his life to the study
and the application of the Word of God is a threat to the enemy.
Not because Satan is afraid of any of us; there is nothing that we
could ever say or do that would cause him any concern at all.
But he is afraid of the most powerful thing in the universe-the
Word of God wielded in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Lesson 5-3:
The Attac k--Satan's Strategy
Job 1 :13-22
Job 2:1-10

I

n his second letter to the Corinthians Paul wrote that he did
not want to give Satan an opportunity to take advantage of a
problem that had arisen in the church "for we are not ignorant
of his schemes," he said (2 Cor. 2:ll). The word translated
"schemes," noema, means "plots, plans, strategem." 

In Ephesians 
6:11, Paul tells us to put on the full armor of
God, that we may be able to stand firm against the "schemes"
of the devil. Here the word is methodeia, which means "cunning
arts, deceit craft, trickery." We have to remember that our
enemy is not only a master strategist, he is also a cheat and a liar.
In the Ephesians passage Paul goes on to say that "our
struggle is not against flesh and blood" but against the spiritual
forces of wickedness. The word translated "struggle" is pale, a
term for hand-to-hand combat.
Satan has tremendous plans for attacking all believers, especially those who are advancing, and his plans are personal.
Every one of us will be singled out for attack by his fallen
agents, and we can be sure that the tactics used on Job will be
used on us. That is why it is so important that we understand
the principle of Job 1:12: the enemy cannot touch us except
when and where God permits. And if God permits it, it is
because He loves us that much.
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Now it happened on the day when his sons and his daughters
wereeatingand drinking wine in their oldest brother S house,
that a messenger came to Job and said, "The oxen were
plowing and the donkeys feeding beside them, and the Sabeans attacked and took them. They also slew the servants
with the edge of the sword, and 1 alone have escaped to tell
you. "
While he was still speaking, another also came and said,
"The fire of Godfellfrom heaven and burned up the sheep and
the servants and consumed them, and 1alone have escaped to
tell you. "
While he was still speaking, another also came and said,
"The Chaldeans formed three bands and made a raid on the
camels and took them and slew the servants with the edge of
the sword; and I alone have escaped to tell you. "
While he was still speaking, another also came and said,
"Your sons and your daughters were eating and drinking
wine in their oldest brother's house and behold, a great wind
camefrom across the wilderness and struck the four corners
of the house, and itfell on the young people and they died; and
I alone have escaped to tell you. " (lob 193-19)
Our enemy's sense of timing is almost perfect. When did
Satan decide to nail Job? At the time it would hurt him the most.
Satan had studied Job. He no doubt had compiled a massive
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dossier on him, and in a file marked "Greatest Fear" he found
what he wanted.
Job was afraid that his children would curse God. He was
especially afraid on their birthdays, when they would all get
together to celebrate (Job 1:4-5,3:25). He worried that his
children would forget themselves in their merrymaking, so he
was always praying and offering sacrifices during these times.
So Satan, knowing that the right move at the right time is
worth a thousand moves at the wrong time, waits until the
birthday of Job's oldest son, his firstborn. "On that day," with
precision timing, Satan opens his attack.
What would Job think when all this disaster hit him on this
particular day? The most logical conclusion would have been,
"My children have cursed God. That is why He has taken their
lives, and it is why He has hit me with all this calamity." Maybe
Job would have blamed himself for not praying enough. Satan
wanted all of the disaster to bring fear and guilt on Job.
Every fear we nurse in our lives gives the enemy a place to
work, a base from which to launch his assault. He knows what
we are afraid of; he knows the things that cause us to question
the goodness and the grace of God, and those are the very things
he will use in his attacks on us.
When the enemy initiates an attack against us, we can be
guaranteed it is going to be at the worst possible time and under
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the most adverse conditions. It will be when we are tired, run
down, weak, and most vulnerable to temptation. Why does he
always attack at times like that? Because he is a strategist. If we
want to resist him, we have to understand his strategy.
Our enemy's sense of timing is good; his sense of chaos is
even better. Here is a tranquil scene, Job doing what he always
did on days like this, and all of a sudden everything with which
he is familiar is shaken, and the peace and the tranquility that
surrounded him are gone. In an instant.
Satan always seeks to disrupt conditions of peace and calm.
His rebellion brought chaos into the universe. Whereas Jesus is
the Prince of Peace, Satan is the king of confusion and turmoil.
He hates us, and he hates for us to have inner peace because
inner peace in the believer is the greatest evidence of divine
power. Especially in adverse conditions, when we have peace
in our souls, we drive him crazy.
The best way to have historical impact in this world is not to
run around trying to make a big splash in society for God. The
best way is to slow down and do the one thing that troubles
Satan more than anything else-rest in the Lord. If we do not
know how to maintain inner peace and calm, no amount of
work we do will be effective.
Everything God does in our lives comes from rest. So of
course Satan's attacks in this area will be especially vicious. He
will never attack us without trying to throw something in that
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will destroy peace in our soul. If guilt is all he can use, he will
use guilt; if fear, fear.
It takes a great deal of toughness and strength to remain
poised under pressure and testing. These are qualities not
natural to man. They are developed through self-discipline and
hard training. We have to develop that toughness of skin and
thickness of hide that allow us to absorb blow after blow after
blow without losing our focus on the Prince of Peace.
Our enemy gets as much of a kick out of violence as he does
out of simple chaos, so violence is another of his favorite tactics.
He knows that even the language of violence has an amazing
effect on people when they are brought face-to-face with it.
Job is told, by probably hysterical survivors, that the Sabeans
and the Chaldeans in separate attacks "slew the servants with
the edge of the sword." The word translated "slew" refers to a
violent attack; the term "edge of the sword" is a fear phrase.
Especially would it arouse fear in people who thought as
concretely and in as vivid word pictures as the Semitic people
did. Think about the sword, the edge of the sword, about how
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it would cut when it was used on people; thinkabout how these
raiders hacked Job's servants to pieces, and it would be easy to
start getting scared. That, of course, is what Satan wants.
Notice the phrase repeated three times between Job 1:13and
1:22, "while he was speaking." Satan seldom sends one piece of
trouble alone; he prefers to land one punch after another after
another. Why? Because he understands the shock effect of
multiple blows. One of the most basic principles in self-defense
is that you never fire at a target only one time. Multiple rounds
increase and intensify the shock effect.
Finally, our enemy loves to send calamity that looks as if it
were an act of God. Job's servant helps create this impression
when he says that "the fire of God fell from heaven and burned
up the sheep and the servants and consumed them." Though
God allowed the fire to come, this was not the fire of God. This
passage indicates to us that all natural calamity is the result of
creation out of balance with the Creator.
We sometimes forget that the spiritual war is fought in the
physical world. All these physical calamities happened to Job in
the space of about 10 minutes, and it was all part of the spiritual
war.
Then Jobarose and tore his robe and shaved his head, and he
fell to the ground and worshiped. And he said,
"Naked 1came from my mother's womb,
And naked 1 shall return there. 

The Lord gave and the Lord has taken away. 

Blessed be the name of the Lord. 
"
Through all this Jobdid not sin nor did he blame God. (Job 

1 :20-22)

Job's sorrow and grief are beyond measure. He rises and
tears his robe as a symbol of a broken heart. His soul has been
ripped in two, but his response to all the sorrow is to bow before
the Almighty God and worship.
His pain is encompassed by his faith, and so Job does not give
Satan the victory he desires. The enemy wants one of God's
own children to say, "Why me? Why did God let this happen to
me? How could a loving God allow this suffering?"Satan is no
different today in dealing with us. He still wants to malign the
character of God through the mouths of God's own children.
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Again there was a day when the sons of God came to present
themselves before the Lord, and Satan also came among them
to present himself before the Lord.
And the Lord said to Satan, "Where have you come
from?" Then Satan answered the Lord and said, "From
roaming about on the earth, and walking around on it. "
And the Lord said to Satan, "Have you considered m y
servant Job? For there is no one like him on the earth, a
blameless and upright man fearing God and turning away
from evil. And he still holds fast his integrity, although you
incited Me against him, to ruin him without cause."
And Satan answered the Lord and said, "Skin for skin!
Yes, all that a man has he will give for his life. However, put
forth Thy hand, now, and touch his bone and hisflesh; he will
curse Thee to Thy face. "
So the Lord said to Satan, "Behold, he is in your power,
only spare his life." (Job 2:1-6)
Again there is an angelic convocation in heaven and again
Satan struts in, though perhaps with less lilt in the face of Job's
response to his attack. Again God asks him where he has been
and again Satan tells Him, "around." Then God asks the one
question the enemy surely does not want to hear: "Have you
considered My servant Job?"
When God says that Job holds fast his "integrity," the Hebrew word is tummah. It means "simplicity, singleness of purpose, innocence."Job's integrity is his refusal to blame God for
the things that have happened to him. He holds his integrity
even though, God says, "you incited Me against him to ruin
him without cause." The phrase "without cause" tells us something-there was no sin involved in Job's suffering. He was not
suffering because of discipline.
Satan's answer to God's question is an accusation; he charges
Job with selfishness. One of the most compassionate, gracious,
thoughtful men in history is accused by Satan of being selfish
and self-centered.
In his response, Satan is saying to God: "Sure Job hasn't
cursed You yet. You can steal his flocks, You can destroy his
wealth, You can strike his servants and kill his family, and he is
so selfish and so self-absorbed that it does not even touch him.
He doesn't even feel any grief over his family. He just sits there
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and says, 'Everything's fine.' But You touch his body, make him
hurt, and he will curse You for sure."
This is the third of five times that we see Satan's goal in
afflicting Job (Job 1:5,11; 2:3,5,10). Because he so maliciously
despises God, Satan feels vindicated when he can move any
believer to malign God's character.
We are in the middle of the angelic conflict. When God allows
into our lives any pressure, difficulty, adversity-minor or
major-and we accept it without complaint, acknowledging
that God knows what He is doing, then He receives honor and
glory.
But when in testing we accuse God of being unjust or
unrighteous or unloving, then Satan struts through the streets
of heaven and chuckles before the throne of God. Any time we
say, or think, "What is happening to me is not fair," we become
a witness for Satan. Any time we ask the question, "How can a
loving God allow this?" implying of course that God is not
loving, we are following the line of the devil. Satan is the author
of that statement.
God is never the source of evil. Notice in Job 2:6 that God says
to Satan, "He is in your power." That was not what Satan asked
for. Satan asked for God to touch Job's bone and his flesh. He
wanted God personally to strip Jobof his health. God would not
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do it. "He is in your power," He said. "You want it done to him?
You do it."
Satan may be allowed to get through our protection, but he
will never get beyond God's limitation.In Job's case God set the
limit when He commanded Satan to spare his life. God is
always able to say to the enemy, "This far and no further."And
when God allows more trouble or persecution in our lives than
we think we can stand, we have to remember that the extent of
the severity of our testing is a measure of the extent of honor and
glory it can bring to Jesus Christ throughout all eternity.
Then Satan went out from the presence of the Lord, and smote
lob with sore boils from the sole of his foot to the crown of his
head. And he took a potsherd to scrape himself while he was
sitting among the ashes.
Then his wife said to him, "Do you still hold fast your
integrity? Curse Godand die!" But hesaid to her, "You speak
as one of the foolish women speaks. Shall we indeed accept
goodfrom God and not accept adversity?" In all this Job did
not sin with his lips. (lob 2:7-10)

The suffering and agony of Job at this point are terrible. He is
covered with boils from the top of his head to the soles of his
feet. He is in intense pain, and there is no way to alleviate it. The
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itching is unbearable, and so he takes a potsherd, part of a
broken clay pot, to scrape himself as he sits in the ashes. Later,
in Job 7:5 we are told that his boils develop two by-products:
worms and scabs. In Job 30:17and 30 we learn that he has severe
fever and tremendous aching in his bones.
At this point Job's wife joins the enemy. Satan had wanted
this woman left alive; he has plans for her, and she falls right in
with them. She becomes cynical and bitter and vindictive, and
she blames God. She tells her husband he would be better off
dead, and we can imagine that she does not say this just once.
She likely says it-or at least shows it on her face-every time'
she walks past the ash heap where Job suffers in silence.
Job's response to his wife shows what a mild man he is. In
these verses we glimpse an ancient family fight, centered around
tremendous tragedy. There has been death in the family, banditry, warfare, robbery, loss of wealth, and-at least on her
part-loss of perspective. When Job tells her she speaks as a
"foolish woman," he uses the Hebrew nebalah, which means "to
fade, to wither." It is a word for falling away, for reversion; he is
saying, "You are speaking like a reversionistic woman."
Then he asks her a question: "Shall we indeed accept good
from God and not accept adversity?" When he asks this, he is
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illustrating three very important doctrinal principles.
1. The believer who only wants blessing is weak and immature.
2. The believer who gripes and complains in adversity does
not understand either God or His plan.
3. The believer who falls apart under pressure does not
understand the angelic conflict or the power of God.
The war that Job was involved in stretched from the ashes he
sat in to the throne room of God, but his battle was won in the
soul. Through all his calamity and pain, "Job did not sin with
his lips." But what came or did not come out of his lips was only
a manifestation of what had already happened in his heart. Job
won the battle because of his thoughts; he chose to believe God.
Faith was the victory.
All human history boils down to individual, personal decisions. The angelic conflict is being resolved not in the heavenlies, not in the cosmic sphere, but in the souls of individual men
and women. Every day billions and billions of battles are fought
in the minds of men over the plan of God. And every time any
person chooses to take his thoughts captive to the obedience of
Christ, Satan loses another round.
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Lesson 5-4: 

The Victory-Grace and Truth 

Job 2:11-13
Job 19:25-26

I

n all he poured out on his victim, Satan could not get Job out
of fellowship with God. He could not budge this man-not
through loss of wealth or family or health. But the enemy
always has an ace up his sleeve. As is so often the case, the
enemy's aces here were believers.
Satan sent three believers to comfort Job. They came armed
with truth; they knew their doctrine. But the father of lies did
not have to be afraid of the truth this time because he knew
these men would not wrap it in grace.
Satan hates grace. He has reason to. Truth is the absolute
standard of God's righteousness. No man could ever attain that
standard if it were not for grace. Grace is all that God can do for
man because of the work of Christ on the cross. Only through
grace can man have any relationship with God. What is worse,
from Satan's point of view, is that grace gives all the glory to
God because grace can only be received-never earned or deserved.
Jesus Christ displayed the glory of God through the fulness
of grace and truth in perfect balance in His life (John 194).
When grace, which comes from the filling of the Holy Spirit,
and truth, which comes from the study of the Word, are in
balance in our lives, we are empowered for service; we are
effective ambassadors for Christ. When they are out of balance,
we are serving someone other than Christ.
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Now when Job's threefriends heard of all this adversity that
had come upon him, they came each onefvom his own place,
Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the
Naamathite; and they made an appointment together to come
to sympathize with him and comfort him.
And when they lifted up their eyes at a distance, and did
not recognize him, they raised their voices and wept. And
each of them tore his robe, and they threw dust over their
heads toward the sky.
Then they sat down on theground with himfor seven days
and seven nights with no one speakinga word to him, for they
saw that his pain was very great. (Job2:11-13)
These three men were princes in their own right; they were
very influential men. They apparently felt some sympathy and
compassion for Job, and they made an appointment together to
come and comfort him. They had good motives.
It would have been customary for these men to sit and be
silent until their host spoke. Job does not utter a word for seven
days. The pain and the agony and the suffering and the anxiety
in him are so intense that he is afraid to open his mouth.
It is a good thing for us to learn to clamp our jaws, to seal our
lips, because once something is said it can never be taken back.
Job is having such a phenomenal battle in his soul that he is
raging inside, and he is sealing his mouth lest he open it and the
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flood pour out. There is a lot of anger and bitterness boiling in
Job, and it will eventually come out. But at this point he keeps
silent.
At the end of seven days, Job does speak. Then his friends
break their silence as well, and it becomes clear that these men
who have come to encourage Job have no encouragement to
give.
From this point forward, three of Job's friends start bombarding him with what they know and why they think this is
happening to him. They cannot even agree among themselves,
except in one thing-that they are right and Job is wrong. From
chapter 3 until chapter 32 these men judge, accuse, and debate
with Job. In all that time they utter not a word of comfort,
support, encouragement, sympathy, or compassion.
Misguided believers can do more damage with their truth
than Satan ever does with his lies. It is very easy for good
motives to be distorted into evil actions. These three friends of
Job's are believers; they are brilliant men who have a deep
understanding of doctrine. But they are serving the purposes of
Satan. Attacking Job under the logic that if he is suffering it is
because he has sinned, they accomplish what all the other
tragedies could not accomplish. They manage to get Job out of
fellowship and out of line with the plan of God.
There is a principle to be learned here: Do not assume that
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just because someone is suffering, he has done something
wrong. That is infantile thinking. There are more reasons for
suffering given in the Bible that have nothing to do with sin
than there are reasons for suffering as a result of sin.
The disciples found this out in John 9. They were walking
one day with the Lord when they looked down and saw a man
who had been born blind. Immediately a theological question
occurred to them, so they asked Jesus whose sin it was that
caused this blindness-was it the sin of the man or of his
parents. To their minds, either the parents sinned-which caused
their child to be born blind--or God knew that someday this
man would commit some particularly terrible sin, so he was
born blind as a kind of retroactive judgment.
There are people who love to preoccupy themselves with
theological questions but have absolutely no concern for people.
Job's friends got preoccupied with theological dispute, but they
did not care much about Job. The disciples were concerned
about the implications of this man's situation, but they did not
care about him as a person. To them the man was a detail; but
the theological question, holding the right doctrine, was what
mattered.
Of course to Jesus Christ, the man was allimportant. He was
what Jesus came to die on the cross for. So at their question, the
Lord turned around and told them that neither the man nor his
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parents had sinned to bring this on. He told them that this man's
blindness had nothing whatever to do with sin; it had everything to do with the fact that this man was ordained, chosen by
God in eternity past, to bring glory to the Lord Jesus Christ on
this day through his blindness.
Imagine being in this man's place, having been blind all your
life, having prayed just to be normal, having surely asked over
and over again, "Why me?" Then one day you hear the sound
of footsteps coming toward you, and someone whispers in your
ear, "The Son of David is coming!" First you hear the arrogant
question of the disciples, and you know everyone is looking at
you, wondering what terrible things you must have done to be
so afflicted. And then you hear His voice and the most glorious
words you have ever heard: "This man was born blind to bring
glory to Me. He has endured 40 years of blindness so that I
could be honored." Would not those words make every pain
and every indignity you ever suffered seem to be nothing at all?
That is the way it was for Job.
And as for me, 1know that m y Redeemer lives, and at the last
He will take His stand on the earth. Even after m y skin is
destroyed, yet from myflesh I shall see God. (Job 19:25-26)

Between chapter 3, where Job breaks his silence by cursing
the day he was born, and chapter 38, where the Lord answers
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Job out of the whirlwind, this man of God has his ups and
downs. The proverbial "patience of Job" has been greatly exaggerated. He does get his eyes off of the Lord, and he does lose his
perspective.
But through everything, Job holds to his conviction that his
Redeemer lives. He knows that someone must mediate between the holy God and unholy man, and he knows that
whoever this is must be equal to both God and man (Job 9:3233). He is confident that God will provide. In the meantime, he
expresses his willingnessto serve God nomatter what."Though
He slay me, I will hope in Him" (Job 13:15).
When God finally breaks His silence (Job38-41), He does not
say, "Now, Job, please let Me explain why these things happened the way they did." No. God says something like this:
"Job, can you understand how the morning comes? Can you
call forth the dawn? Can you separate the light and the darkness? Can you understand how the eagle flies? Can you explain
the flight of a hawk? If you can, if you understand all these
things, then you can take My place. Or are you just going to
attack Me so you can justify yourself? I have My reasons for
what I do, and I do not have to tell you what they are. So why
don't you stand up like a man and accept what I allow."
And so Job stands up and dusts himself off and admits that
he does not know everything (Job42:l-6). He decides to let God
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be God. Not until long after Job died did the extent of his
historical impact on the world begin to be seen. God had His
reasons for allowing Job's suffering.
The Lord God Almighty, surveying all the members of
the human race ... said, "Job will be the next battlefield
in the invisible war. All of the forces of the enemy will
be permitted to hurl themselves against this man. I will
provide him with strength and sustain him in sorrow
and disaster. It will be seen by men and angels and
demons that spiritual life from the throne of heaven is
sufficient to attract the soul. In a world where prosperity and luxury are the aims of utmost effort, where
personal health and happiness is the object of most
prayers, where the companionship of loved ones is the
highest fellowship, I will permit the enemy to take
away the flocks and the herds. I will allow his sons and
daughters to die. I will suffer his body to be smitten by
plague and racked with pain. I will let his wife turn
from him and take the side of the enemy. I will send his
friends to give him the counsel of despair. He will be
brought to the nater of human desolation and yet he
will sit intransigent, uncompromising, unhesitating with
his eyes filled and fixed on eternal things and his mind
aware of realities beyond the scope of human vision. He
will understand that there is no will that can compete
with the will of God. And as a result of this battle not
only will he be vindicated in his steadfast resolution but
also there will be comfort for thousands and thousands
of souls throughout the coming centuries and Satan
will be given a mouthful of dust." (Barnhouse, The
Invisible War, 141.)
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Lesson 5-5: 

The Prospect-Rapture 

Acts 1 :6-8
1 Thessalonians 5 1 - 1 1
Ephesians 515-17

T

he war in which we fight will end one day soon. It is important for us to understand that. The study of prophecy
and future things is designed to give us hope for the future and
perspective for the present. If we are confused about the plan of
God and how it works its way out, and about His timetable for
human history, then we will be disoriented in day-to-day life.
We have to maintain balance, being careful not to be so focused
on the future that we lose sight of today or so distracted by
today that we forget why we are here and where we are going.

And so when they had come together, they were asking Him,
saying, "Lord, is it at this time You are restoring the kingdom
to Israel? " He said to them, "It is not for you to know times
or epochs which the Father has fixed by His own authority;
but you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come
upon you; and you shall be M y witnesses both in lerusalem,
and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest part
of the earth. " (Acts 1 :6-8)
This exchange took place between the resurrection and the
ascension of Christ. The imperfect tense in the phrase "they
were asking Him" indicates that the disciples kept asking Jesus
this same question over and over again.
"At this time" is literally "at this age." The word translated
"age," chronos, from which we get "chronology," is one of four
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Greek words for time. The disciples understand something
about dispensations and they are thinking about the chronology of events. They see that the cross was followed by the burial
and resurrection, and now Christ hasbeen with them for almost
40 days, and what they are saying is this: "In light of the fact that
You have gone to the cross, paid for our sins, and provided salvation, are you now-in light of that chronology-going to
restore the kingdom to Israel?"
"Restore" means "to return to a former state." The disciples
are referring to the Old Testament promises declaring that
Messiah will establish a kingdom that will never be shaken.
They have in mind the Davidic Covenant of 2 Samuel 7:10-16
where an eternal kingdom, an eternal throne, and an eternal
posterity were promised to David. They are ready for Jesuswho they obviously know is the promised Messiah-to overthrow the Romans and set up that kingdom on earth now.
But there is a flaw in their thinking. The disciples have not
picked up on the fact that for the last 40 days Jesus has been
talking not about the "kingdom of Israel," but about the "kingdom of God" (Acts 1:3). The two are not the same. 

The Son of David had come and offered Himself to the Jews 

as Messiah, as their king, but they had rejected Him (Matt.
23:39). The establishment of the kingdom of Israel would now
be postponed, as God initiated something totally unexpected.
The prophecies of Daniel had implied that there woud be some
sort of break in the chronology of Israel's history that there
would be a period of time between a first and second coming
of Messiah (Dan. 9:26). That period of time is the Church Age,
during which the kingdom of God is being established.
This kingdom, which Jesus had begun to introduce in the
Upper Room Discourse, was what He had been trying to tell the
disciples about since His resurrection. It is a spiritual kingdom,
one that we enter the instant we place faith in Jesus Christ-"as
many as received Him, to them He gave the right to become
children of God" (John 1:12). "Therefore," Paul would later
explain, "if any man is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold new things have come" (2 Cor.
5:17).
In response to the disciples' questions about the restoration
of thekingdom of Israel, Jesus uses the emphatic negative to tell
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them that it is absolutely not for them to know "the times and
the epochs which the Father has fixed." The word translated
"fixed," tifhemi, refers to something that has been set down in
concrete. God has set down in concrete the plan of human
history; He has fixed it by His own authority.
God has a blueprint for history but Jesus tells His men that
they do not need to concern themselves about that right now.
What they need to focus on is the fact that they will soon receive
the power of the Holy Spirit. From Acts 2 we know that at
Pentecost the Holy Spirit descended and took up residence in
every believer in the Lord Jesus Christ. A new age had begun.

Now as to the times and the epochs, brethren, you have no
need of anything to be written to you. For you yourselves
know full well that the day of the Lord will come just like a
thiefin the night. While they are saying, "Peace and safety!"
then destruction will come upon them suddenly like birth
pangs upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape.
But you, brethren, are not in darkness, that the day should
overtake you like a thiehfor you are all sons of light and sons
of day. W e are not of night nor of darkness; so then let us not
sleep as others do, but let us be alert and sober.
For those who sleep do their sleeping at night, and those
who get drunk get drunk at night.
But since we are of the day, let us be sober, having put on
the breastplate of faith and love, and as a helmet, the hope of
salvation.
For God has not destined us for wrath, but for obtaining
salvation through our LordJesus Christ, whodiedfor us, that
whether we are awake or asleep, we may live together with
Him. Therefore encourage one another, and build up one another, just as you also are doing. (1 Thess. 5:1-11)
In Acts 1:7 Jesus told the disciples that it was emphatically
not for them to h o w the times and epochs that God had fixed.
Twenty years later Paul, writing about the same times and
epochs-the chronos and kairos, the chronology and the fixed
seasons-indicates that the Thessalonian believers "know full
well." The Greek oida is the word for complete, full, mature
knowledge. Akribos means "with accuracy, precisely."
Why did the disciples in Acts 1 not know and the people in
Thessalonica h o w full well? Because in the intervening years
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the Holy Spirit revealed to the apostle Paul the outline of God's
plan for history. To Paul alone was given the full revelation of
the "mystery" of the Church Age-the uniqueness of its place
in the dispensations of God and the uniqueness of the divine
provisions given to all Church Age believers.
Paul is not saying that these people know exactly when the
Lord is going to return-no one knows or can know the date
and time. But he is reminding them that they do know the order
of things.
Notice the distinction he draws in this passage between
"them" and "us." Paul draws two important distinctions in 1
Thessalonians. One is between two very different kinds of
people, "them" and "us." The other is between two very different days, "the day of Christ" and "the day of the Lord."
"The day of Christ," described in 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18, is
the Rapture of the Church. It will happen in a split-second, in
the twinkling of an eye (1 Cor. 15:51), and will be a day of
blessing for all who believe. "The day of the Lord," described
in 1:10and 5:l-11 is the Tribulation. It will last seven years and
will be a horrible time of wrath and judgment for those who do
not believe.
It is in his discussion of the day of the Lord that Paul draws
the distinctions between "them" and "us." "They" will be
saying, "peace and safety," and will be caught unaware by the
sudden destruction that "will come upon them suddenly like
birth pangs."
Jesus described these "birth pangs" in Matthew 24 and 25.
The Lord told His disciples that while they would not know the
day and the hour of the things that were about to happen, they
would be able to recognize the season, and were to look up and
take notice when it approached. Like birth pangs, He said, the
signs would increase in intensity. Wars, rumors of wars, famines, earthquakes in many places-all these things would start
out small and far apart and would get more and more intense
and come closer and closer together.
The "birth" is the deliverance of the children of God. Jesus
will come and call His family out of this world at the Rapture.
That act, on the day of Christ, will initiate the day of the Lord.
That is why Paul can say that what happens to them is not going
to happen to us. Sudden destruction is coming on them, and they
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will not escape, but it will not overtake us. We do not have to
wony about it because we are not of the darkness, but of the
light.
Because of all that is about to happen, we are not to sleep, but
to be alert and sober. When Paul talked in 1 Thessalonians 4
about those who "sleep," he used the word koimao, which
means "to recline or to take rest," to refer to the death of
believers. Here he uses katheudo, which means "to be unconscious, oblivious." To sleep in this sense is to not see, or to see
and not understand, what is going on all around us. This is a
picture of being out of fellowship, spiritually unconscious.
Paul does not want us to be unconscious; he wants us instead
to be alert and unafraid. Knowing absolutely what is going to
happen, but not knowing exactly when it will happen, should
bring balance in our lives.
In 1 Thessalonians 1:9-10, Paul describes this balance in
terms of serving and waiting. We should serve as if we only
have today and wait as if we have a thousand years. We should
learn to live one day at a time, giving ourselves wholly to what
we do, as if this were our last day. But we should also be patient,
realizing that the Rapture could come today or next year or in
a hundred years.
We are waiting for Jesus, who will deliver us from "the wrath
to come." The definite article here clearly shows that Paul is
talking about a particular wrath, the wrath that is described
extensively in the Old Testament as the day of the Lord. This is
the coming Tribulation. We do not have to fear it because we are
not destined for the wrath, but for salvation (1 Thess. 5:9).
Paul is talking about our ultimate salvation. We know that
salvation takes place in three phases. The first, positional salvation, takes place at the instant we believe. We are saved from the
penalty of sin and seated with Christ in the heavenly places.
The second, practical salvation, is spiritual growth and takes
place as we are daily saved from the power of sin. The third,
ultimate salvation, takes place at death or the Rapture, when we
are saved from the presence of sin forever.
Therefore be careful how you walk, not as unwise men, but
as wise, making the most of your time, because the days are
evil. So then do not befoolish, but understand what the will
of the Lord is. (Eph. 5:15-17)
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To introduce this exhortation Paul quotes what is probably a
refrain from an ancient hymn: "Awake, sleeper, and arise from
the dead, and Christ will shine on you" (Eph. 5:14).
The present active imperative egeiro means "wake up and
stay awake!" "Sleeper" is from the same word used in 1 Thessalonians 5:6, katheudo, "unconsciousness, oblivion." Anistemi,
"awake," means "Stand up!" Paul is urging these people to get
up out of the operational death of apathy and to enter into the
abundant life that Jesus intends every Christian to live (John
1O:lO).
As believers we are on this earth to be light and salt, to reveal
the grace and truth of God to a lost and dying world. We only
have so much time to do that. Paul does not want us to waste a
second.
The phrase "making the most of your time" is literally
"redeeming the time," from exagorazo, which means "to ransom, to buy; by payment of a price to recover from the power of
another." Agora was the ancient marketplace, the street market
where anything could be bought and sold. It is an illustration of
the cosmos, the devil's world. As Jesus redeemed us, now we
are to redeem time. Why? For two reasons.
First "because the days are evil" (Eph. 5:16). The prince of
darkness is in control of this marketplace. When we fail to purchase a portion of the day, we let him win. Edmund Burke put
it this way: "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is
for good men to do nothing."
Every one of us has a responsibility to fight for right, for
truth. When we purchase time, we slow the advance of evil. But
there is only one way to buy time, and that is God's way. All the
human political activity in the world cannot stop evil like one
believer living a day at a time in the filling of the Holy Spirit.
One Elijah praying alone, one David hiding in a cave praising
God, one Paul in chains writing letters to young churches-this
is all it takes to change history.
The second reason we are to redeem time is because the time
is short; it is running out (1 Cor. 7:29).Each of us has only a
certain number of days to live. God has allotted to us exactly the
number that we need to fulfill His plan and achieve spiritual
greatness. God has so designed His plan that how much time
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we choose to redeem has a direct bearing on our lives in both
time and eternity.

Do not lay up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where
moth and rust destroy,and where thieves break in and steal.
But lay upfor yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
moth nor rust destroys, and where thieves do not break in or
stea1;for where your treasure is, there will your heart 
bealso.
(Matt. 
6:19-20)
We are commanded to lay up for ourselves treasures in
heaven. In His last message to us, the Lord declared that He is
coming quickly and that His reward is with Him, "to render to
every man according to what he has done" (Rev. 22:12).Clearly
the Lord wants us to earn rewards, to store up treasures. How
do we do that? By redeeming time.
The Bible tells us that rewards are given for faithful production, as a by-product of spiritual growth and maturity (1 Cor.
3:12-15,9:16-27; 2 Cor. 5:9-11; Rev. 3:ll). We know that the only
production that counts with God is what is produced by the
Holy Spirit through us. All His production comes one way: by
grace, and since only faith can lay hold of grace, our rewards in
heaven will be in direct proportion to our faith on earth. Faith
is trusting what God has said, believing His Word. So reward
is based on our adjustment to God's truth, which is just what
our blessing in time is based on.
We will receive our reward soon after the Rapture, at the
Bema, the Judgment Seat of Christ (2 Cor. 5:9-11).We know, of
course, that no sins will be an issue here because all sins were
judged at the cross. What will be judged here is human good.
Everything we have done as believers in our own strength will
be consumed by fire-every thought, every word, every deed
we did apart from the filling of the Holy Spirit.
All that will survive the fire will be what we allowed the
Holy Spirit to do through us. All divine production in our
lives-every thought, every word, every deed we did in the
filling of the Holy Spirit will be rewarded by Jesus Christ.
Second Peter 1:lO-11tells us that the abundance of our riches
in heaven will reflect our spiritual growth on earth. Our recompense at the Judgment Seat of Christ will bebased on how much
we let God do in our lives on earth, how much we were willing
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to accept His grace and to pursue His plan. Those who let Him
make them spiritually great in time will bear the mark of that
greatness forever; they will shine forever as a reflection of the
surpassing glory of the grace of God.
When we see all our years and days and hours and minutes
pass through those flames, we will understand-with the perfect
clarity that we could have today by faith-that the only greatness worth pursuing in life was the greatness of grace, that the
only race worth running was the race of faith, that the only fight
worth fighting was the good fight, and that when it was all over,
the only words worth hearing were the words of approval from
the Lord Jesus Christ, "Well done, good and faithful servant!"
(Matt. 25:23 KJV).

So teach us to number our days, that we may present to Thee
a heart of wisdoln. (Ps. 90:12)

Rapture and Reward
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Unit 5 Review
Lesson 5-1
1. Who are the only three angels specifically named in Scripture?
2. What would lead you to believe that there is a system of
rank and authority in the angelic realm?
3. Who is Satan? Explain where he came from and how he
came to be the enemy of God.
4. Give at least five names or titles by which Satan is known in
Scripture.
5. Explain man's role in the angelic conflict.
6. What is God's purpose in allowing the angelic conflict to be
played out on earth?
7. After the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ how did the
nature of the angelic conflict change?
8. What is the differencebetween the strategic victory and the
tactical victory in the angelic conflict?
9. What is the source of daily tactical victory?
10. Who are the overcomers?
11. In what sense is religion the ace up Satan's sleeve? If
Christianity is not a religion, what is it?
12. Name nine denials the Bible says will characterize the end
times.
13. How would you explain Satan and the angelic conflict to a
friend? What Scripture would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
1 John 5:4-5
Matthew 11:28-30

Lesson 5-2
1. What is the arena of the angelic conflict?
2. The book of Job is a treatise on what New Testament 

promise? 

3. Who was Job and when did he live? Describe what kind of
man he was.
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4. Describe the exchange between God and Satan laid out in

Job 1:6-8.
5. What charge does Satan bring against Job?
6. What theological "secret" does Satan reveal in his accusation of Job?
7. What does Satan want Job to do?
8. Job 1:12 is an illustration of what New Testament promise?
9. Where is Jesus Christ right now and what five activities is
He involved in on behalf of every believer?
10. Name at least five things the Bible declares that God is able
to do and five things He is faithful to do.
11. How would you explain the arena of the angelic conflict to
a friend? What Scriptures would you use to back your
claims?
Memory verse
1 Peter 5:8

Lesson 5-3
1. How can we know that the enemy operates according to a

well-thought-out plan?
2. What five tactics does Satan use against Job in the attacks
described in Job 1:13-19?
3. Why is it dangerous for us to harbor fears?
4. How does Job deal with his sorrow and pain after Satan's
first assault?
5. Describe the exchange between God and Satan in Job 
2:l-6.
What new accusation does Satan bring against Job? 

6. What does Satan do to Job in his second assault?
7. What three doctrinal principles are illustrated in Job's response to his wife?
8. What are seven disciplines for producing peace?
9. Why are even the small decisions we make so important?
10. Is it possible for a Christian to take a vacation from the
angelic conflict?What marathon runner's tactic can we use
to enable us to last out our race?
11. What are ten principles of physical warfare that can be
applied to spiritual warfare?
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12. How would you explain the tactics of Satan to a friend?
What Scriptures would you use to back your claims?
Memory verses
Job1:20-22

Lesson 5-4
1. What tactic of Satan finally worked on Job?

2. Describe Job's three friends and the "comfort" they offered.
3. Describe an incident in the life of Jesus that illustrates the
principle that sin in our lives is not the only explanation for
suffering.
4. When God breaks His silence how many of Job's questions
does He answer? Basically what does He say to Job?
5. What is Job's response to God's words?
6. Do you think that Job today would say that his suffering
was worth the pain he experienced? Give reasons for your
answer.
7. What are the five stages of suffering outlined in 1 Peter?
How do they relate to the five stages of growth?
8. What is "the good fight of faith"? Why is it good?
9. How would you explain to a friend the purpose behind
human suffering? What Scriptures would you use to back
your claims?
Memory verses
Job 19:25-26
Job 13:15

Lesson 5-5
1. Why is it important for us to have some understanding of
prophecy?
2. What is the difference between the kingdom of Israel and
the kingdom of God?
3. Why was the establishment of the kingdom of Israel
postponed?
4. With what are the "mystery doctrines" concerned? To whom
were these doctrines revealed?
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5. What is the difference between the day of the Lord and the
day of Christ?
6. How can an understanding of the Rapture give balance to
our lives?
7. What does it mean to redeem the time?
8. What are two reasons why we should redeem time?
9. What are seven things we can do to redeem time?
10. Draw a 	 timeline to illustrate four dispensations of human
history, giving the name of each dispensation and portions
of Scripture in which each dispensation is described.
11. How do we earn eternal reward? What is the relationship
between blessing in time and reward in eternity?
12. Name four categories of reward described in the Bible.
Name five kinds of crowns and the reasons for which they
will be given.
13. How would you explain to a friend the events that will
close out human history? What Scriptures would you use to
back your claims?
Memory verses
Ephesians 5:15-17
Psalm 90:12
Matthew 6:19-21
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